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1 Introduction

Driven by the vision of advanced healthcare for society and extended life expectancy, global
research efforts are increasingly focusing on the broad fields of life sciences, biophotonics and
medical technology. Novel analysis techniques and enhanced concepts in spectroscopy enable
faster and more precise diagnostics for deeper insights into molecular processes. An example is
given by the nonlinear microscopy concept of stimulated emission depletion (STED) surpassing
the resolution limitations of classical light microscopy [67], which has been awarded with the
Nobel Prize in 2014. In the biophotonics industry, this development pushes sustainable growth
rates with an expected doubling in market volume in the current decade [71].

This development is strongly linked to research for suitable light sources [103]. On the one
hand, they need to meet advanced requirements of novel concepts and, on the other hand, also
facilitate technological transfer to clinical applications. Research efforts are mainly linked to laser
sciences based on the unique properties of the emitted light. Diverse functionality is enabled
such as monochromacy and coherence, the generation of ultrashort pulses in the femtosecond
scale with unprecedented peak powers or directional beams with superb brightness. Tunable
lasers depict an important key technology in this process providing intense light sources with
adaptable emission wavelengths. The spectral properties can be flexibly adjusted for application
fields crucially depending on the exciting wavelength. Besides common industries like material
processing and academic research, this particularly includes spectroscopy [28] as well as the
medical sector comprising monitoring, probing, imaging, therapy and surgery [35].

Fiber lasers depict the perfect platform to develop such sources. Due to the waveguide struc-
ture, they combine an excellent beam quality in single-mode operation with high efficiencies and
superb heat dissipation. This also reduces cost and complexity in the cooling design especially
at high-power levels. Furthermore, rare-earth doped glasses as gain media in fiber lasers usually
feature broad gain regions, providing a wide operation window for the tunable emission wave-
length. It may span over tens to hundreds of nanometers offering an excellent spectral flexibility.
In a fiber-integrated design, those advantages are potentially fused with robust designs as well as
small footprint sizes, user-friendly operation and low-maintenance requirements. Accordingly,
fiber lasers set the benchmark in leading-edge designs for many industries [81]. While typical
applications addressed telecommunications as well as material processing, fiber-integrated light
sources access new fields in the life sciences sector based on the spectral flexibility as well as sys-
tem integrability [131]. All-fiber layouts accelerate the technological transfer rates from research
to industry.

Accordingly, tunable fiber lasers are required to maintain a fiber-integrated structure as well as
to provide huge spectral flexibility to exhaust the broad operation ranges enabled by rare-earth
doped fibers. Common tuning approaches applied in the research sector do not combine both
demands. On the one hand, free-space coupled diffraction gratings operate over huge bandwidths
on the cost of prohibiting an all-fiber structure. On the other hand, fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs)
as narrowband mirrors inscribed in the core of the fiber only allow small tuning bandwidths
typically in the range of a few nanometers by applying strain or temperature variations [35].
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While there is a zoo of alternative rather academic tuning approaches that can be integrated
into a fiber network, a new concept has been presented in the last decade working with a chirped
FBG structure as spectral filter operating over extended bandwidths [149]. The distributed filter
feedback is utilized for controlling the emission wavelength via the pulse repetition rate (PRR).
This dispersion tuning approach for pulsed lasers in a specific sigma-ring cavity setup combines
an all-fiber design with excellent emission properties and programmable operation. In case of
discretely chirped FBG arrays as spectral filters, they also feature the unique possibility for
customized tuning ranges tailored to a specific application [143]. Due to the potential of this
concept in the growing markets of biophotonics and spectroscopy, the Canadian company Genia
Photonics Inc. commercialized dispersion tuned all-fiber lasers in the sigma-ring cavity layout
[148, 149]. They utilize continuously chirped FBGs and electro-optic modulators to achieve
compact tunable picosecond lasers with decent bandwidths of multiple ten nanometers.

Still, dispersion tuning in the sigma-ring cavity is inherently connected to a changing PRR along
the tuning range. This particularly applies to the scenario with discretely chirped FBG arrays
enabling vast bandwidths. Due to the long filter structure, the PRR changes significantly over
the full tuning range. In the case of reference [143] applying long FBG arrays for a record tuning
bandwidth of 74 nm, the PRR changes by a factor of about 2 from the first to the last emission
line. The direct link between the PRR and the emission wavelength is problematic in various
applications that, e.g., rely on clocked processes. This concerns sped up measurement setups
with synchronized detectors as well as nonlinear frequency generation based on overlapping two
tunable pulsed lasers. Additionally, the massive change in the PRR promotes inconsistent pulse
properties (e.g.: pulse energy, peak power, duration) along the tuning range [139].

A solution to this dilemma is developed in the present work by a novel resonator design. The
theta-ring cavity layout features an outer unidirectional ring structure coupled to a bidirection-
ally operated middle branch with a reflective filter such as an FBG (e.g.: see Fig. 3.1). In
general, theta resonator designs have been reported in several application fields. As an example,
chirped pulse oscillators with intracavity dispersion management have been demonstrated based
on a theta cavity layout and chirped FBGs [87, 99]. Furthermore, Li et al. presented a tunable
fiber laser using cascaded FBGs in a theta layout [90]. However, spectral tuning was operated
via a polarization controller lacking usability and flexibility to scale the tuning features. An al-
ternative approach with two modulators working with harmonic loss modulation only achieved
a tuning range of 1 nm in a theta configuration [85].

In the present work, the theta-ring cavity layout is utilized to develop broadly tunable fiber-
integrated lasers working with FBG arrays as discrete spectral filters. A middle branch in-
corporates two counter-propagating passes through the reflective filter compensating for the
distributed feedback delay over one round trip. Thus, the theta-ring cavity facilitates a constant
PRR over the tuning range due to matched spectral path lengths. To incorporate tunability,
optical gating of pulses is applied presetting the time of flight in the filter structure to select
an emission wavelength out of the ensemble provided by the FBG array. Optical gating via
an electronic control signal ensures programmable operation without relying on any mechani-
cally moving element. Additionally, customized optical gating signals enable unique flexibility
to drive the system in novel operation regimes (e.g. tunable multi-wavelength emission) or
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remotely-control further emission properties (e.g. pulse duration). Hence, it may provide a
powerful platform to tailor the emission properties of this fiber-integrated laser for accessing
novel application fields. The present work targets the development of this new tuning concept
based on the theta-ring cavity and to evaluate its performance as well as prospects.

Following this introduction, the thesis starts with a brief overview over the fundamentals of
optical fibers focusing on the propagation properties of light. Chapter 2 also introduces FBGs
as narrowband reflectors inscribed into the fiber core that depict a key element in the presented
tuning concept. Furthermore, the principles of fiber lasers are presented with an extended study
on the potential gain bandwidths of Yb-doped fibers. Correspondingly, the subsequent part
provides an overview over the state of the art in tuning concepts utilized for fiber lasers.

Chapter 3 introduces the new tuning concept of the theta cavity fiber laser (TCFL) based on
a novel resonator configuration ensuring a constant PRR for dispersion tuned lasers with FBG
arrays as versatile spectral filters. The optical gating approach to control the spectral emission
properties is outlined, providing new prospects to extend the feature set of tunable fiber lasers.
The experimental study gives a proof of principle demonstrating adjustable emission wavelengths
with tuning bandwidths of up to 50 nm. Following on design considerations in the resonator
layout to unravel the full tuning potential, major emission properties are discussed as well as
their dependencies from the optical gating parameters. Parts of the results are published in
reference [140]. Additionally, the novel tuning concept was filed for a German patent, which has
been granted in 2018 [76].

Based on the specific resonator layout as well as the optical gating approach with unique free-
dom in tailoring and remote-controlling multiple emission characteristics, Chapter 4 highlights
the potential of the TCFL to access new application fields by presenting two advanced opera-
tion concepts beyond a plain tunable laser. In the first part, the laser resonator is utilized to
implement a new method for dispersion characterization of optical fibers by a direct temporal
measurement. Based on evaluating pulse shape variations along the tuning range depending on
the applied gating parameters with sensitivities in the sub 10 ps scale, two fiber samples have
been analyzed comparing the retrieved dispersion parameter to simulations as well as a reference
experimental method. A corresponding manuscript is in preparation for publication.

In the second part of chapter 4, the tuning concept is extended towards a tunable multi-
wavelength regime generated in a single oscillator. Solely by modifying the optical gating signal,
the TCFL can be operated with multiple emission wavelengths that are independently tun-
able and feature an inherently synchronized pulsed output. This unique operation mode is
experimentally investigated based on a tunable dual-wavelength emission. A fiber-integrated
time-delay spectrometer (TDS) has been developed to analyze and optimize the pulse overlap
between both emission lines. The potential to further scale the number of emission wavelengths
is outlined demonstrating tunable triple-wavelength emission. The main results are published
in references [141,145].

Chapter 5 concludes on the major results of the thesis investigating and developing the new
tuning concept based on the TCFL. A short outlook is given on potential routes to promote this
approach.



2 Fundamentals

This chapter introduces fundamental concepts and principles of optical fibers as well as fiber
lasers. Covering the scope of the thesis, the amplification bandwidth of the gain medium, fiber
Bragg gratings (FBGs) as fiber-integrated spectral filters and the dispersion properties of optical
fibers are discussed in greater depth. Furthermore, the state of the art in tunable fiber lasers is
provided by an overview over common tuning concepts and their limitations.

2.1 Optical fibers

The concept of optical fibers as well as their mathematical treatment and technological platform
are extensively discussed in literature (see, e.g., [6,27,104,111,120,124,133]). The basic principles
are summarized in this section.

2.1.1 Structure of an optical fiber

In the following, an optical fiber will be simply referred to as fiber. The principle structure of a
standard step-index fiber is depicted in Fig. 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1: Principle structure of a step-index fiber with a doped
core region. The graph sketches the refractive index n over the
radius ρ.

It comprises an inner core region
with radius rcore and refractive in-
dex ncore surrounded by an outer
cladding with radius rclad and re-
fractive index nclad. In order to
guide light along the fiber axis (z-
direction), the refractive index ncore

must be larger than nclad as depicted
in the graph of Fig. 2.1 over the ra-
dial coordinate ρ. Accordingly, light

rays with an incoupling angle of α < αcrit are guided in the core due to total internal reflection
on the interface core and cladding, allowing for low-loss transmission of signals over long dis-
tances. Applying Snell’s law of refraction, the critical acceptance angle αcrit is calculated from
the fiber parameters by

sin(αcrit) =
√

n2
core − n2

clad = NA. (2.1)

The numerical aperture NA (also known as core-NA) is a characteristic parameter pointing to
the refractive index difference between core and cladding. Following the ray optics picture, the
greater the NA is, the larger might be the acceptance angle for incoming beams or divergence
angle for output beams.

As indicated in Fig. 2.1, the core region of the fiber often is composed of additional dopants
in order to incorporate a specific functionality. Besides the adjustment of ncore with respect to
nclad, this comprises e.g. optical amplification to realize fiber lasers. As will be discussed in
subsection 2.3.1, such active fibers are usually doped with rare-earth elements.
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Depending on the application, optical fibers may have much more elaborate designs featuring
different functionality. One example is given by polarization-maintaining (PM) fibers, which
usually break the rotational symmetry of the structure by stress elements in the cladding or a
non-circular core to introduce birefringence that decouples the modes of different polarizations
[118]. Well known layouts of PM fibers are panda fibers, bow-tie fibers or elliptical core fibers.
More complex fiber geometries are often labeled as microstructured fibers. They work with
complex core and cladding structures to engineer effective propagation properties that are hardly
accessible by plain fiber designs and standard materials. Some examples are given by photonic-
crystal fibers [118], suspended core fibers [43], photonic bandgap fibers [41], hollow core fibers [82]
or large-pitch fibers [93].

2.1.2 Light propagation

The ray optics approach applied in section 2.1 only provides a basic understanding of the light
guidance in step-index fibers. In contrast, a comprehensive description of the physical effects
occurring for light propagating in small waveguide structures is given by the wave-optical treat-
ment [104]. Starting from Maxwells equations for electromagnetism [102], the general wave
equation can be derived as

∇ × ∇ × E = − 1
c2

0

∂2E
∂t2 − μ0

∂2P
∂t2 (2.2)

with E as the electric field vector, P the polarization vector, t the time, c0 the speed of light in
vacuum and μ0 the vacuum permeability. Bold parameters represent vectors. The polarization
P is connected to the electrical field E given by

P = ε0(χ(1)E + χ(2)E2 + χ(3)E3 + ...) (2.3)

with ε0 as the vacuum permittivity. The corresponding material response linking both param-
eters is represented via the jth order susceptibility tensor χ(j). While for strong electrical field
strengths, nonlinear terms (j > 1) show a significant contribution, weak field interactions are
well approximated by only the linear material response (j = 1).

Assuming the linear regime and loss-less media, equation (2.2) can be simplified to the Helmholtz
equation in the frequency domain

�Ẽ(r, ω) + n(r, ω)2 ω2

c2
0

Ẽ(r, ω) = 0 . (2.4)

It models the propagation of a light wave in a dielectric medium such as a fiber. The refractive
index of the medium is given by n(r, ω) =

√
1 + χ(1)(r, ω) with the position vector r and the

radial frequency ω. The electric field vector in the frequency domain Ẽ(r, ω) is obtained via the
Fourier transform of the electric field vector E(r, t) by

Ẽ(r, ω) =
∫ +∞

−∞
E(r, t)eiωtdt . (2.5)
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The Helmholtz equation describes a discrete set of solutions for the electrical field distribution
Ẽ(r, ω) that can propagate through a fiber. These mutually orthogonal solutions are denoted as
modes. In arbitrary geometries, they are numerically calculated with commercial mode solvers
such as provided by COMSOL Multiphysics®.

For step-index fibers, analytical solutions can be obtained. Adapting to the rotational sym-
metry of this geometry, equation (2.4) can be solved with the separation ansatz in cylindrical
coordinates (radial: ρ, azimuthal: ϕ) for field component Ẽz [6] by

Ẽz(r, ω) = A(ω)B(ρ, ϕ)eiβ(ω)z . (2.6)

A(ω) is a spectral normalization parameter that is significant as envelope function for pulsed
signals. B(ρ, ϕ) describes the 2-dimensional field distribution of the modes in the fiber propagat-
ing along the z-direction. The ρ component is derived from a differential equation solved in the
core region and the cladding region giving Bessel functions [16] as solutions. The propagation
of a specific mode j in the fiber is governed by the corresponding propagation constant β(j)(ω).
The number of modes that are guided in the core region can be determined with the normalized
frequency V given by

V = rcorek0
√

n2
core − n2

clad = rcorek0NA . (2.7)

The vacuum wave number k0 is calculated by

k0 = ω/c0 = 2π/λ . (2.8)

The larger V is, the more transversal modes may be guided by the core area. For fiber layouts
with V < 2.405 at the operation wavelength, the core only supports the fundamental transversal
mode HE11 that is degenerated in two mutually orthogonal polarizations. Most fiber designs
for laser applications target single-mode (SM) operation ensuring a superb Gaussian-like beam
quality matching the highest demands. The lasers in this work are developed within the SM
regime.

2.1.3 Chromatic dispersion in a fiber

The propagation constant β(ω) is a measure for the traveling speed of a mode in z-direction. The
underlying frequency dependency is called chromatic dispersion. In an optical fiber, the effective
dispersion in β(ω) is composed of a material contribution, arising from the spectral dependency
of the refractive index n(ω), and the modal dispersion, originating from the waveguide geometry.

A transversal fiber mode is connected to a specific β(ω) that defines the corresponding effective
mode index neff as

neff (ω) =
λ

2π
β(ω) =

β(ω)
k0

=
c0
ω

β(ω) . (2.9)

The phase velocity vph of the respective mode is governed by

vph =
c0

neff (ω)
=

ω

β(ω)
. (2.10)
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Modes that are guided by the core region follow the relation nclad < neff < ncore.

However, the actual propagation speed of a signal, such as a pulse, is determined by the group
velocity

vgr =
dω

dβ
. (2.11)

The corresponding group propagation time τgr along a fiber segment of length L results to

τgr =
L

vgr
= L

dβ

dω
= L

dβ

dλ

dλ

dω
. (2.12)

Applying equation(2.8) and equation(2.9), this relation can be simplified to

τgr =
L

c0

(
neff − λ

dneff

dλ

)
=

L

c0
ngr,eff (2.13)

with the effective group index ngr,eff determining the pulse propagation speed vgr = c0/ngr,eff .

For signals comprising different wavelengths, the spectral variation of the group propagation
time is estimated from

Δτgr =
dτgr

dλ
Δλ . (2.14)

The derivative is calculated with equation(2.13) by

dτgr

dλ
= L

λ

c0

d2neff

dλ2 . (2.15)

Normalizing this derivative by the length L defines the dispersion parameter Dλ

Dλ = − λ

c0

d2neff

dλ2 = −2πc0
λ2

d2β

dω2 . (2.16)

as a characteristic value for the fiber dispersion. The transfer to the second expression is derived
by plugging in equation(2.8) and equation(2.9). In an illustrative picture, Dλ denotes the
dispersion-caused temporal delay experienced by a traveling signal per spectral bandwidth and
per propagation distance in a fiber. Alternatively, fiber dispersion may also be quantified via
the group velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter β2 given by

β2 =
d2β

dω2 . (2.17)

The dispersion of a fiber or the round-trip dispersion of a resonator are important system
parameters that need to be carefully considered in the design of, e.g., ultrashort pulsed light
sources. Fiber dispersion may not only cause pulse broadening by delaying the spectral phases
with respect to each other, but plays a key role together with nonlinear effects for the pulse
formation in a mode-locked fiber laser ( [18,24,107]) or for supercontinuum generation creating
ultra-broad spectral light sources ( [37,65,150]). Depending on the sign of Dλ, two regimes are
classified: Dλ < 0 denotes normal dispersion and Dλ > 0 labels anomalous dispersion. In each
regime, different effects in pulse formation may occur.
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The freedom in fiber design, i.e. the waveguide geometry and to some extent also the material
selection, provides a powerful framework to engineer and control the fiber dispersion for specific
applications. This process is mainly driven by numerical simulations, but experimental verifica-
tions of the fiber design may provide important feedback for the design of mode-locked lasers or
supercontinuum light sources, generating ultra-wide band emission spectra by nonlinear broad-
ening of laser pulses. Thus, the measurement of the fiber dispersion or even of the round-trip
dispersion in a resonator is beneficial for the development of enhanced fiber-based light sources
(see section 4.1).

2.2 Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs)

Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) as fiber-integrated narrow band reflectors are the key element of the
studied tuning concept. The following section provides a basic overview over their fundamental
properties as well as common fabrication techniques. Further reading is provided in literature,
e.g. [78].

2.2.1 Principle structure

An FBG denotes a periodic modulation of the refractive index n along the propagation axis of
an optical fiber. The imprinted perturbations can establish distinct coupling between specific
modes transferring energy to different propagation states. Thus, FBGs are a key technology for
advanced all-fiber networks. They provide a powerful platform for integrating tailored function-
ality into optical fibers. These features open up a broad range of applications, most notably in
optical communications, fiber lasers and sensing [70].

z

n

Δnncore

FBG

LFBG

FBG

transmitted spectrum
FBG

injected spectrum

FBG

reflected spectrum

FBG

single-mode fiber

Fig. 2.2: Principle structure of a uniform FBG as narrowband reflector inscribed into a single-mode
fiber. It comprises a periodic refractive index modulation in the core of modulation depth Δn with period
ΛF BG as sketched in the graph. For a broadband signal injected into the fiber, this periodic structure
causes mode coupling, reflecting the wavelength λF BG while the rest of the spectrum transmits nearly
unperturbed.

The principle structure of an FBG is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 picturing the scenario of a reflection
grating included into a SM fiber core. The uniform FBG comprises a square modulation of the
refractive index n with modulation depth Δn and period ΛF BG that extends over the grating
length LF BG. The effect of this structure on a signal with a broadband spectrum injected into
the fiber is schematically visualized in the three boxes. The signal propagates through the fiber
and gets perturbed by the periodic index modulation in the grating region causing successive
weak reflections at each interface of an index variation. The reflected light fractions follow
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an interference behavior. Only for a particular wavelength λF BG, they add up constructively
backwards over the grating length inducing efficient energy coupling to the counter-propagating
mode. Accordingly, the spectral region around λF BG is reflected by the FBG as depicted by
the green peak in the reflected spectrum of Fig. 2.2. Surrounding spectral components ex-
perience destructive interference and transmit with negligible loss through the grating region.
Consequently, the FBG acts as a monolithic narrowband reflector for the wavelength λF BG.

In a formal description, the perturbation of the index grating induces a local deviation of the
effective mode index Δneff (z) modeled by

Δneff (z) = Δneff (z)
[
1 + ν · cos

( 2π

ΛF BG
z + φ(z)

)]
(2.18)

for a cosinusoidal modulation [38]. Δneff (z) is the mean index variation spatially averaged over
a grating period and ν describes the modulation strength. The additional phase φ(z) covers
local variations of the grating period ΛF BG along z, which is defined as a chirped FBG and will
be discussed more in detail in subsection 2.4.3.

A comprehensive formal treatment to calculate the spectral response characteristics of this
structure involves coupled mode theory as discussed in several text books (e.g.: [78]). However,
the condition for constructive coupling between different modes induced by the FBG can be
analyzed analogous to the treatment of a diffraction grating [122]. Considering mode 1 and
mode 2 with the respective propagation constant β(1) and β(2), the condition for efficient energy
coupling is given by the grating equation as follows

β(2) − β(1) = m
2π

ΛF BG
. (2.19)

The propagation direction of each mode is considered via the sign of β(1) and β(2) with negative
values labeling backwards propagation. The integer m denotes the diffraction order. A second
essential condition for mode coupling requires spatial overlap of the two modes and the induced
index modulation area. If both conditions are satisfied, energy is transferred.

Incorporating equation(2.9), equation(2.19) can be rewritten for the plain scenario of a reflection
grating in a SM fiber as depicted in Fig. 2.2. The energy coupling to the counter-propagating
mode is governed by the simplified grating equation

λF BG = 2neff ΛF BG , (2.20)

in first order considering retroreflection. λF BG represents the feedback wavelength or Bragg
wavelength of the FBG.

Equation(2.20) reveals the direct connection between the grating period and the corresponding
feedback wavelength. This link is the basis for a wide application field of FBGs as sensors.
Any environmental influence that temporally alters ΛF BG (or neff ) can be monitored by a
simple optical measurement of λF BG. Hence, FBGs are widely employed as e.g. strain sen-
sors, temperature sensors, or recently even as real-time shape sensors with stacked FBGs in
multi-core fibers [86, 106, 116]. Reversing this principle, the feedback wavelength of the grating
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might be actively controlled and tuned by varying temperature or strain. As will be discussed
subsection 2.4.3, this is beneficial for fiber-integrated lasers enabling stabilized or plain tunable
sources.
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Fig. 2.3: Calculated reflection spectra of a uniform FBG
for two different gratings strengths Δn1 < Δn2 [38].

A simulated reflection spectrum of a uni-
form FBG (Δneff (z) = Δneff ) is shown
in Fig. 2.3. The traces represent two dif-
ferent grating strengths symbolized by the
index modulation amplitudes Δn1 < Δn2.
Both traces have a strong central feedback
peak that is accompanied by decaying side
lobes to both sides. These distortions arise
from the uniformity and limited length
of the analyzed grating and can be sup-
pressed with a specifically apodized FBG,
i.e. a locally changing grating strength
Δneff (z) following an envelope function.
Advantageously, most fabricated gratings

show an inherent apodization due to the beam profile of the inscribing laser.

The traces in Fig. 2.3 also show that a stronger grating typically exhibits a higher peak reflec-
tivity R and broader feedback width ΔλF BG. Derived from the coupled mode theory analysis,
the reflectivity of a uniform grating can be estimated by [70]

R = tanh2
(

πνΔneff Γ
λF BG

· LF BG

)
. (2.21)

Accordingly, at a fixed wavelength λF BG , the reflectivity grows with greater index modulation
Δneff (stronger interaction) and longer FBG lengths LF BG (more grating periods to interact
with). The modal overlap with the grating region is considered by the factor Γ. As an example,
a moderate index modulation depth of νΔneff = 5 · 10−5 at a wavelength λF BG = 1060 nm

with an effective FBG length of LF BG = 1 cm results in a peak reflectivity of around 81%.
Common inscription methods usually achieve highly reflective FBGs with R close to 100%, i.e.
transmission losses at λF BG exceeding 30 dB.

Fig. 2.3 also indicates different feedback bandwidth ΔλF BG (full width at half maximum,
FWHM) for the two exemplary gratings, which is another characteristic parameter of an FBG.
In a similar way as for R, the bandwidth can be estimated based on the coupled mode theory
analysis. An analytical expression can be retrieved for the separation ΔλF BG,0 of the first zeros
to either side of the main reflection peak by [38]

ΔλF BG,0 = 2νΔneff ΛF BG

√√√√1 +
(

2neff ΛF BG

νΔneff LF BG

)2

. (2.22)
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This relation holds as an upper limit of the FWHM ΔλF BG of a uniform FBG. In the regime
of a weak-grating approximation, i.e. νΔneff � λF BG/LF BG, this simplifies to

ΔλF BG,0 ≈ λ2
F BG

neff · LF BG
. (2.23)

More handy to measure is the FWHM that can be estimated in this regime via a factor of
1/2 [119]:

ΔλF BG ≈ λ2
F BG

2 · neff · LF BG
. (2.24)

Accordingly, narrow reflection bandwidths are achieved for rather long gratings (in the weak-
grating regime). With a typical grating length of 1 cm, the bandwidth at λF BG = 1060nm

is estimated to ΔλF BG ≈ 40 pm (neff ≈ 1.45 for a silica fiber). The narrowest bandwidth
reported in literature measures about 2.5 pm based on a 1 m long FBG [46]. Such scaling of the
grating length is feasible due to elaborate technological efforts enabling an actively controlled
phase correction of the inscription to consider fiber inhomogeneities and to avoid phase errors
(stitching errors) [97].

Extended grating bandwidths are achieved in the strong-grating limit, i.e. νΔneff � λF BG/LF BG.
The grating width can be approximated to

ΔλF BG,0 ≈ 2νΔneff ΛF BG . (2.25)

Strong modulation amplitudes of the refractive index grating are necessary. In this regime, the
impact of the grating length is negligible on the bandwidth since the light does not penetrate the
full length of the FBG. As an alternative, chirped gratings offer extended feedback bandwidths
due to a locally changing ΛF BG as will be discussed in subsection 2.4.3.

Based on the monolithic design, FBGs inherently preserve the advantages of an all-fiber network
with an enclosed signal path featuring particularly ultra-low insertion losses (IL), compact size
and robust operation. Besides working as a plain reflection grating, the design flexibility of FBGs
enables access to a variety of applications. With adapted grating periods, equation(2.19) also
implies the feasibility of general mode converters. Accordingly, a tailored FBG can couple light
to any mode propagating in the fiber, specifically also in forward direction, which is referred
to as long-period transmission grating [136]. Another example is given by a chirped grating
structure with a tailored distribution of the grating period ΛF BG along z that qualifies as a
dispersion compensator for pulse shortening or stretching balancing the spectral phase delay of
an ultrashort laser pulse [48].

2.2.2 Inscription methods

Even though, the first FBG was accidentally inscribed by a blue laser beam propagating along
the fiber axis and forming an interference pattern with an end-facet reflection [69], common
inscription techniques rely on a much more flexible side illumination of the fiber imprinting the
periodic index modulation. The different approaches differ regarding the wavelength and pulse
duration of the illuminating laser as well as regarding the generation of the index pattern.
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A post-hoc modification of the refractive index in a fiber is usually caused by the photorefractive
effect [58]. A material that is photosensitive in the UV range exhibits a permanent refractive
index change when exposed to UV radiation (e.g. λ = 244 nm). For glass, this effect can be
introduced by special dopants, e.g. germanium or cerium, or by temporarily loading the fiber
with hydrogen. The magnitude of the refractive index change Δn may reach values of 10−2 [70],
but typically ranges between 10−5 and 10−3.

Some applications require the use of specialty fibers that interdict the use of photosensitive
materials. A solution allowing the inscription of FBGs in almost any transparent material is
given by employing ultrashort pulse laser systems [137]. Operating at huge peak powers, they
induce nonlinear photorefractive index changes by multi-photon absorption in the glass. Due to
the nonlinear dependence on the inscribing field strength, this approach is technologically more
challenging since it usually requires tight focusing and is more sensitive to misalignment.

For both approaches, the fabrication of FBGs usually utilizes a side illumination of the fiber. The
idea is to imprint the periodic index modulation into the fiber following the intensity distribution
of the inscribing laser beam. One approach works with a scanning point-by-point writing of each
grating fringe [100]. However, due to the required positioning accuracy with FBG periods in the
micron scale, this approach rather qualifies for long-period gratings [78].

In contrast, much more precision is achieved by generating the periodic grating fringes with
an interference pattern illuminated with a coherent light source on the side of the fiber. This
holographic inscription sets the state of the art and is widely employed in academia and industry.

Laser beam

-1st order +1st order

0th order

fiber

phase mask

Interferometric inscription Phase mask inscription

ΛPM

ΛPMΛFBG 2
=FBG

L

L
FBG

Fig. 2.4: Two principle setups are shown for the holographic inscription of FBGs. While the left hand
side uses an interferometer formed by two mirrors to generate the periodic fringe pattern (modified
from [94]), the right-hand side relies on a phase mask that utilizes the fringe pattern formed between the
+1 and −1 diffraction order.

Fig. 2.4 illustrates the two principle setups, which are mostly applied. The left-hand side relies
on a Mach-Zehnder-like interferometer formed by two mirrors and a phase mask to split up the
beam to both interferometer arms [94]. The periodic fringe pattern is formed in the overlap
region giving a 2-beam interference. The fringe period is determined by the beam angles ϑF BG,
which can be tuned by the orientation of the revolvable mirrors. Accordingly, the inscribed
grating period ΛF BG can be variably modified during the fabrication procedure to easily tailor
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the feedback wavelength λF BG. The length LF BG of the grating correlates with the beam
diameters.

In contrast, the scheme on the right-hand side in Fig. 2.4 relies on a phase mask technique
forming the periodic fringe pattern in the overlap region between the +1 and −1 diffraction
order [137]. Due to the walk-off effect, the 0th order does usually not interfere for ultrashort
pulses [138]. The imprinted period ΛF BG is fixed by the phase mask period ΛP M . While small
tuning could be applied by preloading the fiber with, e.g., strain during inscription, different
λF BG usually require the utilization of various costly phase masks. Lacking the spectral flexi-
bility compared to an interferometric inscription, the laser beam can be scanned along the fiber
and phase mask allowing longer grating lengths to be realized without phase errors [136]. Fur-
thermore, the phase mask technique provides more stability for large scale production of a single
grating wavelength than an interferometric setup.
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Fig. 2.5: Inscription setup of draw tower gratings during
the fabrication process of the fiber with a ns pulsed UV
laser. (Modified from [60])

Large scale production of FBGs with
varying feedback wavelengths benefits
from special fabrication concepts such as
inscribing the grating directly during the
fiber drawing process [9,31], using a spec-
trally flexible interferometric setup like
depicted in Fig. 2.4. Such FBGs are
also referred to as draw tower gratings
(DTG). The principle idea of this con-
cept is depicted in Fig. 2.5. The scheme
shows a typical fiber drawing setup with
a preform drawn to the target fiber diam-
eter. Before the protective coating is ap-
plied, the fiber is side illuminated with a
ns-pulsed UV laser beam passing through

a flexible interferometric setup generating the fringe pattern.

Due to the dynamic drawing process with a continuously moving fiber, the inscription of each
grating occurs with a single UV laser pulse limiting the reflectivity. With highly photosensitive
fibers, feedback strengths R of more than 30% have been reported [23]. The pristine coating
enables unspoiled mechanical robustness of the fiber, which is contrary for most other techniques
where the fiber needs to be stripped from the protective coating weakening the fiber. This highly
productive concept allows almost infinite numbers of gratings to be inscribed into the fiber with
variably adaptable feedback wavelengths and thus provides unique benefits to produce large
FBG arrays with broad bandwidths.

While DTG arrays are typically applied in quasi-distributed sensing applications of temperature
or strain employing vast numbers of gratings [151], they have been also reported for spectral pulse
analysis [145] and for discretely tunable fiber lasers as broadband monolithic filters [143,149].

The FBGs underlying this work have been inscribed with the spectrally flexible interferometric
approach to include gratings with steadily evolving feedback wavelengths stacked in FBG arrays.
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They are fabricated with a fs-UV laser system based on the procedure depicted in [13], or with
a ns-UV laser system as described in [23].

2.3 Fiber lasers

The principle aim of fiber lasers is to incorporate light amplification into the powerful archi-
tecture of optical fibers. The optical confinement of SM fibers combines an excellent nearly
diffraction-limited output beam quality and low propagation losses with an enclosed geometry
protecting the signal from environmental influences and enabling compact and robust setups.
Thus, the fusion of the laser concept with the exceptional fiber architecture sets the benchmark
for leading-edge industrial designs demanding user-friendly and low-maintenance systems as well
as the feasibility for large scale production. On the other side, ongoing research programs utilize
the huge design freedom to incorporate novel features in tailored geometries [129].

An overview about the principles and recent trends in fiber lasers in provided in several text
books (e.g. [32, 132]).

In the following, the fundamental design concepts of fiber lasers are briefly introduced. In the
context of tunable lasers, general material properties of gain media are presented focusing on the
broadening mechanisms that enable enhanced spectral operation windows. In the last part, the
effective gain bandwidth of Yb-doped aluminosilicate as a typical gain material in fiber lasers is
exemplarily discussed aiming for design conclusions towards enhanced tuning ranges.

2.3.1 Design principles

The laser concept encompasses three fundamental elements: the gain medium with the active
laser particles, a pumping mechanism to generate a population inversion in the active medium,
and the resonator providing feedback to form a powerful laser signal over multiple passes through
the active medium. Each of those elements follow distinctive design principles depending on the
diverse laser types. Arising from the unique framework of waveguide structures, the main design
concepts of fiber lasers are presented hereafter.

In principle, fiber lasers may operate with single-mode or multi-mode waveguide designs. While
the latter potentially offers reduced nonlinear distortions and higher output powers, laser fibers
mostly target the single-mode regime by working with smaller core sizes and low NA joining
all the advantages of the fiber architecture. This especially includes excellent beam quality and
superb brightness.

The gain medium is realized by the active fiber. It typically incorporates active laser dopants
in the core region to generate optical amplification (compare to Fig. 2.1). As will be further
discussed in subsection 2.3.2, the composition of the gain material determines the major prop-
erties including particularly the spectral operation window. Given by the active dopants, the
most popular operation ranges are around 1 μm (Ytterbium doping), 1.5 μm (Erbium doping)
or 1.9 μm (Thulium doping). However, the emission range is also influenced by the pumping
configuration.
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Fiber lasers are typically pumped optically with the pump wavelength overlapping the distinctive
spectral absorption regions of the active dopants. Fiber-coupled laser diodes depict highly
efficient and cost-effective pump sources at various wavelengths covering even high powers in
the kW regime. Based on the waveguide structure of fiber lasers, the gain medium is usually
end-pumped with the pump light propagating along the fiber axis. Accordingly, the active fiber
length provides design freedom to adjust the effective absorption strength of the gain medium
ensuring high pump efficiency.

Two pumping geometries are common. For core pumping, the pump light is directly injected
into the core that also guides the laser signal. While this concept enables short interaction
lengths with strongest pump absorption and rather high population inversions, it puts severe
constraints on the brightness of the pump source limiting the available power for single-mode
fibers. In the case of cladding pumping, the light is injected into the cladding that operates
as a multi-mode pump core surrounding the signal core. This scenario is sketched in Fig. 2.6
showing an active double-clad fiber with an FBG as a reflector in the signal core to form a plain
laser. To guide pump and signal light, the refractive indices in a double-clad fiber are connected
by nclad2 < nclad < ncore with nclad2 belonging to the outer cladding confining the pump core.
Depending on the fractional overlap with the absorbing signal core region, the pump light is

Low brightness
High power pump

Mirror
(Fiber Bragg grating)

Cladding
(Pump core with refractive index n     )clad

Broadband partial mirror
(end facet)

High brightness
High power signal

(Small NA)
(Large NA)

Doped core
(Signal core with refractive index n     )core

Outer cladding
(The lowest refractive index n       )clad2

Fig. 2.6: The sketch illustrates the cladding pumping scheme for the plain case of a double-clad fiber
laser formed by an FBG in the core and the feedback from the fiber end facet on the right-hand side.
(Modified from [5])

gradually absorbed along the fiber inducing longer interaction lengths and rather low population
inversions. Often, mode-scrambling techniques, such as asymmetric cladding geometries [56] or
distinctive fiber bending [160], are applied to ensure an optimized overlap between the pump
light and the doped core along the fiber. With the decoupled relation between pump and signal
beam quality, the double-clad fiber geometry acts as brightness converter with an enhancement
of up to 6 orders of magnitude [117]. This concept enables the use of low-brightness high-power
pump diodes with multi-mode fiber coupling to generate high brightness high power laser signals
with unprecedented beam quality emitted from the single-mode core.

The last key element of the fiber laser is the resonator, which utilizes the stimulated emission
process by circulating the signal light over multiple round trips. Additionally, the cavity ge-
ometry may incorporate various functionalities to tailor the laser output characteristics. This
particularly includes e.g. modulators for pulsed emission as well as spectral filters for stabilized
or tunable laser wavelengths. With typically high single-pass gain provided by the active fiber
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due to long interaction lengths, cavity layouts with high round-trip losses exceeding 20 dB are
feasible.

For fiber lasers, the resonator might be free-space coupled or fiber-integrated. The former pro-
vides more flexibility for high output powers or enhanced emission characteristics using bulk
optical components that are hardly to be incorporated into a fiber. On the other side, fiber-
integrated lasers fully benefit from the unique advantages of all-fiber networks. They enable
robust systems with alignment-free and user-friendly operation, sealed beam paths, low main-
tenance requirements as well as small footprint setting the benchmark for leading-edge laser
solutions in industry and life sciences. Hence, application-oriented research often targets the
transfer of a laser concept to all-fiber designs.
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Fig. 2.7: The sketch illustrates the principle schemes of a linear fiber laser cavity (left-hand side)
and a fiber ring resonator (right-hand side). Using an optical isolator, a ring resonator may feature
unidirectional operation.

In general, laser cavities are classified in linear resonators and ring resonators. As depicted on
the left-hand side in Fig. 2.7, a linear resonator is usually formed by two end mirrors circulating
the signal back and forth. The mirrors may be realized by bulk optics, end-facet feedback or
incorporated into the fiber by FBGs as depicted in Fig. 2.6. This Fabry-Pérot style cavity
supports longitudinal modes that form standing wave patterns with local intensity maxima,
which may cause spatial hole burning in the gain medium. The right-hand side in Fig. 2.7
illustrates a fiber ring resonator. Without end mirrors in the cavity, light circulates in a loop
in two possible directions. With a discriminating element like an optical isolator, unidirectional
operation is possible. In contrast to a linear cavity, the signal passes optical components along
the resonator loop only once per round trip.

2.3.2 Spectral properties of gain media

The gain medium of lasers typically comprises the active laser elements and the host material.
While the active laser elements frame the spectral emission region based on their energy level
structure, the host material defines the environment for their operation. This requires not
only a sufficiently high solubility of the laser-active elements, but also involves e.g. suitable
thermal, mechanical and optical properties as well as a good processability. Depending on
the application, crystals or glasses are usually employed as host of solid-state lasers [112]. The
active laser elements are mainly trivalent rare-earth ions from the lanthanides, such as Ytterbium
(Yb), Erbium (Er) or Thulium (Tm). They combine the electronic configuration of Xenon with
a gradually filled 4f shell determining the main optical properties.
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While elaborate models are found in literature (e.g. [30]), Yb3+, featuring a simple ener-
getic structure, is well suited for an exemplary discussion of the fundamental effects. It com-
prises a two-level system with the energy states 2F5/2 and 2F7/2 as sketched in Fig. 2.8.

Yb3+

F2
5 2

F2
7 2

Yb:crystal Yb:glass
(2)

(1)

Fig. 2.8: Schematic energy band structure of Yb de-
pending on its environment. Due to the Stark effect,
the 2-level structure of the ion splits up in discrete
sublevels (crystal host) or continuous energy bands
(glass host).

Implementing Yb3+ into a host lattice, each
level splits up in a sublevel structure due to
the Stark effect caused by the local electric
fields. This broadening results in quasi 3-level
or even 4-level energetic configurations suit-
able for laser transitions in the visible and
near-infrared. In the case of a crystalline host,
the periodic structure creates steady fields
along the lattice giving discrete sublevels with
sharp transition lines as indicated in Fig. 2.8.
In contrast, the disordered lattice of amor-
phous glass hosts causes locally varying electric fields resulting in strongly broadened sublevels
and continuous energy bands due to the Stark effect.

In general, the spectral transition line broadening of a laser medium is categorized in homoge-
neous or inhomogeneous broadening. For the first case, each active particle is equally affected
by the broadening effect resulting in identical emission properties and uniform saturation of
the overall spectral gain. The latter group features a macroscopically broadened linewidth that
emerges from a superposition of various ensembles of active particles with detuned transition
lines. Consequently, the spectral gain at one wavelength may be depleted by a signal while
neighboring spectral regions still provide unperturbed amplification. This results in an inhomo-
geneous saturation of the gain spectrum. In the case of Yb-doped glasses, the line broadening
by Stark splitting combined with thermal relaxations is mainly driven homogeneously and thus
less sensitive to parasitic emission wavelengths.

As a conclusion, Yb-doped glass exhibits broad continuous transition regimes that feature ex-
tended spectral operation windows with potential optical gain for lasing, such as required for
tunable lasers. This is combined with the typically broad temporal processing window of glasses
which is essential for fiber drawing [133]. Accordingly, rare-earth doped glasses provide a pow-
erful foundation for tunable fiber lasers as targeted in this work.

2.3.3 Potential gain bandwidth of Yb-doped aluminosilicate fibers

Yb-doped aluminosilicate depicts a widely employed gain medium in fiber lasers that is also
used in this experimental study. Silica is well known as glassformer joining numerous benefi-
cial properties, including very low optical losses with a broad transparency window from the
ultraviolet (UV) to the infrared (IR), high mechanical and chemical robustness, low price due to
abundant raw material and high thermal resistance combined with a wide processing window.
It is co-doped with aluminum as a network modifier forming the host material aluminosilicate.
Yb as the laser active element exhibits a simple 2-level band structure enabling high efficiencies
due to a low quantum defect and excluded detrimental effects (e.g. excited state absorption).
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Combined with the typically broad gain regions, Yb-doped systems set the benchmark for high
power and ultrashort pulsed fiber lasers in industry and research [40,63,93,147].

In the following, the gain characteristics are modeled for an exemplary system that closely relates
to the developed laser concept in this study. The discussion aims for conclusions regarding the
optimum gain bandwidth restricting the potential spectral tuning range. For a comprehensive
treatment of the gain characteristics, the reader is refereed to more extensive studies in literature
(e.g. [11, 19,30,52,113]).

A simple model of Yb-doped aluminosilicate can be derived from a 2-level system assuming
homogenous broadening [29] and neglecting amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) as well as
nonlinear, thermal and saturation effects valid for low power levels [113]. The two energy
manifolds 2F7/2 and 2F5/2 are described by the population densities N1 and N2, respectively.
The evolution of power P along the propagation direction z in the active fiber can be described
with the differential equation [113]

dP

dz
= g(λ)P (z) (2.26)

with λ denoting the wavelength and g(λ) as the effective spectral gain coefficient that, for
simplicity, is assumed to be constant along the z-direction. The solution is described by an
exponential growth given by

P (z) = P (z = 0) eg(λ)z (2.27)

The effective amplification spectrum depicted by g(λ) is a linear combination of the ground-state
(2F7/2) absorption and excited-state (2F5/2) emission cross-section spectra σa and σe weighted
by the corresponding population densities N1 and N2 giving

g(λ) = Γ[σe(λ)N2 − σa(λ)N1] (2.28)

The parameter Γ depicts a normalized overlap integral factor taking into account the intensity
overlap between the transversal mode in the fiber and the active Yb-doped core region [52].
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Fig. 2.9: Graph a) plots the emission and absorption cross-section spectra of a typical Yb-doped glass
based on aluminosilicate (raw data provided by the commercial software RP Fiber Power). Graph b)
plots the calculated relative gain spectra for Yb-doped aluminosilicate. Considering varying population
inversions n2, positive values relate to net amplification while negative sections correspond to absorption.
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Graph a) in Fig. 2.9 plots measured absorption and emission cross-section spectra σa and σe of
Yb-doped aluminosilicate provided by the commercial software RP Fiber Power. The absorption
cross section is characterized by a broad peak around 915 nm and a narrow peak around 976 nm

with an about 4 times stronger absorption. While both wavelengths are widely used for pumping
such lasers, pumping at 976 nm usually needs the pump source to be spectrally stabilized due
to the narrow absorption line. The emission cross section σe exhibits the same strong peak
at 976 nm. In literature, it is usually normalized to the amplitude of σa at 976 nm because
absolute values are difficult to acquire in the overlap region [113]. The emission cross section σe

features another peak around 1030 nm that broadly extends even beyond 1100 nm. This frames
the typical working window of Yb-doped fiber (YDF) lasers.

From this characteristic behavior in σa and σe, a few simple conclusions can be drawn. Only
dissimilar spectral shapes in σa and σe driven by the Stark splitting enable the generation of gain
in this plain 2-level system. The absorption line extends even in the region of a strong emission
cross section beyond 1000 nm resulting in a quasi 3-level behavior of the gain medium including
reabsorption effects of the laser signal. For longer signal wavelengths towards 1100 nm, ground
state absorption vanishes transferring the gain characteristics effectively to a 4-level laser system
in which even low population inversions generate net amplification. Furthermore, assuming
matched peak amplitudes of σa and σe, pumping at 976 nm limits the population inversion to
N1 ≥ N2.

Further insights are given by employing normalized population densities nj based on the total
dopant density Ntotal of Yb:

nj =
Nj

Ntotal
,

∑
j=1,2

Nj = Ntotal. (2.29)

Accordingly, equation(2.28) can be written as

g(λ) = ΓNtotal[σe(λ)n2 − σa(λ)n1] (2.30)

Deducing n1 + n2 = 1 from equation(2.29), n1 can be eliminated resulting in

g(λ) = ΓNtotal[n2(σe(λ) + σa(λ)) − σa(λ)] (2.31)

This represents a simple description with solely n2 determining the effective amplification spec-
trum of a given gain medium. Graph b in Fig. 2.9 illustrates the resulting gain (positive values)
and loss (negative values) spectra for a gradually changing population n2 in level 2. The graph
indicates low population levels, i.e. n2 = 5 %, to exhibit a net absorption for wavelengths up to
1040 nm. Accordingly, due to the 3-level character, smaller wavelengths require elevated pop-
ulation inversions. The higher n2, the more the net gain region shifts to shorter wavelengths.
The turn over point from loss to gain at 976 nm is reached at n2 ≈ 0.5. In general, the net gain
as well as the gain bandwidth increases towards larger population in n2.

However, the practical operation bandwidth of the gain medium in a tunable laser resonator is
also limited by e.g. significant amplitude differences in the amplification spectrum. In order to
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estimate a practical dynamic amplification range and prevent gain configurations being prone to
parasitic lasing at the strongest spectral amplification, equation(2.31) is rewritten to estimate
the absolute gain of a given active medium configuration. The total gain factor G also depends
on the interaction length L, i.e. the effective gain medium length. It follows the relation

G(λ) = g(λ) L = Γ Ntotal L [n2(σe(λ) + σa(λ)) − σa(λ)] (2.32)

This is converted from Neper scale to the more practical decibel (dB) scale by

GdB(λ) = G(λ) log10(e) ≈ 4.343 Γ Ntotal L [n2(σe(λ) + σa(λ)) − σa(λ)] (2.33)

relating the estimated boost in output Power P (z = L) compared to P (z = 0).

An exemplary gain medium is chosen based on an Yb-doped aluminosilicate step-index fiber as
it is used for some of the experimental investigations in this work. The fiber is doped with an
Yb concentration of 1800 ppm (mol) (Ntotal = 7.91 · 1025 m−3). Core and cladding diameters are
specified with dcore = 7.1 μm and dclad = 125 μm. The NA is given by 0.12. Γ is calculated by
a modal analysis with the software COMSOL Multiphysics (see also subsection 4.1.3) yielding
a modal core overlap of about 0.84 at 1060 nm (spectral dependencies are neglected).

For a practical analysis, the peak gain factor GdB,max is normalized to 30 dB allowing different
populations in n2 to be compared with respect to the accessible amplification bandwidth. 30 dB

represents a typical gain value achieved in a low-power laser oscillator and stays within the limits
allowing ASE effects to be neglected [113]. The normalization is realized by adapting the fiber
length L to an effective value Leff for each n2 ensuring GdB(λ) ≤ 30dB.
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Fig. 2.10: Modeling a typical Yb-doped aluminosilicate fiber (Y b3+ concentration: 1800 ppm mol) as
gain medium, graph a) plots absolute gain spectra depending on the population inversion n2. The traces
are normalized via the active fiber length Leff to a typical system peak gain of 30 dB, respectively.
Graph b) plots the corresponding effective gain bandwidth considering three exemplary round-trip losses
of the laser resonator that have to be compensated by the amplification of the active fiber. The longest
continuous gain bandwidth could be expected for population inversions around n2 ≈ 0.09. Considering
resonator round-trip losses of about 20 dB, a maximum tuning range from 1032 nm to 1097 nm could be
feasible.

Graph a) in Fig. 2.10 shows the absolute gain spectra of the modeled configuration for vary-
ing populations n2, which are assumed homogenous along the fiber length. Leff progressively
increases for decreasing n2 to establish 30 dB of peak gain in each case.
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The graph highlights the gradual blue shift in the amplification regime for growing population
inversion. At n2 ≈ 0.09, the trace exhibits a broad peak plateau from 1040 nm to 1075 nm

ensuring steady gain over a broad range. The dark gray curve highlights the strong inversion
regime in n2 beyond 0.5. It features two characteristic peaks at around 976 nm and 1030 nm

separated by a low gain window.

In order to estimate the accessible gain bandwidth for laser operations in a resonator, the round-
trip losses of the signal need to be considered, which have to be compensated by the active
medium. Losses originate from the other cavity components, e.g. the output coupler, spectral
filter, modulator and splices. The dashed lines in graph a) of Fig. 2.10 indicate three exemplary
threshold levels at 15 dB, 20 dB and 23 dB that are reasonable for the resonator design developed
in this work. Accordingly, high population inversions beyond 0.5 as highlighted by the dark gray
trace would have two separated operation windows with a broad range around 990 nm where no
lasing could be established. For a broad continuous tuning window of the laser wavelength in
the chosen configuration, this regime is unsuitable.

Graph b) in Fig. 2.10 plots the calculated effective gain bandwidths over n2 for the corresponding
three round-trip loss levels. In each scenario, the exploitable net amplification bandwidth is
maximized between n2 = 0.08 and n2 = 0.10. In the case of 20 dB round-trip losses, a spectral
tuning bandwidth over 65 nm ranging from 1032 nm to 1097 nm could be feasible.

In conclusion, the design of the tunable laser should target an operation regime with rather
low population inversion n2 between 0.07 and 0.11 for a maximized bandwidth. The inversion
can be mainly adjusted via the pump configuration, pump wavelength, power level as well as
the fiber design. For a typical Yb-doped single-mode fiber, cladding-pumped configurations
are usually characterized by low n2 and extended fiber lengths L > 1 m as suggested by this
principle analysis. Hence this scheme will be chosen for the experimental implementation.

2.4 Tuning concepts for fiber lasers

Tunable lasers are characterized by an adjustable emission wavelength λL. In principle, there
are two approaches to modify the effective spectral gain maximum in the resonator determining
λL. Either the gain medium is manipulated to alter the amplification spectrum, or an adjustable
spectral filter is incorporated into the cavity applying frequency-selective losses to promote a
specific wavelength for lasing. While the first approach is only applied for some gain media, e.g.
diode lasers, where λL can be tuned by changing the temperature or pump current, spectral
filters provide a much higher flexibility. They may access even remote spectral gain regions
maximizing the potential tuning range for any laser concept.

Tunable fiber lasers typically use spectral filters to control λL. In literature, there is a whole
zoo of different approaches that are reported for spectral filtering and tuning. In the following,
the most common concepts are shortly introduced.
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2.4.1 Bulk filters

Tunable bulk filters such as prisms and diffraction gratings have been intensively investigated for
spectral tuning of fiber lasers some decades ago. With the free-space coupled beam path within
the resonator, this geometry allows those filters to be utilized for any type of tunable laser.
Hence, from semiconductor lasers, it is also more formally known as external-cavity feedback
tuning.

Reflective diffraction gratings are the most prominent bulk filters, which are still widely utilized.
Their characteristics are extensively covered in textbooks, e.g. [120]. For a grating period Λgrating

as well as an incidence and diffraction angle of θ and θ′, the spectral feedback wavelength λ in
the mth order is described by the grating equation

mλ = Λgrating(sinθ ± sinθ′) . (2.34)

Accordingly, by adapting Λgrating, the beam geometry or the operation order, diffraction gratings
provide a high flexibility to tailor the spectral properties. Continuous wavelength tuning is
realized by changing θ and θ′. Often, gratings are blazed to maximize the diffraction efficiency
in the operating order and minimize IL.

Rare earth–doped

Grating

Lens Lens

Pump
diodes

Mirror

Dichoric
Mirror

Laser output

ROC

Tuning mirror

Rare earth–doped

Grating Lens Lens

Pump
diodes

Mirror

DichoricDichoric
Mirror

Laser output

ROC

a) Littrow configuration

b) Littman configuration

Angle-cleaved

Fig. 2.11: Two widely employed configurations of tunable fiber lasers using diffraction gratings as
spectral filter. Part a) illustrates the Littrow design where the incident and output angle are identical (θ =
θ′). Sketch b) illustrates the Littman scheme (also referred to as Littman-Metcalf or grazing-incidence).
The cavities comprise the free-space coupled diffraction gratings, lenses to couple and collimate the beam,
rare-earth doped fibers as gain elements, an output coupler with reflectivity ROC and dichroic mirrors to
separate pump and signal light. [35]

For tunable fiber lasers, the free-space beam path has to be coupled to the optical fiber. As an
example, Fig. 2.11 shows two widely employed geometries for diffraction gratings incorporated
into a tunable fiber laser. In both schemes, the resonator is mainly build with bulk optics and
only the gain element is fiber-based. A lens collimates the fiber output to the grating and
couples the feedback signal back to the core. Fig. 2.11a) shows the Littrow configuration with
a blazed grating. This simple configuration utilizes the grating directly as an end reflector,
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which forms the cavity together with a rectangular cleave (reflectivity ROC) of the active fiber
on the other side. The light is retroreflected (θ = θ′) for a specific wavelength λ. Spectral
tuning is based on rotating the grating changing the incidence beam angle θ = θ′ and giving a
different feedback wavelength via equation(2.34). Based on the Littrow configuration, Nilsson
et al. demonstrated a single-mode Yb fiber laser with a large tuning range of 73 nm ranging
from 1027 nm to 1100 nm, a linewidth of ΔλLaser ≈ 300pm and an output power of 2.8 W [108].

Scheme b) in Fig. 2.11 shows the Littmann configuration. The blazed grating is operated under
grazing incidence and uses an additional broadband end mirror to retroreflect the diffracted
signal. Due to the second interaction with the spectral filter, this configuration tends to give a
narrower spectral feedback width. Spectral tuning is achieved by tilting the broadband mirror
altering the beam path. Using the Littman configuration, Fan et al. reported a tunable Yb-
doped fiber laser [39]. Operating with a narrow linewidth of ΔλLaser = 40 pm, the Q-switched
system covers a huge tuning range of 60 nm from 1080 nm to 1140 nm with multi-mode emission.

While prism-based filters have not attracted lots of research interest over the past decades, they
provide easy access to tunable lasers because only standard bulk optics is required. Additionally,
the longest tuning range reported with an Yb-doped fiber laser has been achieved with prisms
as spectral filters. Hannah et al. reported a vast tuning bandwidth of 152 nm ranging from
1010 nm to 1162 nm [62]. The sensitive free-space coupling to the fiber core required the beam
path to be realigned several times to cover the full tuning range.

In general, bulk filters provide good flexibility to adapt the filter characteristics to the require-
ments of the laser. Particularly diffraction gratings depict a versatile platform enabling large
tuning ranges as well as narrow linewidths or high-power operation. However, incorporating
bulk elements into a fiber network is compromised by diminishing main benefits of monolithic
systems. This not only concerns a compact design and sealed beam paths, but mostly involves
the lossy free-space coupling to the waveguide structure, which is sensitive to misalignment and
environmental influences.

In contrast, superb robustness with high efficiency and low-maintenance requirements is mainly
feasible with fiber-integrated solutions to meet the demands of industrial applications.

2.4.2 Fiberized filters

In order to meet the industrial demand for user-friendly filters that can be easily integrated
into fiber networks, engineering efforts in miniaturization and packaging enabled fiberized filter
devices. Free-space coupled filters are operated in a sealed package with connectorized inter-
faces or fiber pigtails for enhanced compatibility and stability. Fiberized tunable filters are
commercialized by numerous companies, such as Micron Optics Inc., Santec Corporation,
AGILTRON Inc. or Gooch & Housego, using different filtering concepts.

Based on a fiberized diffraction grating, Li et al. realized a tunable all-fiber ring laser in the
Tm band with a huge tuning range of 250 nm [92]. The readily spliced filter is specified with a
rather large bandwidth of 3 nm (FWHM) and elevated IL of 3 dB.
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In general, several physical effects can be exploited to realize a pigtailed spectral filter. A promi-
nent example is given by a Fabry-Pérot resonator that uses the interference effects between two
plane-parallel glass surfaces to generate distinctive spectral transmission peaks separated by
reflection bands. The linewidth, free-spectral range (FSR) and signal contrast can be engi-
neered by the width between the glass surfaces and their reflectivity. The physical principles
are discussed in numerous textbooks, e.g. [12].

A pigtailed Fabry-Pérot filter is sketched in Fig. 2.12. The input signal is collimated by a lens,
passes through an Etalon and is coupled to the output fiber. The transmission

Fiber (input) Fiber (output)

(rotatable Etalon)

Lens

Fig. 2.12: Sketch of a tunable fiber Fabry-Pérot
transmission filter with a rotatable Etalon (403) in a
sealed housing (400). [44]

spectrum is tuned by rotating the etalon
changing the effective thickness. The filter
specifications are typically a tradeoff between
linewidth and FSR, which sets the maximum
tuning range. Corresponding IL are in the
order of 1.5 − 2 dB. A tunable fiber laser
with a Fabry-Pérot filter has been reported by
Zyskind et al. [161]. A tuning range of 61 nm

has been achieved in the Er band with a filter
FSR of 66 nm.

Another approach for a fiberized spectral filter utilized for tunable fiber lasers is given by acousto-
optic tunable filters (AOTFs) [21]. The concept is based on an electric transducer that generates
an acoustic wave in a crystal. The corresponding refractive index pattern diffracts a specific
spectral region to the output fiber of the filter. The transmission wavelength can be tuned by
the frequency of the acoustic wave. As an example, Yun et al. presented a wavelength swept
fiber laser based on an AOTF with a tuning range of 38 nm in the Er band [158].

Due to the commercial interest, fiberized tunable filters may be presented with a confidential
design concealing the underlying physical concept. Using a black-box filter may cause artifacts
in the tuning behavior which are hard to predict. As an example, Hideur et al. used such a
filter from Keopsys Inc. in an Yb-doped fiber laser with a tuning range of 60 nm [68]. The
tuning range was only covered in discrete steps of 1 nm which the authors supposedly contribute
to polarization effects in the filter.

Nevertheless, fiberized tunable filters represent a good technological tradeoff between the func-
tionality of free-space coupled filters and the compatibility with fiber optic networks. Due to the
fiber interface, they can be readily spliced enabling fiber-integrated resonators without demand-
ing beam alignment. Still, monolithic filter concepts can be superior in terms of compactness,
robustness, user friendliness and IL as well as cost.

2.4.3 All-fiber filters

Aiming for an adjustable monolithic filter, any wavelength-discriminating as well as tunable loss
effect in a fiber may be utilized to realize tunable lasers. One example is given by a fiber loop
mirror build with fused fiber couplers. The principle is similar to a nonlinear-optical loop mirror
known from mode-locked fiber lasers [33,155]. The spectral sensitivity has been exploited by Li
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et al. for a tunable Yb-doped laser [91] with a bandwidth of 20 nm. A mechanical polarization
controller was used to control the wavelength-selective interferometer. Due to inherent adjacent
filter lines, this approach often leads to multi-wavelength emission [127]. Another tuning ap-
proach is based on an acoustic horn generating an acoustic wave along a few mode fiber. Mode
coupling induces spectral transmission lines that can be tuned by the resonance frequency. Kang
et al. have demonstrated wavelength tuning over 48 nm in the Erbium band [77]. Both concepts
depict rather academic solutions that did not advance to industrial applications due to usability,
manufacturing complexity and stability.

More established all-fiber tuning concepts are based on FBGs as narrowband reflectors inscribed
in the core of the fiber (see section 2.2). As already indicated in equation(2.20), their feedback
wavelength can be shifted by externally influencing the grating period ΛF BG or neff . Such
temporary modifications can be induced by temperature variations ΔT or strain ε. With an
FBG as wavelength-selective element in the resonator, the emission wavelength of a laser can
be tuned accordingly. Thus, a simplistic tunable all-fiber laser can already be realized by the
design in Fig. 2.6. Modifying the temperature or bending the fiber at the FBG, which forms
the resonator, induces a variation in λL.

In general, the shift δλF BG of the feedback wavelength can be modeled by

δλF BG = λF BG

[
(1 − pe) · ε +

(
αglass +

1
neff

· dneff

dT

)
· ΔT

]
(2.35)

treating the impact of strain and temperature variations in a decoupled manner [79, 114]. It
is connected to material properties by the strain-optic constant pe and the thermal expansion
coefficient of glass αglass.

Based on the second term in equation(2.35), temperature variations induce two effects. While
αglass considers the weak expansion of the fiber with ΔT , the thermal drift in neff accounts for
about 95% of the temperature induced shift in λF BG [79]. The combined temperature sensitivity
of a standard grating is typically in the order of about 10 pm/K [114]. Enhanced sensitivity
can be realized by special coatings [57] or elaborate mounting setups [101] enabling extended
tuning bandwidths of several tens of nanometers. In general, the thermal tuning range of an
FBG is limited by the stability of the inscribed refractive index pattern. Depending on the fiber
material and the inscription method, the working range may extend over several hundreds of
kelvin before the grating bleaches out.

The impact of strain manifests in the first term of equation(2.35). Applying compressive or
tensile forces induces a relative change of the fiber length physically modifying ΛF BG. Common
silica fibers with pe ≈ 0.22 show a spectral shift of about 1.0 nm/mstrain at λF BG = 1300 nm

[70]. The maximum tuning range is ultimately limited by the mechanical damage threshold of
the fiber with the FBG. Whereas tensile forces are easier to apply by readily stretching the
fiber, compression of FBGs potentially offers larger tuning ranges on the cost of more elaborate
bending schemes. Silica principally exhibits a 23 times larger damage threshold for compressive
forces [53]. By utilizing compression in an elaborate beam-bending technique, a maximum tuning
range of an individual FBG is reported with δλF BG = 110 nm in the Er band [105].
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Literature provides numerous examples of fiber lasers employing tunable FBGs to adjust λL.
The longest tuning range has been reported by Akulov et al. reaching 45 nm in the Yb band by
mainly compressing the fiber [7]. Song et al. demonstrated even 40 nm tuning range in the Er
band with a stretched FBG treated for maximum strength [125]. A similar operation bandwidth
of 41 nm at 1550 nm has been demonstrated by Guan et al. with a temperature tuned FBG
that used a polymer package to translate temperature changes to strain variations [57].

FBGs provide an excellent basis to develop tunable lasers maintaining all the discussed benefits
of all-fiber designs. They can be readily incorporated into monolithic setups by splicing or direct
inscription into the active fiber allowing for low IL. Small emission linewidths are feasible with
narrowband FBGs. Still, due to the sealed structure, λF BG can be only tuned by environmental
influences. Both discussed methods, i.e. via temperature and strain, feature rather small tuning
bandwidths with standard FBGs which cannot exhaust the potential gain bandwidth of rare-
earth doped fibers to challenge other tunable sources. Additionally, both tuning mechanisms
show limited usability based on either slow tuning (temperature tuned FBGs) or mechanically
moving parts (strain tuned FBGs), which restrict the compactness and robustness of the laser.

Maintaining the key advantages of FBGs, dispersion-tuned pulsed lasers based on chirped FBG
structures may potentially overcome the limitations. As mentioned in the discussion of equa-
tion(2.18), chirped FBG structures feature a spatially varying grating period ΛF BG(z) along
the fiber axis considered by the phase term φ(z). Based on equation(2.20), this translates to a
spatial dependence in the feedback wavelength λF BG(z) covering in total an extended feedback
spectrum. As illustrated in the green box of Fig. 2.13, corresponding filters are a continuously
chirped FBG with a steady evolution of ΛF BG(z) along a single grating, or a discretely chirped
(or step-chirped) FBG array comprising a stack of N standard gratings with a step-wise varia-
tion of the feedback wavelength (ith grating: λF BG,i). Whereas continuously chirped FBGs are
mostly applied to manage the dispersion in mode-locked all-fiber lasers [72,153], FBG arrays are
typically employed in quasi-distributed sensing [79]. A small stack of FBGs with intermediate
adjustable absorbers between each grating has been also used for wideband switchable lasers
offering only a few wavelengths due to limited scalability [88].

The broadband filter feedback is utilized for widely tunable fiber lasers via dispersion tuning.
Fig. 2.13 sketches a typical laser design to illustrate the concept of this tuning mechanism. The
so called sigma-ring cavity comprises an output coupler (OC), the gain element (i.e. the active
fiber), an amplitude modulator controlling the pulse repetition rate (PRR) fP RR = T −1

MP via
the modulation period TMP , and the reflective FBG structure as spectral filter coupled by a
circulator to the ring structure [149]. The distributed feedback of the chirped FBG filter is linked
to wavelength-dependent filter response times Tfilter(λF BG), which induce a structural cavity
dispersion, i.e. a wavelength-dependent pulse round-trip time (PRTT) TRT in the resonator.
Accordingly, steady pulsed emission at different λL operates with dissimilar fP RR [17,148,149].
The idea of dispersion tuning is to actively control the PRR for promoting a narrow spectral
region out of the broadband filter response as effective feedback wavelength that determines the
emission spectrum of the laser.

While this tuning approach may also be realized purely based on waveguide dispersion [20],
determining the emission spectrum with a broadband FBG filter enables large tuning ranges
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Fig. 2.13: Sketch of a dispersion tuned sigma-ring laser. The chirped FBG structure as broadband
filter is implemented via a single continuously chirped FBG or a discretely chirped FBG array comprising
a stack of N standard gratings with dissimilar feedback wavelength λF BG,i (i: 1 ... N). Based on the
distributed filter feedback, λL is tuned in pulsed operation via the repetition rate fP RR that is adjusted
with a modulator. (modified from [143])

and precise spectral control. Dispersion-tuned fiber lasers have been initially realized based on
continuously chirped FBGs and electro-optical modulators (EOMs) enabling tunable and mode-
locked operation in a sigma-ring cavity. While the first implementation is filed by Li et al. with
a tuning range of 6 nm in the Er band [89], it has been extended to about 60 nm in the Yb-band
recently [80]. Because the fabrication of continuously chirped FBG with large bandwidths is
challenging due to the required long FBG lengths, dispersion tuning has been realized recently
with discretely chirped FBG arrays [139]. The filter bandwidth can be readily enlarged based
on a large-scale inscription of the FBGs during fiber drawing enabling huge grating numbers
(see subsection 2.2.2). Hence, not only large bandwidths are feasible, but the discrete spectral
sampling also uniquely facilitates tailored tuning ranges based on independently and individually
designed response wavelengths λF BG,i. Accordingly, this discrete tuning method not only sets
the bandwidth record for tunable fiber-integrated lasers with a tuning range of 74 nm in the Yb
band, but also demonstrated excellent emission properties over stacked wavelength ranges with
adaptable spectral tuning resolutions [143]. However, dispersion tuning in the sigma-ring cavity
is connected to a changing PRR along the tuning range as spectral control parameter creating
inherent limitations. Particularly for the long delay paths of discrete FBG arrays, the pulse
duty cycle varies significantly promoting inconsistent pulse properties (e.g.: pulse energy and
duration, peak power) along the tuning range [139]. Additionally, the direct link between fP RR

and the emission wavelength is problematic in various applications that, e.g., rely on clocked
processes.



3 Tunable Theta Cavity Fiber Laser (TCFL)

The inherent limitations of dispersion tuning in the sigma-ring resonator as discussed in sub-
section 2.4.3 can be overcome with a new resonator design. The target is to fuse the promising
features of dispersion-tuned lasers with a constant PRR over the spectral operation window.
Such a system could access a broader application field and potentially offers more stable pulse
properties over the tuning range. Accordingly, a new tuning mechanism with discrete FBG ar-
rays has been developed based on a theta-ring cavity. This name is inspired by the Greek letter
Θ resembling the shape of this resonator. Its design facilitates a constant PRR over the tuning
range due to two filter interactions per round trip compensating for the distributed feedback of
the FBG array. By adapting the ideas of dispersion-tuned systems, spectral tuning is controlled
via optical gating of pulses. The concept and experimental investigation of the tunable theta
cavity fiber laser (TCFL) is presented in this chapter.

3.1 Concept of the tunable theta-ring resonator

In the following section, the developed tuning concept based on the theta-ring cavity and FBG
arrays as tailored spectral filters will be introduced in detail. Alternative resonator layouts as well
as important aspects for the experimental implementation are discussed. In subsection 4.2.2,
an innovative multi-wavelength emission mode will be presented. As part of this thesis, the
developed tuning concept with single- and multi-wavelength emission in the theta-ring resonator
was filed for a German patent, which has been granted in 2018 [76].

3.1.1 Wavelength tuning via optical gating

The foundation of the novel tuning concept is a theta-ring resonator. Fig. 3.1 sketches the
working principle. The theta layout comprises an outer ring structure with a lower and upper
loop. Two 3-port circulators connecting the loops ensure unidirectional operation in the ring
structure. Hence, the output coupler (OC) features a single laser output port. Exemplarily,
the OC and the gain element are placed in the lower loop. The theta layout also features a
middle branch coupled to both sides to the outer ring structure by the two circulators. The
middle branch includes a modulator and the reflective spectral filter, which is illustrated by
a discrete FBG array with N gratings comprising different feedback wavelengths λF BG,i (i =
1...N). Continuously chirped FBGs may be also used. By switching between high loss and high
transmission with a specific timing, the modulator induces pulsed operation.

The working principle of the tuning concept is highlighted by graph 1 to graph 3 in Fig. 3.1
tracking the spectral signal formation along one round trip. Starting from the gain medium,
the active fiber typically emits broadband amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) as sketched in
graph 1. The forward propagating part passes via port 2 of circulator 1 to the FBG array. Each
grating overlapping the fluorescence spectrum reflects a specific narrowband fraction. Due to
the distributed feedback, those wavelengths λF BG,i addressed by the ith grating are returned at
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Fig. 3.1: Principle structure of the tunable theta-ring resonator. The outer ring structure exemplarily
incorporates the output coupler (OC) as well as the gain medium. The middle branch comprises an
FBG array as reflective spectral filter and a modulator to apply optical gating, which is electronically
controlled via an electrical signal generator. Two circulators direct the light path coupling the middle
branch to the unidirectional upper and lower loop. Graph 1 to graph 3 sketch spectral pulse formation
over one round trip. The emission wavelength λL is tuned by modifying the electronic delay τ1−2.

dissimilar positions in the FBG array inducing a temporal delay. Spectral regions with weak
overlap to a grating pass to the modulator that blocks them due to high IL in the default state.
As depicted in graph 2, the feedback spectrum of the FBG array comprising multiple lines
propagates via the upper loop to circulator 2 and gets coupled to the middle branch from the
right-hand side (port 2). Without considering the modulator, each spectral component λF BG,i

interacts again with the corresponding grating reflecting it back to circulator 2 to complete the
round trip via port 3 in the lower loop with the gain element.

The two counter-propagating filter interactions in the middle branch compensate for the specific
spectral delays acquired due to the distributed feedback. This cycle ensures the same physical
path length for each wavelength over one round trip in the resonator. Assuming short FBGs
compared to the resonator length LR, the path comprises one pass through the outer ring
structure and two passes through the complete middle branch in total. Neglecting the small
impact of chromatic dispersion over typical gain bandwidths of active fibers and supposing steady
FBG strengths, each wavelength λF BG,i features an identical PRTT TRT given by equation(2.13)
to

TRT =
LR

c0
· ngr,eff . (3.1)

The impact of dispersion is discussed within the experimental study in section 4.1. With the
pulse repetition rate fP RR being inversely determined by TRT in steady pulsed emission, the
theta-ring cavity layout provides the foundation for a constant PRR over the full tuning range
as targeted. Accordingly, compared to the PRR-based dispersion tuning in the sigma-ring
resonator, a novel control mechanism is required to effectively narrow down the broadband filter
feedback and to tune the laser.
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The tuning mechanism in the theta-ring resonator utilizes optical gating. The basis is provided
by a modulator that generates pulsed emission by applying short transmission windows. Optical
gating aims for presetting a certain timing in the route of the pulses to govern their path in the
resonator. This temporal control mechanism promotes a specific operation regime of the laser
with a corresponding emission wavelength λL by lower propagation losses.

For spectral tuning, this approach exploits the distributed feedback of the chirped FBG filter.
Its response time to a pulsed signal with respect to the modulator (located at z = 0) is given
by

Tfilter(z) =
2z

c0
· ngr,eff . (3.2)

The distributed feedback of the filter induces a spatial dependence of its response wavelength
λF BG(z). For the case of a continuously chirped FBG in the area z > z0, this can be described
by

λF BG(z) = λF BG,0 + γ · (z − z0) . (3.3)

Here, γ = dλF BG
dz labels the linear chirp parameter and z0 the distance of the modulator to

the beginning of the filter region, which reflects the wavelength λF BG,0. The structure of a
discretely chirped FBG array with equidistant spectral and spatial spacing of the gratings can
be also approximated by a discretized version of equation(3.3). Eliminating z from equation(3.2)
by plugging in equation(3.3) relates the filter response time to its feedback wavelength by

Tfilter(λF BG) =
2ngr,eff

γc0
(λF BG − λF BG,0) + τ1−2,min . (3.4)

The minimum filter response time τ1−2,min with respect to the modulator is given by

τ1−2,min =
2z0ngr,eff

c0
. (3.5)

The structural dispersion represented by Tfilter(λF BG) gives access to control the effective filter
spectrum for pulsed laser oscillations via optical gating. As depicted with the trace in the
electrical signal generator of Fig. 3.1, two short transmission windows are applied with a delay
τ1−2 to each other to determine a specific Tfilter(λF BG). Consequently, an effective feedback
wavelength λF BG,i, matching the selected response time Tfilter(λF BG,i) = τ1−2, is promoted
by low insertion losses at the modulator transitions. Other wavelengths λF BG,j (j 	= i) are
blocked at the second pass through the modulator due to the mismatch Tfilter(λF BG,j) 	= τ1−2.
At those times, the modulator operates at the default high loss state. The resulting spectral
clipping is highlighted by the transition between graph 2 and graph 3 of Fig. 3.1 illustrating the
impact of optical gating in conjunction with the second filter interaction. This process requires
a modulator with proper extinction.

Due to minimized round-trip losses for λF BG,i, this wavelength survives one round trip and gets
further amplified in the lower loop. In order to build up a strong laser signal by stimulated
emission of radiation over several round trips, optical gating with the two transmission windows
needs to be applied repeatedly with period TMP = TRT

m matching a fraction of the PRTT with
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m ∈ N as the modulation order. The PRR of the laser operates at the inverse modulation period
TMP .

Summarizing the working principle, optical gating presets the time of flight τ1−2 in the dis-
tributed filter favoring a specific feedback wavelength λF BG,i by lower effective IL. Thus, laser
oscillations are spectrally locked to the corresponding grating determining the emission wave-
length λL = λF BG,i. The laser automatically jumps on the operation mode with the highest
effective round-trip gain at λL considering also the losses. Following this scheme, the emission
can be tuned to another wavelength λF BG,j by electrically changing τ1−2 to the respective filter
response time Tfilter(λF BG,j). Thus, the delay τ1−2 operates as spectral tuning parameter in
the theta-ring resonator locking λL to the specific feedback wavelengths of the FBG array.

3.1.2 Alternative resonator layouts

The functionality of the tunable theta-ring resonator described in subsection 3.1.1 can be realized
in various cavity layouts. First of all, individual components may be repositioned in the cavity to
adapt the characteristics of the system. This mainly concerns the OC as well as the modulator.
The latter is underlying some boundary conditions to still ensure the described functionality. In
general, tuning via direct optical gating in the theta layout requires two transmission windows
that are applied with an isolated filter interaction of the circulating laser signal in between. This
gives access to control the time of flight in the filter structure and thus tune the effective feedback
spectrum. While this can be realized with a single modulator in the middle branch as discussed
in subsection 3.1.1, the theta-ring resonator would also work with two modulators located, e.g.
in the upper and the lower loop, respectively. Accordingly, each modulator would only trigger
a single transmission window with an adjustable delay to the other. On the expense of an
additional component, this configuration could enhance ASE suppression or further eliminate
parasitic pulse paths in the cavity.

Reducing the number of cavity elements, each of the circulators could also be replaced by a 2x2
fused fiber coupler that utilizes the 4th port as OC port to extract the laser signal. However,
the OC ratio could only be adjusted on the expense of elevated IL of the middle branch. If the
isolation, ensuring unidirectional operation in the ring structure, is not sufficient, a plain isolator
could be included as well. Another design variation considers various gain media. They could
be arranged in parallel paths coupled by wavelength-division multiplexers (WDMs) to enlarge
the gain bandwidth. An additional option is to divide the amplification to two gain elements,
placed in the lower and upper loop respectively to be more resilient to elevated IL of the filter.

Following the main idea of the two counter-propagating filter interactions per round trip, an
alternative scheme to the theta-ring design is depicted in Fig. 3.2. Instead of two 3-port circula-
tors, this layout utilizes a single 4-port circulator to direct the pulse path reducing complexity.
Such a figure-of-eight scheme is widely used for mode-locked fiber lasers to implement, e.g.,
nonlinear loop mirrors using fused fiber couplers [59].

Starting from the gain media in Fig. 3.2, the pulse propagates to the left-hand side of the FBG
array via circulator port 2. Any transmitted fraction is blocked at the AOM (default state
at high loss) whereas the reflected pulse passes via port 3 to the right-hand side of the FBG
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Fig. 3.2: Alternative resonator design following a figure-of-eight laser layout using a 4-port circulator.
The emission spectrum is controlled by optical gating applying the same principles as presented for the
theta-ring resonator.

array ensuring two counter-propagating filter interactions. In the same way as in the theta-ring
resonator, optical gating is applied via two transmission windows with adjustable delay τ1−2 for
controlling of the effective response spectrum. The modulator placed on port 3 of the circulator
promises best gain isolation. Subsequently, the spectrally filtered pulse transfers to the lower
loop via port 4 of the circulator completing the round trip. Hence, while the lower loop is passed
unidirectional, the upper loop is operated bidirectional.

The working principle is based on the same ideas as the presented theta-ring layout. Even
though, 4-port circulators became readily available in the 1 μm band (e.g. offered by Advanced
Fiber Resources Ltd.), they are rather exotic and barely available in many spectral regions.
Thus, tuning in the figure-of-eight-like configuration has limited relevance and is not investigated
experimentally.

The considerations in this chapter are also valid for tunable multi-wavelength operation as
discussed in subsection 4.2.2.

3.2 Experimental setup

The experimental study of the proposed tuning concept is conducted based on Yb-doped fiber
lasers. Due to the commercial demand, the corresponding spectral region around 1060 nm

offers a good availability of fiber components, such as circulators, couplers or modulators with
industry-leading specifications.

The principle experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 3.3 following the scheme discussed in
subsection 3.1.1. It is a fiber-integrated setup without free-space signal paths featuring the full
integrity of fiber optic networks. The resonator has been implemented both, in a non-PM design,
and in a PM design solely with polarization maintaining components. Based on PM circulators
operating only in the slow polarization axis, the latter features linearly polarized output as
beneficial in diverse applications, e.g. in nonlinear-frequency generation. Except of the FBG
array and the active fiber in the non-PM case, the system has been built with commercial fiber
components, employing 125 μm (dclad) single-mode fibers.
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Fig. 3.3: Principle experimental setup of the tunable Yb-doped TCFL. Depending of the desired tuning
range, different FBG arrays are used as discrete spectral filters. Optical gating is realized with an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM) controlled by a LabVIEW driven arbitrary waveform generator (AWG).
The fiber-integrated setup is implemented both in a non-PM layout and a PM layout.

Active fiber: As gain medium, Yb-doped silica fibers are employed emitting around 1.06 μm.
Based on the considerations in 2.3.3, both systems, the non-PM setup and the PM setup,
are developed with a cladding-pumping geometry. A more gradual absorption of the pump
light along the active fiber generates rather low population inversions (n2 � 0.5) beneficial for
large tuning bandwidths. Additionally, cladding-pumping is based on multi-mode pump diodes
that offer high pump-powers at low cost. A pump diode emitting at around 976 nm is used
for pumping the active fiber coupled by a pump-signal combiner. The non-stabilized diode is
operated on a thermoelectric cooler to actively control the temperature ensuring good spectral
overlap with the narrowband Yb absorption line (see Fig. 2.9). Whereas the non-PM system
employs a common in-house developed fiber (IPHT 1099sAF2: dcore = 7 μm, dclad = 125 μm,
core-NA ≈ 0.12, Yb concentration 0.18mol% in aluminosilicate, length ≈ 7 m), the PM setup
uses a commercial fiber (LIEKKI Yb1200-6/125DC-PM, core-NA = 0.12, length ≈ 5.5 m). The
corresponding lengths ensure pump light absorption of around 90%.

Output coupler (OC): The OC is implemented based on fused fiber couplers from Gooch&Housego
or Advanced Fiber Resources Ltd. using HI 1060 fiber (non-PM setup) or PM 980 fiber (PM
setup). The main OC (OC1) is placed after the active fiber ensuring high output powers and
reduced nonlinear distortions for the circulating laser signal. While different coupling ratios have
been investigated, best efficiency and stability is achieved with a specified OC ratio of 90%. An
optional second OC (OC2) is placed in the upper loop to monitor pulse formation along the
round trip by tapping the spectrally pre-filtered signal. Due to the low coupling ratio of 1%,
the PM version utilizes a fast-axis aligned coupler.

Circulators: The two circulators are models from Advanced Fiber Resources Ltd. build
with HI 1060 fiber (non-PM setup) or PM 980 fiber (PM setup). They feature low IL (per
port ≈ 0.5 dB) and high isolation (> 30 dB at the center wavelength) ensuring unidirectional
propagation on the outer ring structure. The PM version works in fast-axis-blocked mode to
facilitate linearly polarized output of the TCFL.
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FBG array: The FBG array determines the main spectral features of the laser including
particularly the spectral operation window of λL. During the experimental study, several FBG
array designs have been employed depending on the aim of the investigation. Due to their
significance to the tuning concept, they have been inscribed in-house with tailored characteristics
for the TCFL. This particularly concerns the addressed spectral operation window, feedback
linewidths, spatial FBG separation Δz and reflectivity. The implemented filter designs are
introduced during the discussion of the corresponding study. A list of all the FBG array designs
is provided in Appendix B.

The inscription procedure follows the methodology of reference [13]. Because standard fibers
(1060XP fiber in the non-PM setup or PM 980 fiber in the PM setup) are used due to low coupling
losses and low-cost, some FBG arrays have been inscribed in hydrogen loaded fibers to enhance
photosensitivity and shorten the exposure time during the inscription. With a fixed FBG length
of about 1 cm, the reflectivity of a grating at λF BG,i is adjusted via the exposure time. In order
to ensure consistent FBG properties along the FBG array, PM gratings have been inscribed in
rotationally aligned fibers to avoid any disturbances of the inscribing laser beam arising from
the PM stress elements.

Modulator: The modulator is implemented by a fiber-coupled acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
driven by a RF (radio frequency) driver. Based on an acoustic wave generated in a crystal, a
diffraction pattern switches the light beam between the first diffraction order (transmission
state) and zeroth order (default state at high-loss). Further details are given in literature
[109]. Compared to faster electro-optic modulators (EOM) working with spectrally sensitive
interference effects, AOMs feature an excellent extinction (typically >50dB) over ultra-broad
bandwidths due to the default state at high loss. Furthermore, they may handle higher optical
powers. AOMs typically achieve rise times of several tens of nanoseconds.

The rise time of the modulator is a crucial property for the optical gating approach. It impacts
the filter design by determining the required FBG spacing Δz. The switching speed of the AOM
needs to be sufficiently quick to slice out a particular grating response while suppressing the
feedback of adjacent FBGs. Vice versa, depending on the required extinction criteria, the spatial
FBG separation must ensure a minimum delay between adjacent gratings matching at least the
order of magnitude of the AOM rise time tR. The temporal delay is linked to the Δz via vgr

(compare equation(2.13)). As a rule of thumb, 1 m of FBG separation roughly corresponds to
10 ns delay in the reflected signal (roughly assuming ngr,eff = 1.5).

Due to the importance of the rise time, the effective switching speed of the implemented AOMs
is experimentally characterized. The modulation of a CW light signal injected into the AOM
is measured with a photodiode (bandwidth 5 GHz) connected to an oscilloscope (Tektronix
DPO70604C, bandwidth 6 GHz). An arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) applies an electrical
control pulse with an adjustable width as envelope function to the RF driver switching between
loss state and transmission state accordingly. Fig. 3.4 shows the temporal transmission behavior
depending on the electrical gate width (GW) τGW for the two AOM models used in this study.
Both AOM versions are specified with a minimum IL of about 2.5 dB to 3.5 dB. Graph a)
depicts the non-PM AOM from Gooch&Housego (G&H). It features a measured rise and fall time of
tR ≈ 25 ns (10% level to 90% level). Towards shorter GW τGW ≤ 2·tR, the absolute transmission
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Fig. 3.4: Temporal characteristics of AOMs used as modulators in the theta-ring resonator. Graph a
depicts a 150 MHz polarization insensitive version used in the non-PM laser setup and graph b refers to
a recently released 300 MHz AOM with optimized rise time used in the PM laser setup. The different
traces are recorded for varying gate widths (GW) τGW of the electrical control signal to find suitable
driving parameters.

of the AOM gradually collapses due to the limiting switching speed. Graph b) exemplarily
shows a recently released AOM from G&H featuring industry-leading rise times below 10 ns. The
measurement confirms rise times around 6 − 7 ns and an optimal gate width of τGW ≈ 14 ns

combining lowest IL with shortest optical pulse durations. For τGW > 2 · tR, the traces feature
a typical transmission plateau of the optical pulse since the acoustic wave is fully established
in the crystal. AOMs of this model are utilized for the PM laser layout enabling smaller FBG
separations due to the feasibility of very short optical gates and thus shorter cavity lengths.

Electrical control of optical gating: In order to realize the proposed optical gating scheme
with the modulator, the AOM needs to be operated with a corresponding electrical control
signal determining the temporal transmission behavior. As highlighted in Fig. 3.1, the laser is
driven by a periodic signal comprising two gating windows with delay τ1−2. Working in the first
modulation order m = 1 throughout the study, the modulation period TMP has to be matched to
the PRTT TRT to enable circulating laser pulses. The tuning parameter τ1−2 needs to be freely
adjustable to facilitate spectral tuning. Additionally, the periodic gating signal is required to be
upgradable by further gating windows with adjustable timing and amplitudes as introduced in
section 4.2 for tunable multi-wavelength emission.

To facilitate all those demands, an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG, Tektronics AFG3252C)
enabling customized electrical signals that can be tailored with highest flexibility to drive the
laser. Due to the complexity of the driving signal, especially for triggering multiple emission
wavelengths as discussed in subsection 4.2.5, a LabVIEW-based control program has been de-
veloped that conveniently translates the gating parameters (e.g. TMP , τ1−2 or τGW ) to the
corresponding electrical trace. Thereby, the emission properties of the system can be remote-
controlled with a computer. Programmable operation also enables automated measurements.
For extensive studies of the emission characteristics, major measurements have been performed
with an advanced control program automatically tuning the desired gating parameters and trig-
gering data acquisition (optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) for spectral measurements, oscilloscope
for temporal measurements).

Typical resonator specifications: Even though, the detailed experimental setups vary for the
conducted studies, the cavity layout features characteristic dimensions. The resonator typically
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extends over a cavity length LR between 70 m and 200 m. This estimation comprises 5 m to
7 m of active fiber, 1 m of pigtail length on each fiber component (in total 18 m) and two times
the length of the employed FBG array. As further discussed in the experimental section, two
sections of optional delay fiber (1060XP fiber in the non-PM setup or PM 980 fiber in the PM
setup) may be included along the round trip to manage the pulse path and suppress parasitic
operation regimes. With an estimated propagation time of 5 ns per 1 m (assuming ngr,eff = 1.5,
equation(2.13)), the PRTT TRT = TMP ranges from about 350 ns to 1000 ns, corresponding to
a PRR of fP RR ≈ 1...3 MHz. Depending on the size of the FBG array and the included delay
fiber, different PRR can be realized.

The round-trip loss for pulses can be estimated based on the IL of each component. Due to
two filter interactions per round-trip, the gratings in the FBG array are designed with high
reflectivity (mostly 90% - 99%) ensuring decent round-trip losses. Depending on the specific
layout, round-trip losses add up to about 20 dB (detailed: 10 dB at OC1, (2 · 0.5) dB at each
circulator, (2 · 3) dB with two passes through the AOM, and roughly 2 dB for the two filter
interactions, splice losses, OC2 as well as general propagation losses).

3.3 Tunable single-wavelength operation

In order to experimentally demonstrate the working scheme of the proposed tuning method in
the TCFL, the first part aims to establish spectrally filtered laser emission that can be tuned
over the full operation bandwidth of the FBG array. During this study, peripheric operation
regimes are discussed that may occur in the TCFL, potentially compromising the emission prop-
erties. With their origin connected to inadequate cavity configurations, design considerations
are derived for the resonator to restrict the TCFL to the desired operation regime at λL. In the
second part, the resulting TCFL configuration is investigated extensively regarding characteris-
tic emission properties of this tuning approach. Together with the discussion of the impact of
various operation parameters on the output characteristics, the study presents the performance
outlining the prospects of the novel concept. Some results of this section have been published
in reference [140].

3.3.1 Design considerations of the resonator

The proposed tuning mechanism in the TCFL is based on promoting the desired operation
regime with the emission wavelength λL. Optical gating is applied to preset the corresponding
pulse path. However, the branched design of the theta-ring resonator, comprising the outer ring
structure and the middle branch, may open up parasitic sub cavities inducing unintended emis-
sion features. Based on the limited isolation of the circulators as well as multiple transmission
windows at the AOM, the impact ranges from compromising side peaks to unwanted peripheric
operation regimes. The cavity design underlies certain constraints to suppress parasitic side
effects forcing the system to operate on the desired emission characteristics at λL. In the fol-
lowing, major design aspects and side effects are discussed that have been investigated during
establishing tunable operation in the TCFL to unravel the full potential of the tuning approach.
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The study includes spectrally overlapping FBGs as well as the importance of cavity dimensions
to avoid unambiguous wavelength selection and parasitic pulse regimes.

3.3.1.1 Establishing spectral tuning in the TCFL

Initial experiments are performed based on a basic non-PM TCFL working with FBG array
A. This filter comprises 10 gratings with a spatial spacing of 3 m and a spectral separation of
about 1 nm ranging from 1069 nm to 1060 nm in declining order. The gratings of the filter
have been inscribed targeting maximum reflectivity R > 99% to minimize round-trip losses
(reflectivity spectrum, see Fig. 3.6b). Verifying the proposed tuning mechanism, the aim of this
configuration was to establish spectrally filtered lasing that can be switched via τ1−2 along the
feedback wavelengths of FBG array A. Recorded for TMP matched to the PRTT, Fig. 3.5a shows
emission spectra for different τ1−2. In case of τ1−2 = 50ns, the emission shows a distinct laser line
at λL = 1068.7 nm matching the feedback wavelength λF BG,1 of FBG 1. Changing τ1−2 to 80 ns

(green trace), λL jumps to the adjacent grating forming a distinct peak at λF BG,2 = 1067.7 nm.
This spectral evolution confirms basic tunability verifying the proposed tuning mechanism.
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Fig. 3.5: Graph a) pictures the emission spectra of the first generation of the TCFL for varying τ1−2
demonstrating basic tunability. Part b) illustrates the ambiguity in the optical gating signal of the TCFL.
The green fractions of the traces frame the interaction period of the pulse with the filter. Whereas in the
inverse regime, τ ′

1−2 presets the time of flight in the filter, the desired normal regime works with τ1−2 to
determine λL. The transition between normal and inverse gating regime is observed at τ1−2 = 166 ns in
graph a) with two spectral peaks.

3.3.1.2 Criterion for unambiguous spectral tuning

The spectral tuning parameter τ1−2 controls the delay between the two optical gating windows
determining the time of flight in the filter section. The gating signal is applied with a fixed
period at TMP to establish circulating pulses in the cavity. However, due to the periodicity,
the order of the gates is ambiguous. This results in two optical gating regimes as illustrated in
part b) of Fig. 3.5. The two graphs sketch the optical gating signal of the AOM. Defining the
time of flight in the filter, green sections highlight potential periods when laser pulses interact
with the FBG array after passing through the AOM. In the desired normal gating regime at the
top, the first transmission window (’IN’) per period injects the pulse to the FBG array and the
second gate (’OUT’) picks a specific grating response determining λL. With the periodicity of
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the optical gating signal, the laser may also favor the equivalent inverse gating regime (lower
graph). In this case, the second gate of each period works as injecting gate (’IN’) and the first
gate of the succeeding period selects the response of the filter (’OUT’). Accordingly, the inverse
delay

τ ′
1−2 = TMP − τ1−2 (3.6)

determines the time of flight in the filter selecting λL. In general, both regimes are equivalent.
Gain competition defines the operating regime.

The occurrence of both regimes is pictured in Fig. 3.5a. Following the structure of the FBG
array, trace one at τ1−2 = 50ns to trace four at τ1−2 = 136ns show a steady decline of λL in
steps of about 1 nm. The system is governed by the desired normal gating regime. Going to
trace five at τ1−2 = 166ns, two spectral emission lines are observed at 1064.7 nm and 1059.7 nm.
Increasing τ1−2 a bit more, the emission line at 1059.7 nm wins the gain competition (not in
picture). In principle, with τ1−2 gradually increasing in the normal gating regime, the emission
wavelength of the laser would be expected to scan from FBG 1 to FBG 10 in discrete steps
of 1 nm. While the emission at 1064.7 nm is linked to FBG 5 triggered by the normal gating
regime, the occurrence of lasing at 1059.7 nm filtered by FBG 10 marks the transition to the
inverse gating regime. This can be verified by the applied gating parameters. The transition
of the regimes has been observed at τ1−2 = 166ns where the emission of FBG 5 is expected.
With TMP = 483.5 ns matching the PRTT in the resonator, τ ′

1−2 = TMP − τ1−2 = 317.5ns. On
the other side, with an FBG spacing of 3 m corresponding to a delay of about 30 ns between
adjacent gratings, FBG 10 is actually expected to occur at a time of flight in the filter section of
50 ns + 9 · 30 ns = 320 ns. This estimation matches the value of τ ′

1−2 of trace five. Accordingly,
while driving the laser with τ1−2 = 166ns corresponding to 1064.7 nm, the inverse gating regime
at τ ′

1−2 = 317.5 ns overlaps to the filter response time of FBG 10 at 1059.7 nm. Due to the
stronger net gain at this wavelength (see Fig. 2.10a or ASE background in Fig. 3.5a), the
inverse regime stars to win the gain competition for further increasing τ1−2.

The example in Fig. 3.5a demonstrates the challenge with the two potential gating regimes.
The spectral emission might jump unpredictably to another grating preventing to cover the full
tuning range. Because the process is driven by gain competition, it is sensitively dependent on
environmental influences and other operation parameters of the laser including particularly the
pump power which originally is not associated to spectral tuning. Additionally, the laser pulse
occurs delayed by τ ′

1−2 in the inverse regime. Accordingly, for direct spectral tuning via τ1−2,
the laser is desired to operate solely in the normal gating regime to fully unravel the potential
spectral tuning bandwidth.

The inverse gating regime is avoided with a modified resonator configuration. The setup needs
to prevent the inverse delay τ ′

1−2 to address another grating response time within the demanded
working regime of τ1−2. No overlap in the gating regimes is guaranteed as long as the scan range
of τ1−2 is only linked to τ ′

1−2 which are still larger than τ1−2,max. This parameter τ1−2,max =
τ1−2,N represents the response time of the N th grating determining the longest time of flight in
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the filter section. Based on the definition in equation(3.6), this is ensured as long as the overall
resonator length satisfies the condition

TMP > 2 · τ1−2,max (3.7)

Considering the finite optical gating window widths τGW,opt in the experiment, a more reliable
condition for no overlap in the gating regimes would be TMP > 2 · τ1−2,N + τGW,opt. In a plain
picture, the resonator length must be significantly larger than twice the length of the FBG array.
This can be achieved by placing a delay fiber anywhere in the resonator except of between the
AOM and the FBG array. As indicated in Fig. 3.3, an efficient implementation would be by
delay fiber 1, where the physical length effectively doubles due to a double pass arrangement in
the middle branch. Succeeding experiments are based on an extended resonator to address the
full tuning range in the normal gating regime.

In principle, an alternative criterion can be established for the case of very short FBG arrays
compared to the residual resonator. Inversing the previous condition, τ ′

1−2 always needs to be
smaller than the minimum filter response time τ1−2,min = τ1−2,1 of FBG 1. This results in the
setup condition τ1−2,min > TMP /2 ensuring that within the working range of τ1−2, τ ′

1−2 does
not match the time of flight of another filter wavelength. This case is only considered in theory,
since practical cavity dimensions in the experiment match with the initial considerations.

3.3.1.3 Spectral overlap of FBGs

The non-PM resonator has been modified to comply with the criteria of equation(3.7). An
additional piece of passive delay fiber is incorporated adding 115 m of resonator length. With
a matched TMP = 1041.18 ns to the new PRTT, Fig. 3.6a shows the corresponding emis-
sion spectra of the TCFL, scanning τ1−2 along the response spectrum of FBG array A. Up to
τ1−2,max = τ1−2,10 ≈ 312 ns, the system is governed by the normal gating regime. A tuning
range of 9 nm has been achieved as defined by the FBG array. Covering all 10 feedback lines of
the filter design, the full functionality of the tuning concept is verified.

110 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

FBG Numbers

a) b)

Tuning range 9nm

, OC1

Fig. 3.6: Graph a) shows the emission spectra of the non-PM resonator with added delay fiber. A tuning
range of 9 nm has been achieved by scanning τ1−2 over all the gratings. Graph b) shows the reflectivity
spectrum of FBG array A referenced to the feedback of a plain fiber cleave (0 dB level at R ≈ 4%).
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The emission characteristics feature diverse line shapes, varying amplitudes and an elevated ASE
background for a few wavelengths. They are explained by the characteristics of FBG array A.
Fig. 3.6b shows the measured reflectivity spectrum referenced to a plain fiber cleave (0 dB level
at R ≈ 4%, 14 dB to 15 dB correspond to R ≈ 100 %). The spectrum comprises 10 feedback
peaks corresponding to the 10 gratings as labeled. Because this FBG design solely targets
maximized reflectivity reducing IL, the feedback lines are saturated forming a peak plateau with
a broad line shape. The FWHM (full width at half maximum) exceeds 500 pm. In contrast to
the FBG feedback lines, the emission lines of the laser in Fig. 3.6a exhibit a rather sharp peak
with linewidths of about 250−300 pm (FWHM). Gain competition pushes small features within
the broad feedback plateaus of the FBGs to narrow down the laser emission. However, with
the laser locked to a specific grating, small fluctuations may cause spectral variations within the
broad feedback line of the FBG. Combined with the averaged acquisition of an OSA, the spiky
emission lines of e.g. grating 9 are explained by this effect.

The degrading spectral amplitudes and elevated ASE background for central emission lines in
Fig. 3.6a are also connected to the spectral width of the filter elements. In conjunction with the
small spectral FBG spacing of 1 nm, adjacent gratings feature a spectral overlap in the response
spectrum. As highlighted in Fig. 3.6b, dips between adjacent feedback lines do not drop to
the noise floor of the measurement. Especially between grating 2 and 3 and 4, 5 and 6 or 7
and 8, the dips stay above the 0 dB level (equivalent to R > 4%) indicating significant spectral
overlap. The detailed overlap including potentially spectral side lobes could only be quantified
by measuring each grating solely.

In the TCFL, spectral overlap between gratings induces elevated effective insertion losses of
the filter structure. Parts of the laser pulse are reflected by a neighboring FBG exhibiting a
different time of flight in the filter section. With those fractions being detuned to the optical
gating signal, they are blocked at the AOM. Additionally, spectrally overlapping FBGs may form
small Fabry-Pérot sub-resonators further degrading the filter feedback. Elevated insertion losses
reduce the efficiency of the laser. This is mostly represented by degrading spectral amplitudes as
well as clearly enhanced ASE background around e.g. 1050 nm when the system is operated at
FBGs in the center. For FBG 7, the spectral amplitude dropped by more than 5 dB compared
to FBG 1 with only 20 dB of signal contrast to the ASE background (at FBG 1: 40 dB).

Due to two counter-propagating filter interactions and the distributed feedback from the FBG
array, the TCFL is prone to spectrally overlapping filter segments degrading its efficiency. To
overcome the limitations of FBG array A that has been inscribed within the strong-grating
regime (see subsection 2.2.1), a new filter has been designed targeting spectrally isolated FBG
responses. Together with larger spectral gaps between adjacent gratings, this is achieved by
narrower feedback linewidths. It is mainly controlled by the strength of the imprinted index
modulation Δneff (correlates with the exposure time) because the overall grating length is tech-
nologically limited to about 1 cm [13, 14]. Accordingly, the tradeoff between strong reflectivity
(see equation(2.21)) and narrow linewidths (see equation(2.22)) is adjusted via the exposure
time of the FBG. Following these considerations, succeeding FBG arrays are exposed right to
the point where the feedback strength starts to saturate targeting a high-reflective regime in
proximity to the weak-grating limit.
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Fig. 3.7: Graph a) depicts the reflectivity spectrum of FBG array B referenced to a plain fiber cleave. It
features a broader operation bandwidth and narrower linewidths of each grating. The tuning spectrogram
in graph b) illustrates the spectral emission behavior of the laser over the full tuning range. Due to a
gradual scan of τ1−2, the intensity plot representation also resolves the dynamics in the tuning behavior,
i.e. transitions between different λL.

The feedback spectrum of FBG array B is depicted in Fig. 3.7a. It comprises 11 gratings featur-
ing a broader tuning range of 25 nm within the Yb band with a step size of 2.5 nm. By measuring
the IL in transmissive direction, the reflectivity is estimated to R ≈ 95 − 98 %. With minor im-
pact on the feedback strength, the width ΔλF BG reduced significantly compared to FBG array
A measuring about 150 pm. More importantly, the grating responses showing sharp lines are
spectrally well decoupled with dips down to the noise floor. The experimental linewidth exceeds
the theoretical limit given by the weak-grating approximation (see equation(2.24), neff = 1.45,
reduced effective length LF BG ≈ 8 mm due to apodization effects) by a factor of 3 indicating
the proximity to the desired regime.

Incorporating FBG array B into the non-PM TCFL, the spectral emission characteristics are
illustrated in Fig. 3.7b. The tuning spectrogram shows the evolution of the emission spectrum
along a gradual scan of τ1−2 in steps of 1 ns revealing the full spectral tuning properties including
the transition zones. Bright regions in the intensity plot highlight large spectral amplitudes.
Accordingly, the emission wavelength is discretely tuned from one grating to the other covering
an extended bandwidth of 25 nm. Simply by changing the FBG array applying two standard
splices, the spectral operation window of the laser is fully changed demonstrating the benefits
of FBG array tuned lasers. With the new filter design, the full tuning range is covered with
steady line shapes, narrow linewidths of about 150 pm (FWHM) following the FBG feedback
spectra and high signal contrast of about 40 dB throughout the operation window. As a small
feature, the ASE floor shows darker horizontal lines at the spectral locations of the other FBGs
indicating dips in the background signal due to the filter effect in the middle branch.

Due to finite optical gate widths τGW,opt, each emission wavelength has an extended operation
window in τ1−2 corresponding roughly to the spatial separation between adjacent FBGs. The
short transition zones exhibit two neighboring emission wavelengths at a time (occurring delayed
by the spatial FBG spacing). Looking towards applications and further studies, τ1−2 will be al-
tered in adapted steps sizes to directly tune along the single-wavelength emission with maximum
signal contrast skipping the transition zones. Still, with no parasitic emission lines throughout
the scanned range of τ1−2, the TCFL is reliably coupled to the feedback of the FBG array.
Hence, laser oscillations are tightly locked to the filter feedback confirming proper operation of
the tuning mechanism.
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Further emission characteristics of the TCFL are discussed in subsection 3.3.2. In summary,
FBG array B significantly improved the emission properties supporting the presented design
targets for filters in tunable TCFLs. Still, avoiding spectrally overlapping FBGs to ensure
high filter efficiencies in the TCFL puts constraints on the achievable spectral resolution of the
discrete tuning concept. The spectral gap between FBGs dictating the spectral sampling needs
to exceed the feedback linewidth of the gratings. Sharp FBG responses are required for high
tuning resolutions.

3.3.1.4 Parasitic pulse echos at output coupler OC1

Another parasitic effect is depicted by pulse echos that might occur at the OC ports, e.g. OC1.
The corresponding pulse path in the resonator is sketched in Fig. 3.8. A pulse echo at OC1 can
arise from the first filter interaction of each round trip. As highlighted in part a) of Fig. 3.8, the
incoming pulse from circulator 1 with a wavelength λL = λF BG,j is reflected at FBG j to pass
to the upper loop. Due to the finite peak reflectivity R < 100 % and narrow linewidth of the
grating, a small fraction of the pulse with an effectively broader line shape is transmitted towards
the AOM. Commonly, the modulator is in the default loss state to block this pulse duplicate.
However, in case the travel time of the reflected pulse in the upper loop to the modulator
(τF ilter,j + τup) matches the propagation time τT rans,j of the parasitic filter transmission from
grating j to the modulator, both signals arrive coincidentally when the first optical gating window
switches to high transmission. Synonymously, the round-trip time in the lower loop (including
the middle branch) matches τ ′

1−2. The weak pulse echo couples via circulator 2 to the lower loop
where it is amplified in the gain medium. Accordingly, a considerable pulse echo is expected at
OC1 arriving with a delay τ ′

1−2 to the original pulse.
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Fig. 3.8: The cavity schemes illustrate the pulse paths causing a parasitic pulse echo at output coupler
OC1. Part a) sketches the pulse interaction at FBG j (λL = λF BG,j), where the reflected signal is
accompanied by a parasitic filter transmission due to the finite FBG reflectivity. Scheme b) shows the
setup of the implemented PM TCFL (without any additional delay fiber) and FBG array C highlighting
the cavity dimensions (red numbers). Following the order of the blue circles, the formation of the parasitic
pulse echo (5) is illustrated starting from the original pulse at OC1 (1). At the output, both signals add
up delayed by τ ′

1−2.

This effect has been reproduced experimentally while investigating the initial PM TCFL setup
as sketched in Fig. 3.8b. As spectral filter, FBG array C has been used that is introduced in
detail in subsection 3.3.2 (see Fig. 3.13). Notably, the gratings exhibit a peak reflectivity of
90 − 95 % leaving a parasitic transmission of about 5 − 10 %. The formation of the parasitic
pulse echo at OC1 is spectrally highlighted via small graphs along the pulse path sorted by blue
numbered circles. The original pulse at OC1 (1) passes to the FBG array (2) where it gets
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reflected (3b). A considerable fraction (exhibiting a broadened linewidth) transmits (3), passes
through the AOM via optical gate 1 (4) and gets amplified in the lower loop (5) to couple out
at OC1 delayed by τ ′

1−2 to the original pulse.

As depicted in Fig. 3.9, the experimental emission characteristics of the PM TCFL with FBG
array C have been recorded via the tuning spectrogram (graph a), logarithmic scale) and tem-
poral tuning trace (graph b), linear scale). In both intensity plots, τ1−2 is scanned incrementally
(1 ns steps) over a wide range covering the normal gating regime as well as the inverse gating
regime. The occurrence of the latter prevents to exploit the full potential tuning range of FBG
array C (50 nm) as discussed previously. Since both regimes are equivalent, the spectral tuning
trace in graph a) mirrors over the scan. In the time domain, the pulse trace in the inverse gating
regime shows a temporal shift over the tuning range because the measurement is triggered with
respect to the normal gating regime (linked to optical gate 2) maintaining steady pulse positions.
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Fig. 3.9: Graph a) and b) show the spectral and temporal emission properties, respectively, for the PM
TCFL with FBG array C. For τ1−2 < 165 ns, the system works in the normal gating regime. At FBG 8,
a parasitic pulse echo occurs in the time domain delayed to the main pulse. In the spectral domain, this
results in a spectrally broadened line shape.

The parasitic pulse echo becomes apparent in the green dashed boxes occurring at FBG 8. In
the range of τ1−2 = (142 ± 8) ns, the spectral line shows significant broadening on the edges
compared to the other emission lines. In a subsequent experiment, 3.5 m of delay fiber was
included in the middle branch temporarily, shifting this broadening effect to FBG 9 and 10.
Accordingly, the broadening cannot be traced back to specific FBG properties. Looking in the
temporal domain of graph b), the emission at FBG 8 features a parasitic pulse echo in between
the main pulses of two succeeding periods i.e. pulse round trips. The echo is marked by a green
dashed box occurring with a delay of about 188 ns after the main pulse. This parasitic effect
reproduces in the same way in the inverse gating regime as marked with the dark green dashed
boxes in Fig. 3.9.

Comparing the observed timing of the parasitic echo to the resonator dimensions given in Fig.
3.8b (red numbers), the lower loop of the resonator accumulates to a length of about 38.5m

matching a propagation time of about 192.5 ns. In the experiment, the parasitic pulse occurred
in the region around τ1−2 = (142 ± 8) ns resulting in τ ′

1−2 = (187.2 ± 8.0) ns. This value
matches the predicted pulse round-trip time in the lower loop indicating experimentally that
the broadening results from an amplified echo of the original pulse at OC1.
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With an amplitude of about 40 % compared to the main pulse, this parasitic effect becomes con-
siderable in the time domain potentially degrading the output properties. Besides a maximized
FBG reflectivity, the pulse echo can be suppressed by a suitable laser design. The underlying
condition for the occurrence of that pulse echo is given by

τF ilter,j + τup = τT rans,j . (3.8)

In order to provide no operation regime of the laser satisfying this condition, resonator dimen-
sions may be adapted. The criteria results from the pulse paths in the resonator. Considering
the case of the longest transition time through the filter (τT rans,N = 1

2τ1−2,max =maximum,
τF ilter,N = 0), an upper limit to avoid the parasitic regime is given by τup > 1

2τ1−2,max. For the
inverse case (τT rans,N = minimum = 1

2τ1−2,1, τF ilter,N = maximum = 1
2(τ1−2,max − τ1−2,min)),

the other limit is given by τup <
(
τ1−2,min − 1

2τ1−2,max

)
. This case is considerable when the

difference results in a positive value (1
2τ1−2,max < τ1−2,min), i.e. comparably short FBG arrays.

In conclusion, the parasitic pulse echo may only occur within the limits of

τ1−2,min − 1
2

τ1−2,max ≤ τup ≤ 1
2

τ1−2,max . (3.9)

Resonator dimensions must be chosen accordingly for τup and the FBG array length to suppress
this parasitic regime at OC1 ensuring unspoiled emission properties.

On the contrary, if the criteria in equation(3.9) is not considered and the parasitic pulse echo
occurs by chance at τ1−2 = τ ′

1−2 = 1
2TMP , the effect becomes resonant over multiple round trips

with a subcavity in the lower loop potentially destroying spectrally filtered emission.

3.3.1.5 Parasitic pulse echos at output coupler OC2

Another parasitic echo may be observed at OC2. Similar to the pulse echo at OC1, it arises
from a parasitic filter transmission at the FBG array during the second filter interaction. The
corresponding signal propagates with low losses via circulator 1 to OC2 where it appears as a
weak pulse echo of the main signal delayed by the round-trip time in the upper loop (including
the middle branch path). Starting from output coupler OC2, the path of the parasitic signal
in the upper loop is highlighted by a red arrow in Fig. 3.10a. The sketched setup depicts
the non-PM resonator with FBG array B. Labeled along the red arrow, the corresponding IL
experienced by the parasitic signal along circulator 2, the AOM (switched to transmission state,
optical gate 1), the filter (in transmission direction) and circulator 1 add up to about 20.5 dB to
25.5 dB. This corresponds to the expected minimum attenuation compared to the main pulse
at OC2.

The experimental observation of this effect is depicted in Fig. 3.10b showing the temporal
emission behavior in logarithmic scale over the tuning range measured at OC2. The graph
pictures about 1.5 periods of the laser emission with two horizontal yellowish traces showing
the main pulses and two red traces as the corresponding echo. Matching to the origin of the
echo, its temporal delay to the main pulse is steady, measuring around 438 ns. However, the
amplitude of the echo is about 30 dB to 35 dB below the main pulses. The difference to the
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Fig. 3.10: Part a) sketches the upper loop of the TCFL in the non-PM configuration indicating the pulse
path of a parasitic echo effect at output coupler OC2. The graph in part b) pictures the experimental
observation of the parasitic pulses (reddish traces) at OC2 measured in the time domain along the
complete tuning range.

expected attenuation might be explained by higher experimental IL at the modulator due to
short GW (compared to the AOM rise time) as well as additional loss sources like splices and
the propagation through the FBG array and delay fiber.

The weak amplitude of this effect including the negligible impact on the spectrum sets low
priority to incorporate additional precautions to suppress it. Even though, the parasitic pulse,
occurring throughout the tuning range, does not rely on any resonance effect with the timing
of the optical gates, it is not experiencing any further amplification. Thus, in contrast to the
echo at OC1, it is much weaker without any degradation in laser efficiency. Still, if it is desired
to be further suppressed, higher reflectivity of the gratings as well as a different OC2 position
(e.g. between circulator 2 and PSC, see Fig. 3.3) are options. Another alternative is offered by
shifting the AOM in between circulator 1 and the FBG array inducing a resonance condition
like discussed for OC1 with the current AOM position. With an AOM at both positions in the
middle branch, the echos could be suppressed completely inducing more complexity and losses.

3.3.2 Emission properties and tuning characteristics

In the following, characteristic emission properties of the TCFL will be discussed. As labeled for
each measurement, the studies have been conducted with different cavity setups, i.e. the non-PM
design and the PM design. Hence, the operation parameters may not always be equivalent.

3.3.2.1 General tuning characteristics

An overview over the characteristic operation behavior of the TCFL is provided in Fig. 3.11.
For a specific tuning step, i.e. τ1−2 = 112 ns locking the laser to FBG 3 (λL = 1064.8 nm), the
measured electrical gating signal (a), the corresponding emission spectrum (b), the pulsed signal
in the time domain as an overview (c) as well as a zoomed in version on the pulse (d) are shown.
Additionally, the emission spectrum (e) and corresponding pulse shape (f) are highlighted for
another tuning step at τ1−2 = 170.5 ns representing the transition zone between two emission
wavelengths. For a complete overview covering both cases, a video is included in the multimedia
appendix illustrating the behavior over the full tuning range (file name: Single-Wavelength-
Tuning.mp4). By incrementally scanning τ1−2, the correlation between electrical gating signal
and the emission spectrum is highlighted.
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Fig. 3.11: Graph a) shows an exemplary measurement of the electrical gating signal applied to the
non-PM TCFL with FBG array B at τ1−2 = 112 ns. The corresponding emission properties are pictured
in b) (spectrum), c) (time domain, overview) and d) (time domain, detailed). While this measurement
was recorded with TCFL locked to a single emission wavelength, graphs e) and f) feature the spectral
and temporal emission trace at τ1−2 = 170.5 ns, which corresponds to the transition regime between
two wavelengths. The emission behavior over the complete tuning range is illustrated in a video that is
attached in the multimedia appendix (name: Single-Wavelength-Tuning.mp4).

Graph a) in Fig. 3.11 pictures the electrical gating signal over more than one period, driving
the AOM. It shows the two gating windows for τ1−2 = 112 ns with a gate width adjusted to
τGW = 35 ns. The corresponding emission spectrum of the laser in b) shows a sharp emission line
at λL = 1064.8 nm matching the feedback wavelength of grating 3. The broad ASE background
peaking at around 1050 nm is superbly suppressed giving a signal contrast of more than 40 dB.
The ASE peak position matches well with the modeled gain characteristic in subsection 2.3.3
with a target population inversion n2 of around 9% for extended tuning bandwidths. Combining
the low ASE background with the narrow laser linewidth, which even at the −40 dB level stays
below 600 pm, the tunable system features excellent spectral emission properties. In conclusion,
adding up to the tuning characteristics in Fig. 3.7b, the presented filtering mechanism works
very reliable and efficient with the laser being tightly locked to the spectral feedback of the target
FBG. Without any parasitic lasing peaks and high signal contrast, the well confined spectral
emission properties are maintained throughout the tuning range.

The overall temporal emission behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3.11c. The laser works with pulsed
emission at the PRR matching the adjusted TMP . Neither any side pulses nor an elevated
background are visible. The detailed pulse shape is depicted in graph d). It features a parabola-
like shape with steep edges to both sides. The pulse duration τpulse (FWHM) in this case is about
8 ns to 9 ns matching the magnitude of the AOM rise time. As discussed in subsection 4.1.2,
the symmetric pulse shape depends on a finely tune TMP and is not fully maintained over the
tuning range. Small offsets in TMP cause minor asymmetric distortions in the pulse shape (also
shown in the video Single-Wavelength-Tuning.mp4).

To analyze the emission also in the transition zone between two laser wavelengths λL1 and
λL2, graph e) and f) show the emission spectrum and pulse shape at τ1−2 = 170.5 ns. As the
spectrum (e) confirms, the laser emission is simultaneously locked to FBG 5 (1069.5 nm) and
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FBG 6 (1072.0 nm). The spectral power is equally distributed between both wavelengths with
the amplitudes dropping to about 50% (3 dB) compared to the single emission line. In this
transition zone, the system still operates with well suppressed ASE background and without
any parasitic lines. The occurrence of this transition zone is connected to the spatial FBG
spacing in the filter design being adjusted to the optical gate widths at the AOM.

In the time domain (f), the simultaneous oscillation of two emission wavelengths in the tran-
sition zone causes two pulses temporally separated by about 12 ns. This delay arises from the
distributed FBG array feedback. Its magnitude is linked to the spatial FBG separation con-
volved by the effective optical gate width at the AOM. Even though, the transition zone enables
two emission wavelengths at a time, this operation regime does not depict an adjustable dual-
wavelength emission. Being locked to the neighboring emission line, both wavelengths cannot
be tuned independently. Additionally, the two emission wavelengths occur with fixed timing
temporally separated to each other. A novel dual-wavelength regime with simultaneous and
independently tunable operation will be introduced in section 4.2.
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Fig. 3.12: Plot a) highlights specific temporal emission characteristics comprising the pulse duration
(left-hand side scale) and pulse amplitude (right-hand side scale) over an incremental scan of τ1−2. Graph
b) shows the power characteristics at OC1 recorded exemplarily at λL locked to FBG 3 at 1065 nm.

Analyzing the pulse duration (blue) and its amplitude (orange) more closely, Fig. 3.12a plots
their behavior over the full tuning range of FBG array B recorded with constant TMP . Both
traces show 11 plateau zones separated by peaks (τpulse) or dips (pulse amplitude), which arise as
measurement artifacts in the transition zones between two emission lines. These characteristic
effects are typical in measurements incrementally scanning τ1−2. The 11 plateau zones depict
the emission locked to the corresponding grating showing broad and stable operation zones in
τ1−2 for each wavelength. Over the tuning range, the pulse duration varies slightly in the region
around 7 ns to 8 ns. Remarkably, the pulse duration is clearly shorter than the rise time of the
modulator (25 ns), i.e. the width of the optical gates. Characteristically for the TCFL, optical
gating with two temporal filter interactions per round trip lowers the pulse duration compared
to the tunable sigma-ring laser with a pulse duration of about 30 ns to 40 ns when operating
with similar modulator characteristics [143]. For the pulse amplitude, the variations over the
tuning range vary within a 7% window. FBG 8 shows an elevated and noisy temporal amplitude.

The variations in the time domain arise from varying working points of the laser set, e.g., by
the FBG reflectivity, effective spectral gain and dispersion-based drifts in the OC coupling ratio
of fused couplers as well as in the PRTT (see subsection 4.1.2). Pulse amplitude fluctuations
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are additionally promoted by each fluctuation of τpulse due to rather steady pulse energies and
powers over the tuning range. Nevertheless, due to the theta cavity design, both parameters are
substantially more stable as for the tunable sigma-ring laser [139]. Due to the changing duty
cycle over the tuning range in the sigma layout, variations of more than 20 % had been observed
for the pulse parameters covering even a shorter tuning range of only 18 nm [139]. Thus, the
TCFL layout enables much more stable emission properties.

For a comprehensive discussion of the system properties, Fig. 3.12b depicts the corresponding
power characteristics. Still, the aim of this study is not connected to any efficiency optimiza-
tions or power scaling advances since fiber-based master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA)
schemes are well established to boost the output power of a seed source with a specific func-
tionality [74, 110], such as tunability [144]. For the measurement, the emission of the TCFL is
exemplarily locked to grating 3 at around 1065 nm. Other emission wavelengths showed similar
characteristics. The output power reaches up to 270 mW . The limit is set by the inset of signif-
icant spectral broadening due to the long resonator length (LR ≈ 190 m). Most experiments are
conducted in the optimum working window at an output power of about 50 − 100 mW . Con-
siderable round-trip losses of the system (≈ 20 − 23dB) lead to a rather limited slope efficiency
of about 12.6% with a pump threshold of about 0.8 W . If required, an optimized resonator
would enable enhanced power characteristics. Completing the analysis, with the inverse PRR
of TMP = 927.71 ns and an output power of Pout,OC1 ≈ 100 mW , the pulse energy results to
Epulse = Pout,OC1 · TMP = 93 nJ . For the measured pulse duration of τpulse = 8 ns at FBG 3,
the pulse peak power is estimated to Ppeak ≈ Epulse/τpulse = 11.6 W .
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Fig. 3.13: The tuning spectrogram shows the maximum tuning range achieved with the TCFL. The
tuning parameter is scanned in 10 discrete steps matching the FBG separation. A maximum tuning
bandwidth of 50 nm is realized limited by FBG array C [142].

The maximum tuning range of the presented tuning concept has been achieved with the PM
TCFL and FBG array C. This filter comprises 11 gratings covering a bandwidth of 50 nm

from 1047 nm to 1097 nm based on a spectral spacing of 5 nm. The spatial separation between
adjacent gratings is 1.3 m adapting to the faster rise time of the PM AOM (see Fig. 3.4b). The
reflectivity of the FBGs reaches 90%-95%.

Fig. 3.13 shows the corresponding tuning spectrogram. It confirms a discrete tuning range of
50 nm corresponding to FBG array C. In the longer wavelength range of λL (i.e. τ1−2 < 90 ns),
the ASE background peaking at around 1050 nm increases due to the mismatch between gain
maximum and λL. Fitting to the considerations in subsection 2.3.3, the emission line at λL =
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1097 nm just exceeds the laser threshold showing a 3 dB drop in the spectral amplitude. For
the center tuning range, the emission properties show the characteristic high signal contrast
surpassing 45 dB.

While the tuning range of 50 nm is solely limited by the bandwidth of FBG array C, the ASE
background signal rising at the edges of the scan range indicates some potential to further extend
the tuning bandwidth by about 10 nm-15 nm on the shorter wavelength side (< 1047 nm). This
matches the model in subsection 2.3.3 predicting a potential tuning range of about 65 nm.

3.3.2.2 Emission characteristics at output couplers OC1 and OC2

Depending on the OC position along the resonator loop, the TCFL offers freedom to extract
adapted output signals featuring different characteristics. Based on the different locations of
OC1 and OC2 in the cavity, this is highlighted in Fig. 3.14 with 4 plots showing the emission
spectrum and pulse shape at OC1 (a and b) and OC2 (c and d) for an arbitrary tuning step
at τ1−2 = 133 ns. Similar as for Fig. 3.11, a video visualizes the behavior over the full discrete
tuning range of the non-PM TCFL with FBG array B (see multimedia appendix, file name:
Single-Wavelength-TuningOC1&OC2.avi).
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Fig. 3.14: The graphs exemplarily compare the emission characteristics at τ1−2 = 133 ns of OC1 and
OC2 recorded with the non-PM resonator and FBG array B. Plot a) and c) represent the spectral
domain and plot b) and d) show the averaged pulse in the time domain. The emission behavior over
the complete tuning range is covered in a video that is attached in the multimedia appendix (file name:
Single-Wavelength-TuningOC1&OC2.avi).

Comparing the temporal emission at OC1 (c) and OC2 (d) in Fig. 3.14, the pulse shapes
basically resemble each other showing a pulse duration of about 9 ns and a steeper edge on
the right-hand side. This indicates minor pulse variations with steady characteristics along
the round trip. In the spectral domain, OC1 (a) and OC2 (b) show the same sharp emission
line at λL = 1067 nm with the system locked to FBG 4. However, OC2 features a much high
ASE suppression. The broad background peak at 1050 nm at OC1 is completely absent at OC2.
Only the weak ASE responses from the other gratings become apparent in the background signal
at OC2 reaching an overall ASE suppression above 45 dB. This behavior is conform with the
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modeled pulse formation in Fig. 3.1. Because propagation of a signal in the upper resonator
branch is exclusive for spectral components that are reflected by the discrete spectral filter, this
part of the cavity is immune to any broadband ASE background generated by the active fiber.
In contrast, OC1 located behind the active fiber experiences neither spectral, nor temporal ASE
filtering resulting in a weak but broad background signal. In case the residual ASE responses
from the neighboring FBGs are desired to be fully suppressed at OC2, an AOM might be added
between circulator 1 and the FBG array applying the optical gating function during the first
filter interaction. With combined spectral and temporal filtering beforehand, OC2 would deliver
a signal free of an ASE background for unrivaled contrast.
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Fig. 3.15: The plots highlight spectral emission properties of the non-PM TCFL along an incremental
scan of τ1−2 and compare them between OC1 and OC2. Graph a) features the spectral peak amplitude.
The colored arrows indicate the read-out order of the gratings with respect to the corresponding OC
port. Graph b) shows the laser linewidth ΔλL (FWHM) with the corresponding feedback linewidth of
each FBG given in the yellow table. The transition zones along τ1−2 between different gratings contain
measurement artifacts (dips in graph a) and peaks in graph b)).

With resembling pulse properties in the temporal domain at OC1 and OC2, the spectral charac-
teristics are further analyzed over the tuning range as depicted in Fig. 3.15. Graph a) highlights
the evolution of the spectral amplitude over both OC ports whereas plot b) analyzes the spectral
linewidth ΔλL. Comparing the spectral amplitudes at the plateaus of the gratings along τ1−2,
OC1 shows moderate spectral amplitude variations within a window of ±0.75 dB. Those fluctua-
tions are mostly driven by the spectral gain distribution as well as dispersion in the OC coupling
ratio, but also show some correlation with the measured linewidth of the emission lines in graph
b. The latter is clearly visible at e.g. FBG 3 with a rather narrow linewidth (< 130 pm) and
peaking spectral amplitude. At OC2, the spectral amplitudes are additionally superimposed by
a steady decay of about 3 dB between 1085 nm and 1060 nm. This additional distortion arises
from the dispersion in the OC ratio as well as the IL of a single filter interaction including
the FBG reflectivity and effective propagation losses. The slope of this loss along the tuning
range correlates with the propagation length of the corresponding wavelength λL within the
filter section. Arrows with matching colors indicate the read-out order of the filter with respect
to the corresponding OC port. Accordingly, the strongest spectral amplitude at OC2 (green
trace) is reached with FBG 11, which is the closest grating to circulator 1 and thus to OC2.
However, standard propagation losses in the commercial filter fiber (Thorlabs 1060XP, specified
loss < 2.1 dB/km at a wavelength of 980 nm [4]) over 50 m are expected to be about 0.1dB and
thus, are much weaker than the observed loss effect. Accordingly, the main loss may arise from
spectrally insensitive scattering effects of the signal when passing through the other gratings in
the filter structure. This loss may be caused by transversal grating inhomogeneities. Due to the
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spectral orientation of the FBG array, each grating can promote e.g. cladding mode coupling
on the shorter wavelength side [135]. In contrary at OC1, the spectral amplitude variations are
partly balanced due to the second filter interaction as well as operating the amplification of the
active fiber in saturation.

Evaluating the spectral linewidths ΔλL in graph b) of Fig. 3.15, they vary between 120 pm

and 140 pm along the tuning range (specified resolution of OSA: 20 pm). This small variation
correlates mostly with the raw feedback linewidth ΔλF BG of the FBGs which is given in the
yellow table at the top (e.g. see FBG 3 and FBG 6). In general, the laser linewidth is about
20% reduced compared to the filter response due to the double spectral filtering in each round
trip. Supporting the statement of minor pulse evolution effects and steady pulse parameters
along the round trip, the linewidth shows negligible differences between OC1 and OC2 port.
The traces in Fig. 3.15b mostly resemble each other.

With the two OC ports, the laser features some flexibility to either extract a powerful signal at
OC1 with a decent efficiency, or with advanced spectral purity at OC2. Thus, OC1 is referred
to as ’High-Power Port’ and OC2 as ’Low-ASE Port’ (see Fig. 3.3). Due to the difference in the
coupler tapping ratios, OC2 measures an output power Pout,OC2 of about ≈ 0.08% compared to
OC1 using the non-PM resonator configuration in Fig. 3.3. As previously discussed, the output
power could be further boosted in a MOPA configuration.

3.3.2.3 Spectral sweep speed

A characteristic property of tunable lasers is the sweep speed considering how fast the wave-
length can be switched. While most common tuning concepts are rather slow due to inert
processes controlling the emission spectrum such as mechanically moving elements (e.g. rotat-
ing diffraction gratings, see Fig. 2.11, strain tuned FBGs, see subsection 2.4.3) or temperature
effects (temperature tuned FBGs, see subsection 2.4.3), electrically tuned systems benefit from
the speed evolution of electronics in the 20th century. Tunable lasers with quick sweep speeds
are required in fields like optical coherence tomography (OCT) [159] and sensing [84]. Addi-
tionally, enhanced wavelength switching speeds are beneficial for differential absorption Lidar
(DIAL) [83,154]. Sweep speeds of multiple kHz are required.

To evaluate the performance of the tunable TCFL, the wavelength switching speed is analyzed
for the PM cavity with FBG array C. An automated routine is developed in LabVIEW to trigger
a temporal measurement in the moment of switching. A second channel of the AWG is activated
synchronously to the modification of the optical gating signal at channel one, triggering the new
emission wavelength. An overview of the switching behavior is given in Fig. 3.16a showing a
screen shoot of the oscilloscope measurement. The magenta trace features the optical gating
signal and the yellow trace the measured laser output. Due to the large time frame (40 ms) and
the time scale of the gating features (≈ 10 ns), the traces only resolve the envelop function of
both signals. The TCFL is exemplarily switched from τ1−2 = 144.2 ns (λL = 1062 nm, FBG 8)
to τ1−2 = 106.4 ns (λL = 1078 nm, FBG 5).

The measurement reveals an electrical black out zone of the AWG. In the moment, when the
new arbitrary trace containing the information of the updated gating signal is read in, the AWG
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Fig. 3.16: The temporal measurement in a) pictures the experimental switching behavior of the PM
TCFL based on the electrical gating signal (magenta trace, oscilloscope channel CH3) and laser output
signal (yellow trace, oscilloscope channel CH1). The laser is switched from λL = 1062 nm to λL = 1078 nm
via adjusting τ1−2 at the AWG featuring an electrical blackout zone. In b), a detailed plot highlights the
switch-on behavior at 1078 nm with the signal of CH3 at the top (gating signal) and CH1 at the bottom
(laser output).

terminates any operation for about 26 ms. This time frame corresponds to about 62.000 round
trips in the cavity. In this period, the AOM maintains the default loss state blocking any lasing
at OC1 as expressed in the yellow trace. After the gating signal starts to operate, the laser
works on the new emission wavelength (λL = 1078 nm). The electrical disruption of the driving
gating signal prohibits any proper measurement of the physical switching speed between two
emission wavelengths of the TCFL. The reason of this behavior is connected to the versatility
of the AWG that is not optimized for quick alterations to the arbitrary waveform. With an
adapted electrical driving generator, this artificial black out zone could be avoided.

Nevertheless, the potential switching speed of the TCFL can be estimated by analyzing the
starting behavior of the system at the new wavelength. This is shown in detail in Fig. 3.16b
plotting the inset of the optical gating signal adjusted to τ1−2 = 106.4 ns in the top graph and the
corresponding output signal of the laser in the bottom graph. The time scale is referenced to the
activation of the gating signal. The two first optical gates appear with an artificial measurement
delay (propagation time of optical and electrical signals) as two weak amplified ASE pulses in
the bottom graph. While this pair of ASE pulses resembles over the first three cavity round
trips, from round trip 4 on (> 1.5 μs), the second ASE pulse quickly wins the competition
growing to a strong laser signal while the first pulse vanishes. This transition marks the laser
getting locked to the desired pulse path and emission wavelength at 1078 nm. After about 2.5 μs

or 6 round trips in the cavity, the signal fully established operating solely over gate 2 (target
gate for tunable operation). Avoiding the inverse gating scheme or other parasitic pulse paths,
no signal is measured anymore in the time slot of gate 1.

This measurement highlights the pulse formation in the TCFL to start from the ASE background
that, after some round trips of spectral filtering and succeeding amplification, quickly evolves to
a powerful laser signal at the desired emission wavelength. The spectrally filtered laser pulse is
established after less than 10 resonator round trips resulting in a quick start up time of < 5 μs.

The complete switching speed between two random wavelengths potentially happens in the same
time scale if the electrical blackout zone is avoided with an optimized gating signal generator.
In this case, the alteration in the optical gating signal to a new τ1−2 would eliminate the former
emission wavelength after one round trip at the AOM (mismatch with the new target time of
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flight in the filter section) and the pulse at the new wavelength starts up similarly as measured
in Fig. 3.16b. Thus, wavelength switching speeds approaching 100 kHz could be feasible with
adapted electronics. Shorter resonators could even go beyond.

3.3.2.4 RF power spectrum analysis

Pulsed sources are commonly analyzed by an RF power spectrum measurement. The precise
repetition rate as well as the quality of the pulse train is evaluated potentially revealing parasitic
signal components. Such measurements are conducted with electrical spectrum analyzers (ESA).
Alternatively, the measurement at the TCFL has been conducted with an oscilloscope working
with sufficient memory depth to record long pulse trains (up to 40 ms). The RF power spectrum
is obtained via post-processing data by a Fourier transform. The resulting frequency distribution
represents the temporal emission spectrum of the measured laser intensity trace. The record
length defines the frequency resolution. Selected RF emission spectra are plotted in Fig. 3.17
measured with the non-PM TCFL and FBG array B. OC1 and OC2 show identical features.
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Fig. 3.17: The graphs feature the RF frequency analysis of the TCFL performed via an extended
temporal measurement (≥ 20 ms) with an oscilloscope and postprocessing data by a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) analysis. Plot a) shows the FFT power spectrum along the complete spectral tuning range of the
TCFL with an inset zooming in on the fundamental frequency peak. The other sharp frequency lines
represent higher orders. Graph b) pictures a zoomed in power spectrum on the fundamental frequency
peak recorded at τ1−2 = 109 ns comparing the peak frequency with the adjusted TMP = f−1

P RR. Part
c) shows two intensity plots demonstrating how the peak RF frequency shifts with respect to TMP

maintaining unperturbed characteristics over the spectral tuning range.

The intensity graph a) illustrates the RF power spectrum up to 3.3 MHz along the full tuning
range of the laser. The graph shows 3 very narrow horizontal lines. They correspond to the
fundamental operation frequency at around 1.08 MHz and two higher orders at multiples of
fP RR. A zoomed inset highlights the fundamental emission line. For a single tuning step (τ1−2 =
109ns), graph b) focuses on the fundamental emission frequency of the laser. With enlarged
record length (40ms), the frequency sampling resolution reaches 25 Hz. The spectrum peaks
at fF F T peak = (1.077925 ± 0.000025) MHz. This accurately matches the applied modulation
period TMP driving the laser with a theoretical frequency of fP RR = 1.077923 MHz. The
superbly narrow width of the fundamental frequency is highlighted by a drop in the frequency
amplitude of more than 20 dB within the sampling resolution of 25 Hz to both sides of the peak.

Concluding on graph a) and b), the pulsed emission of the TCFL works with excellent purity due
to the absence of any non-harmonic frequency components over the full dynamic range (≈ 60 dB)
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of the measurement. The peak frequency perfectly follows the driving modulation frequency.
Furthermore, the RF spectrum shows no dependence on the emission wavelength maintaining
the same shape over the full tuning range and ensuring a steady pulse train. This confirms the
novel theta cavity layout to fully ensure the targeted constant PRR over the complete tuning
range of the dispersion-tuned laser.

Graph c) investigates the impact of slightly tuning TMP on the RF power spectrum of the
TCFL. While the initial value of TMP = 927.71 ns correlates with a symmetric parabola-like
pulse shape when operating the laser at FBG 3 (1065 nm), TMP is detuned for the lower graph
to TMP = 927.59 ns shifting the characteristic pulse shape to FBG 11 (1085 nm). The link
between pulse shape and TMP is discussed in subsection 4.1.2. The two RF spectra zooming in
on the fundamental frequency line over the full spectral tuning range are recorded for the TCFL
operated at the two values of TMP , respectively. Matching superbly the corresponding driving
frequencies, the variation in TMP directly translates to a slightly different RF peak frequency
shifting by about 140 Hz. In both cases, the frequency line shows no dependency on λL over
the tuning range.

Even though the theta cavity layout ensures matching physical resonator lengths for all emission
wavelengths, some spectral sensitivity on the RF spectrum could have been expected due to
chromatic dispersion in the propagation properties of pulses in the fiber. Different emission
wavelengths propagate with mismatching pulse speeds vgr,eff and thus exhibit slightly detuned
PRRT TRT . However, the measurement indicates this effect to be cleaned of by the AOM
enforcing a constant PRR over the tuning range perfectly following the periodic driving signal.
This also explains why the TCFL works with a different PRR when TMP is changed even though
the resonator length is identical. Due to steady temporal filtering by the optical gates in each
round trip, pulses in the laser adapt to small mismatches between TMP and TRT emitting with
the frequency of the external master clock. This flexibility to electrically modify the PRR is
connected to the finite optical gate durations which will be investigated in subsection 3.3.3.

3.3.3 Impact of gating parameters on the laser emission properties

Whereas the TCFL is spectrally tuned via τ1−2, the impact of other gating parameters, i.e. TMP

and τGW , on the emission properties of the laser is investigated in the following.

3.3.3.1 Modulation period

The prerequirement to run the TCFL in tunable pulsed emission is to drive optical gating with
a modulation period TMP adjusted to the actual PRTT TRT , corresponding to the resonator
length. In the following, the working range of TMP is analyzed regarding its sensitivity towards
small mismatches. Fig. 3.18 discusses fundamental laser emission properties which are analyzed
over a small scan range of TMP . The experimental study is conducted with FBG array B
and the non-PM TCFL that is exemplarily locked to FBG 3. The x-axes label the deviation
ΔTMP of the applied modulation period TMP to the default parameter TMP,0. The latter is
defined by maximum spectral signal contrast assuming the best match with the actual TRT at
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this wavelength. Likewise, TMP,0 also ensures symmetric parabola-like pulse shapes as shown
in Fig. 3.11. The correlation between TMP and the pulse shape will be further discussed in
subsection 4.1.2.
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Fig. 3.18: The graphs illustrate the sensitivity of specific emission properties regarding variations in
TMP . Whereas the default modulation period TMP,0 for an exemplary configuration of the non-PM TCFL
with FBG array B operated at FBG 3 (1065 nm) is given by TMP,0 = 927.71 ns (defined by best signal
quality and symmetric pulse shape), the behavior of specific emission properties is illustrated regarding
deviations ΔTMP = TMP − TMP,0 in the driving modulation period TMP . Graph a) depicts the spectral
peak amplitude (blue trace) and ASE background level (red trace) as well as their difference resulting in
the effective spectral signal contrast (green trace). Part b) plots the sensitivity of the latter for different
gate widths τGW . In graph c), the normalized temporal pulse amplitude is highlighted.

Graph a) in Fig. 3.18 highlights the spectral signal contrast (green trace) resulting from the
difference between the peak amplitude (blue trace) and the maximum ASE background level
(red trace) at around 1050 nm. As defined before, the signal contrast peaks at ΔTMP = 0 ns

coinciding with the highest suppression of the ASE background as well as the center of the broad
peak amplitude maximum. With this setting, the TCFL works with a matched modulation pe-
riod to the PRTT ensuring highest efficiency of the optical gating in each round trip. Thus, with
minimized round-trip losses, the stored energy in the active fiber is extracted most effectively
by the circulating laser signal resulting in best ASE suppression. The overall signal contrast in
this setting is about 41 dB.

For detuning in TMP , i.e. |ΔTMP | > 0 ns, the curves in graph a) follow a symmetric behavior
to both sides. Without any difference between increasing or decreasing TMP from its default
value, the degradation in the signal contrast is mainly a loss-driven feature and not connected
to other effects, e.g. in pulse formation due to dispersion. With a mismatched TMP , the optical
gates are applied slightly off to the actual arrival times of pulses at the AOM inducing increased
gating losses over consecutive round trips. The finite duration of the optical gates still maintains
lasing over some range. Whereas the peak level in graph a) has a broad operation window, the
ASE background level benefits sharply from a well matched TMP . The resulting signal contrast
follows a nearly linear degradation (in logarithmic scale) with any mismatch. For a detuning
of |ΔTMP | > 10 ns, the signal contrast drops below 10 dB killing laser operations. With this
setting, laser pulses run non-resonant to the optical gates within 3-4 round trips, prohibiting
pulse formation. This matches well to the discussed starting behavior of the TCFL in Fig.
3.16. If a threshold limit of 25 dB in the signal contrast is applied, the investigated TCFL has
a working window of 1% that TMP needs to be matched to the PRTT.

With this working window being enabled by the finite optical gate widths in the first place, its
range depends on the adjusted gate widths τGW . Graph b) in Fig. 3.18 plots three curves of
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the spectral signal contrast recorded for different τGW . Two effects become apparent. Firstly,
fitting to the discussed behavior, the operation window in TMP becomes broader for increasing
GWs. With broader optical gates, the TCFL gets more resilient to detuning in TMP . Secondly,
larger GW enable higher signal contrast. Due to a comparably large rise time of the non-PM
AOM (tR ≈ 25ns, see Fig. 3.4a), larger GW enhance the peak transmission reducing losses and
ultimately enhancing the signal contrast.

Underlining the importance of a proper working range in TMP , it crucially enables tunable
operation in the TCFL with a constant TMP , i.e. PRR, over the full tuning range. Based on
the investigated resonator configurations, dispersion-based variations in TRT are in the order of
< 1 ns over typical tuning bandwidths of rare-earth doped active fibers (see subsection 4.1.2).

In graph c) of Fig. 3.18, the temporal pulse amplitude is plotted in linear scale for three
different GWs, varying ΔTMP as before. The reduced sensitivity for detuning TMP is resembled
for increasing GW. Matching to the spectral signal contrast, the pulse amplitude also peaks
around ΔTMP ≈ 0 ns. However, analyzing the center range in detail, the temporal amplitude
features a sharp local minimum being surrounded by a maximum on each side. This is connected
to the pulse shape variations with TMP as discussed in subsection 4.1.2. Only at ΔTMP =
0 ns, a symmetric parabola-like pulse shape is observed. For mild detuning in TMP , the pulse
becomes slightly asymmetric with a steepening effect reducing the duration τpulse. This results
in enhanced amplitudes. Stronger detuning in TMP again degrades losses quickly reducing the
pulse amplitude.

3.3.3.2 Gate widths

The gate width τGW electrically controls the duration of the transmission windows at the mod-
ulator. Its impact of specific emission properties is highlighted in Fig. 3.19. The measurements
are averaged over the accessible tuning range of the non-PM TCFL with FBG array B.
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Fig. 3.19: The impact of specific emission properties is illustrated regarding adjusted widths τGW of both
optical gates. Plot a) features the pulse duration, plot b) the pulse amplitudes, and part c) illustrates the
spectral signal contrast (blue trace) obtained by subtracting the ASE background peak level (red trace)
from the peak amplitude level (green trace). The values are averaged over the operating tuning range.

Setting the strength of temporal filtering, τGW provides means to electrically tune the pulse
duration τpulse. This is experimentally demonstrated in Fig. 3.19a). The gate width has been
varied from 14 ns to 60 ns directly adjusting the pulse duration between about 4 ns to 15 ns.
This behavior has already been observed in the tunable sigma-ring cavity achieving a larger
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tuning range of 10 ns to 60 ns [143]. Due to higher losses and double temporal filtering, pulse
durations and their tuning potential reduced in the TCFL. Nevertheless, this feature provides
additional freedom in remote-controlling the emission properties of the TCFL in order to flexibly
tailor them to the demands of applications.

As shown in graph b), this characteristic also impacts the pulse amplitude (at a constant pump
power level). The trace shows a peak value at about 30 ns determining the best compromise
between shorter pulses for large peak power as well as decent losses at the AOM due to the
limited rise time. For τGW < 25 ns, severe IL start to kick in at the AOM (tR ≈ 25ns, see Fig.
3.4a) degrading the output power. At τGW = 10 ns, lasing cannot be maintained anymore. The
strong rise of IL at the AOM in this regime also explains the disruption from the linear relation
between τpulse and τGW for τGW < 25 ns in graph a). In the range τGW > 40 ns, IL at the AOM
do not vary so much with τGW but pulses still extend slowly causing the amplitude to decline
again. Due to this behavior, τGW is mainly operated between 25 ns and 35 ns.

Similar as in Fig. 3.18a), Fig. 3.19c) depicts the behavior of the spectral signal contrast (blue
trace) calculated as difference of the spectral peak amplitude (green trace) and ASE background
(red trace). Due to the described loss behavior at the AOM with declining GW, the spectral
contrast in the laser signal rises for increasing τGW . While at τGW < 25 ns, the incline happens
quickly, it gradually saturates for values τGW > 40 ns following the transmission behavior of the
AOM. In this range, the loss sensitive ASE background still reduces slowly towards saturation.

3.3.4 Summary

In this section, tunable operation in the TCFL has been established demonstrating a wide tuning
bandwidth of up to 50 nm solely limited by the employed FBG array. Avoiding the discussed
peripheric operation regimes in the resonator, the tuning approach features excellent emission
properties over the full tuning range. The tuning characteristics follow the discrete spectral
characteristics of the FBG array without any parasitic emission lines confirming the tight locking
of laser oscillations to the filter feedback. The tuning mechanism enables an excellent spectral
signal contrast, reaching values beyond 45 dB, and narrow linewidths (< 150pm). Depending
on the OC position, signals with decent output power (∼ 100 mW at OC1) or without any broad
ASE background (OC2) can be extracted. Extending the prospects of the tuning approach, the
impact of the optical gating parameters has been investigated providing some potential to finely
tune the temporal emission properties. This concerns the pulse duration, which is adjusted via
the gate widths τGW of the transmission windows, as well as the repetition rate defined by the
modulation period. Whereas for the given experimental configuration, a working window of
±1% has been confirmed for TMP to establish laser oscillations in the TCFL, the RF spectrum
analysis confirms the repetition rate to perfectly follow the applied modulation period along the
tuning range. With the fast starting behavior establishing the spectrally filtered pulses over
a few round trips, the TCFL also qualifies for applications demanding elevated sweep speeds
beyond 10 kHz.



4 Advanced operation concepts of the TCFL

The concept of the fiber-integrated TCFL combines various unique properties, such as the pro-
grammable operation enabled by the optical gating approach, and the prospect for tailored
tuning ranges due to the discrete filter design. They provide the basis to target advanced oper-
ation regimes of the TCFL beyond a plain tunable single-wavelength light source. Highlighting
the flexibility of the presented laser concept, in the following, two examples are discussed to
extend and generalize this tuning approach. These advanced operation concepts provide the po-
tential to access further application fields. In the first part, the correlation between pulse shape
variations and the applied modulation period TMP is investigated introducing a new method for
the direct measurement of fiber dispersion properties. In the second part, independently tun-
able multi-wavelength emission of synchronized pulses is studied based on modifying the driving
optical gating signal of the TCFL.

4.1 Dispersion analysis of fibers

During the investigation of the tunable 1-λ emission, pulse shape variations have been observed
depending on the applied modulation period TMP . In the following, this effect is studied more
extensively tracking its origin in the fiber dispersion over one round trip evolving along the
tuning range. Conducting a numerical and experimental study for a particular fiber under test,
the prospect is highlighted to exploit this feature for establishing a novel method to characterize
the dispersion of unknown fibers with a plain and direct temporal measurement.

4.1.1 Motivation

As introduced in subsection 2.1.3, the fiber dispersion is a crucial physical property required to
describe the propagation of short pulses through a system. The characterization of fiber dis-
persion has created growing attention with the rise of mode-locked fiber lasers generating pulse
durations in the picosecond and femtosecond regime with an extended linewidth. One of the key
design challenges concerns the dispersion management determined by the characteristics of each
component [45]. The overall cavity round-trip dispersion dictates the pulse formation process
setting the operation regime of ultrashort pulsed lasers. Furthermore, tailored dispersion de-
signs enable fibers to drive subsequent spectral broadening and simultaneous pulse compression
down to the single-cycle regime [10]. Harvesting the full potential of nonlinear interactions in
waveguides, fiber-based super continuum generation is governed by the dispersion properties
accessing multi-octave spanning emission bandwidths [36, 66]. On the other side, specific fibers
in telecommunications are designed with low dispersion to suppress pulse broadening limiting
the bandwidth in data transition.

The importance of fiber dispersion in the design of pulsed sources created a significant demand for
experimental characterization. Most methods rely on an indirect measurement, such as in white
light interferometry [121] or spectral phase interferometry [34]. While they usually require only
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short lengths of fibers and operate over extended bandwidths, they employ elaborate analysis
procedures to retrieve the fiber dispersion. Additionally, interferometry-based approaches are
prone to environmental influences demanding protected lab conditions. On the other side, a
direct temporal measurement is known based on the pulse delay technique [26]. The difference in
propagation time through the fiber for pulses at various wavelengths is measured corresponding
to the dispersion. Due to the small time scales, hundreds of meters of fiber length are required
(temporal resolution in the range of 50 ps) [25].

By analyzing the dispersion dependency with a direct measurement during the pulse formation
process within the TCFL, a higher sensitivity regarding the required fiber lengths could be
possible with the novel approach.

4.1.2 Pulse shape variations over the tuning range

Based on two counter-propagating filter interactions in each round trip, the theta cavity layout
enables FBG array tuned lasers operating with a steady physical resonator length over the
tuning range. Accordingly, with solely the gating delays (e.g. τ1−2) controlling the emission
wavelengths, a constant modulation period of the optical gating signal can be applied. This
is supported by Fig. 3.18 demonstrating an extended operation window in TMP to maintain
laser operations at each λL. A rather rough matching accuracy is required to the actual PRTT
within a ~1 ns zone to preserve high spectral signal contrast. Additionally, as demonstrated
with the RF analysis in Fig. 3.17, the repetition rate of the laser precisely follows TMP enabling
a constant PRR over the tuning range. Concluding on both analyses, the operation window in
TMP provides some flexibility to tune the PRR without significant impact on spectral emission
properties.

The insensitive behavior of the RF power spectrum with respect to actual emission wavelength
is not trivial. While the TCFL layout matches the physical resonator length for all λL, it
does not compensate for fiber dispersion effects impacting on the optical path lengths in the
resonator. Still, the TCFL adapts to the master clock driving the optical gating signal due to
steady temporal filtering. On the other side, a clear sensitivity of the precise TMP on the actual
pulse shape has been observed. This effect is depicted in Fig. 4.1. It will provide the foundation
to analyze the net cavity dispersion.

Fig. 4.1a shows three pulse shapes recorded with a steady emission wavelength (λL = 1047 nm,
PM TCFL) for incrementally varied TMP . The green trace shows a parabola-like symmetric
pulse shape which is connected to the default modulation period TMP,0 = 412.978 ns at this
λL, supposedly matching the precise PRTT. The blue and red trace feature asymmetric pulses
correlating with a detuned TMP , i.e. ΔTMP = TMP −TMP,0 	= 0 ps. Graphs b) and c) depict the
same scenario recorded along the tuning range at different emission wavelengths. In each case
TMP,0 is updated to ensure symmetric parabola-like pulses at the respective λL. The traces for
ΔTMP = TMP − TMP,0 	= 0 show the same characteristic pulse steepening features as in graph
a).

The origin of the observed pulse deformations at ΔTMP 	= 0 ps is connected to a weak mismatch
in the applied modulation period at the modulator to the precise PRTT in the resonator at the
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Fig. 4.1: Graph a) plots pulse shapes emitted at OC1 by the PM TCFL locked to FBG 11 (beginning of
spectral tuning range) of FBG array C. The three traces correspond to three different modulation periods
indicated by the detuning ΔTMP = TMP − TMP,0. The central modulation period TMP,0 at FBG 11
(λL = 1047nm) ensures symmetric parabola-like pulses whereas detuning ΔTMP 	= 0 ps causes steepening
on either side. Graphs b) and c) show corresponding features measured at FBG 6 at λL = 1072 nm
(center of tuning range) and FBG 1 at λL = 1097 nm (end of tuning range). With the changing emission
wavelengths from graph a) to c), the central modulation period TMP,0 decreases by 156 ps.

corresponding wavelength. In the regime of negative ΔTMP , the trailing edge of the pulses shows
some steepening. In an illustrative picture, this is explained by repetitive pulse clipping at the
modulator applying the optical gating signal. In this regime of TMP < TMP,0, the modulation
period is smaller than the actual PRTT in the cavity causing the trailing edge of the pulse to get
slightly clipped by the transmission windows. In contrast, for TMP > TMP,0, the leading edge
experiences clipping because pulses arrive at the modulator prior to the opening of the optical
gates. Notably, those pulse variations can be reliably observed for detuning in TMP of less than
|ΔTMP | = 5 ps indicating a sensitivity of this effect in the lower picosecond scale.

Importantly, the shift in the emission wavelength from Fig. 4.1a to Fig. 4.1c correlates with
a drift in TMP,0 that has been verified for each spectral tuning step. Over the tuning range of
50 nm, it decreases by ΔTMP,0 = −156 ps. The origin of this dependency is found in the net
cavity dispersion dominantly defined by the fiber characteristics. While the sign of the shift
(decreasing TMP,0 for increasing wavelength) fits to the normal dispersion regime (Dλ < 0) at
1 μm, the magnitude in ΔTMP,0 can be theoretically estimated by the relation

ΔTMP,0 ≈ Dλ · L · δλL . (4.1)

Assuming a single mode step-index fiber similar to the models employed in the PM TCFL,
a typical dispersion parameter is given by Dλ = −38 ps

nm·km (specified at λ = 1060 nm for
Corning HI 1060 fiber, [1]). Based on TMP ≈ 413 ns, the resonator length is estimated by
equation(2.13) to L = 85 m (ngr,eff ≈ 1.45). Along the tuning range of δλL = 50 nm in the
PM TCFL, the expected shift in TMP,0 is computed to ΔTMP,0 = −161.5 ps matching the
experimental measurement within a deviation of 3.5%. Accordingly, the observed shift in TMP,0

may be explained by the fiber dispersion. It induces slightly different propagation speeds of the
pulses along the tuning range resulting in a drift of the precise PRTT in the TCFL. Matching to
this claim, the direction of pulse shape variations is inverted in the 2 μm emission band, which
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has been verified with a Tm-doped TCFL. Due to anomalous dispersion (Dλ > 0) in this regime,
TMP,0 increased with the emission wavelength. With a dispersion managed cavity layout aiming
for a vanishing mean Dλ, the TCFL could work at a steady default modulation period along
the tuning range. Due to the comparably broad operation window in TMP , this is not relevant
for most application fields.

For further analysis, a quantitative measure is required to grasp the pulse shape variations and
objectively determine TMP,0 along the tuning range of λL. Comparing the pulse shapes in the
graph of Fig. 4.1, two main characteristics may be utilized: while the pulse amplitude tends to
increase for detuned TMP 	= TMP,0 due to the steepening effect shortening the pulses, the shape
also shows higher asymmetry as noted before. The asymmetry in the pulse shape Pulse(t) can
be analyzed by a normalized self-convolution IC as defined by

IC(t) =

+∞∫
−∞

Pulse(τ) · Pulse(t − τ)dτ

+∞∫
−∞

Pulse(t) · Pulse(t)dt

. (4.2)

Whereas the denominator normalizes the result by the equivalent of the pulse energy, the neg-
ative τ for the second factor in the nominator reverses the pulse shape so that the integral is
maximized for highest symmetry in Pulse(t). The integration borders are formally given by −∞
and +∞, but in the experiment, the function is limited by the length of the recorded trace.

For maximized synchronicity in the pulses, the peak of IC(t) needs to be maximized. Accordingly,
to automatically retrieve TMP,0 at a given emission wavelength of the TCFL, TMP is scanned in
fine increments recording the respective pulse traces Pulse(t). For each measurement, the peak
value ÎC of IC(t) is determined. Plotting ÎC along the scanned range in TMP gives an overall
maximum, matching TMP,0 with the highest pulse symmetry.
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Fig. 4.2: The main graph plots the convolution trace depending on TMP recorded with the PM TCFL
exemplarily locked to FBG 8. Inset graphs highlight the correlation with pulse shape variations along
the curve. The peak of the correlation curve matches TMP,0 resulting in a symmetric parabola-like pulse
shape.
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Fig. 4.2 evaluates the behavior of the normalized convolution peak for a fixed emission wave-
length of λL = 1062 nm. The evolution of ÎC(TMP ) is correlated with the corresponding pulse
shapes plotted in three inset graphs. As shown with the center inset graph at TMP = 412.926 ns,
the maximum of ÎC results in a symmetric parabola-like pulse shape defining TMP,0 for this emis-
sion wavelength. The maximum value of the normalized convolution peak curve approaches 1,
indicating high overall symmetry. Reducing TMP at the AWG by 4 ps (left-hand side inset), the
pulse shape features mild onset of steepening at the trailing pulse edge. For increasing TMP by
14 ps from the default value, stronger steepening occurs on the leading edge. It has also been
verified that similar values in ÎC(TMP ) to either side of TMP,0 show similar strengths in the
steepening of the pulse shape. The overall shape of the curve is monotonic in both sides of the
maximum peak level, respectively, indicating a well behaving criterion without local extrema.
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Fig. 4.3: Plot a) compares three exemplary features to quantify the pulse shape variations with TMP

computed for a measurement at λL = 1062 nm (FBG 8). The blue trace tracks the normalized pulse
amplitude, the red trace the normalized convolution peak criterion and the green trace a combined value
dividing the convolution criterion by the corresponding normalized pulse amplitude. The extrema in each
curve coincide at TMP,0. Graph b) depicts a measurement of the default modulation period TMP,0 for
each emission wavelength of the PM TCFL (different conditions as in graph a), highlighting the evolution
along the tuning range due to dispersion. The normalized convolution peak criterion was employed for
the automated measurement sampling TMP in increments of 1 ps.

Fig. 4.3a compares different criteria to analyze the pulse variation versus the detuning ΔTMP .
They are investigated to retrieve TMP,0 at a given wavelength. The graph is obtained exemplar-
ily at λL = 1062 nm. Whereas the red trace corresponds to the previously discussed convolution
peak criterion, the blue trace depicts the normalized pulse amplitude. It increases for detuning
in TMP within the plotted range due to the asymmetric steepening effect. The minimum coin-
cides with the maximum of the convolution trace resulting in a matching value in TMP,0. Based
on both characteristics, a joint criterion (green trace) is also added by dividing the normalized
convolution peak by the pulse amplitude achieving stronger sensitivity. However, whereas all cri-
teria agree well proving their applicability, the pulse amplitude criterion shows small deviations
from the monotonic behavior to both sides from the minimum. In other examples, those devi-
ations appeared stronger giving multiple maxima that degraded the reliability in determining
TMP,0. This behavior also transferred to the combined criterion (green trace). Hence, despite
the increased computational effort and limited sensitivity, the monotonic behavior in the nor-
malized convolution peak function is chosen as robust criterion to further analyze pulse shape
evolution and track down TMP,0 along the tuning range by also scanning τ1−2.
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An exemplary measurement is featured in Fig. 4.3b. The drift in TMP,0 has been investigated
along the tuning range of the PM TCFL applying the normalized convolution peak criterion. It
proves a clear shift in the default modulation period with each discrete spectral step indicating a
nearly linear behavior over this spectral bandwidth. Merely the point at λL = 1087nm deviates
due to a measurement artifact (for instance caused by a varying FBG reflectivity). In good
agreement to the analysis in Fig. 4.1, the overall shift ΔTMP,0 obtained with this fully automated
measurement routine amounts to −157 ps corresponding to the dispersion characteristics of the
overall cavity. This analysis provides the basis to investigate the dispersion of an arbitrary
fiber-under-test (FUT) as discussed in subsection 4.1.4.

4.1.3 Numerical simulation of dispersion in step-index fibers

The dispersion properties of the employed fibers in the TCFL are not provided by the man-
ufacturer and barely mentioned in literature. In order to obtain reference data, numerical
simulations are conducted to model the dispersion behavior of the employed fibers based on
their released specifications. A modal analysis has been performed with a commercial mode
solver implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics® to compute the effective refractive index neff of
the fundamental mode (LP01). By scripting the procedure with MATLAB, the spectral operation
window of the TCFL at around 1 μm was scanned to obtain the spectral dependency in neff (λ)
concealing the information about the fiber dispersion properties.

The fibers are modeled by an idealized step-index profile as shown in Fig. 2.1. Any substructures
in the coating, such as stress elements of the PM layout, are neglected due to a weak impact on
the core mode. Assuming undoped silica as typical cladding material, the refractive index nclad

is modeled by fused silica. The chromatic material dispersion is considered by the corresponding
Sellmeier equation (parameters at a temperature of 20◦C given in [98]). The core refractive index
is calculated based on the specified core-NA of the corresponding fiber by applying equation(2.1).
Due to the typically weak doping concentration of the silica-based core, any dispersion effects
in the core-NA are neglected. The fiber dimensions, i.e. rcore and rclad are taken from the
specifications of the corresponding fibers.
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Fig. 4.4: The graphs depict the results from the modal analysis of two step-index fibers from the
PM TCFL (Nufern PM980-XP, LIEKKI Yb1200-6/125DC-PM) computed by COMSOL Multiphysics® and
MATLAB. Plot a) pictures the calculated effective refractive indices of the fundamental modes along the
wavelength scale. Graph b) shows the corresponding dispersion analysis plotting the dispersion parameter
Dλ versus the wavelength for bulk silica as well as the two fibers.
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Studying the dispersion impact mainly in the PM TCFL, two fibers are analyzed numerically,
forming major parts of the cavity. Namely, the passive fiber Nufern PM980-XP and the YDF
LIEKKI Yb1200-6/125DC-PM are investigated with the specifications provided in [2, 3]. The
fiber Nufern PM980-XP is also studied experimentally with the TCFL in subsection 4.1.4. Fig.
4.4a shows the calculated neff for both fibers versus the wavelength. Fiber parameters are
provided in the legend. Additionally, the corresponding core and cladding refractive indices are
included. As expected for guided core modes, they frame the theoretical limit for the traces of
the computed fibers (nclad < neff < ncore, see subsection 2.1.3). Matching to the larger core
size, the LIEKKI fiber exhibits a slightly larger neff .

Based on the retrieved neff (λ), the fiber dispersion is computed by applying equation(2.16).
The results for both fibers are shown in Fig. 4.4b. In order to highlight the pure contribution
of material dispersion (based on nclad(λ)), the computed dispersion curve of bulk fused silica is
added (blue trace). The deviation to the green and orange trace, depicting the overall dispersion
of both fibers, is caused by the waveguide dispersion. Due to the smaller core size and tighter
confinement, the Nufern fiber features a stronger waveguide dispersion.

Considering the tuning range of the PM TCFL with FBG array C, the operation window is
highlighted by two black dashed lines. With the Nufern fiber as the most prominent fiber in the
laser design, the corresponding values for Dλ are noted on the edges of the tuning range. This
results in a mean dispersion parameter over the tuning range of Dλ,theor. = (34.09 ± 1.75) ps

nm·km ,
which will be compared to the experimental measurement in subsection 4.1.4. The inaccuracy
of the simulation results is derived based on tolerances in the fiber specifications (assuming
rcore = (2.75 ± 0.25)μm and NA = 0.12 ± 0.01). The corresponding tolerance traces in Dλ are
plotted in Fig. 4.6b.

4.1.4 Dispersion measurement of fibers in the TCFL

The high sensitivity of the pulse shape variations to the actual TMP may be exploited to measure
the dispersion of optical fibers. This will be discussed based on the investigation of two fiber
samples FUT1 and FUT2. Providing a reference to the numerical simulation results (subsec-
tion 4.1.3), they are from two different batches of the fiber model Nufern PM980-XP.

Measurement procedure
To measure the dispersion of a specific FUT in the TCFL, two experiments are conducted. In a
first step, the plain TCFL is analyzed considering its characteristic overall dispersion behavior
as reference measurement. Thus, the unknown properties of other components in the cavity,
such as the modulator and circulator, are also taken into account for. In the second step, a FUT
is spliced to the TCFL extending the resonator. By comparing the dispersive character of both
cavities, the dispersion of the FUT can be isolated, excluding any effect from the other resonator
parts. For both layouts, the TCFL is tuned in discrete steps of τ1−2 through the spectral tuning
range of the FBG array. For each step, a sub-scan in TMP is conducted measuring the averaged
pulse shapes of the emitted signals. By applying the normalized convolution peak criterion for
each spectral tuning step, the evolution of the default modulation period TMP,0(λ) is retrieved.
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Applying this procedure for both, the reference cavity and the cavity with the FUT, the sole
dispersive response of the FUT can be evaluated.

Fig. 4.5 illustrates this process for the example of analyzing FUT1 and FUT2. Graph a) shows
three traces corresponding to the plain reference cavity (red) as well as this TCFL extended
by FUT1 (blue) and FUT2 (green), respectively. Both samples are spliced at the position of
delay fiber 1 as marked in Fig. 3.3. Being located in the middle branch, their effective length
doubles potentially offering higher sensitivity in the measurement. Because the resonator lengths
between the three measurements differ strongly, the modulation period operates at different
magnitudes for each case. Due to the dissimilar time scales, the measurements of FUT1 and
FUT2 are highlighted in the insets zooming in on the respective traces. The evolution of TMP,0

considering the dispersive character of the overall cavity follows the discussion for Fig. 4.3b.
The inset graphs confirm the shift of TMP,0 over the tuning range.
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Fig. 4.5: The graphs analyze the evolution of TMP,0 over the tuning range for two FUT samples.
Graph a) shows the measured TMP,0 for the PM TCFL in the reference layout as well as with two FUT
samples. Two inset graphs highlight the detailed trace for FUT1 (blue) and FUT2 (green). Plot b)
pictures the evaluated relative change δTMP,0 by subtracting FUT1 as well as FUT2 from the reference
measurement. By also subtracting δTMP,0(λL = 1072 nm) measured at FBG 6 (considers the mean
change in TMP,0 due to the additional fiber length), the plain dispersion effect is isolated for FUT1
(ΔTMP,0 = (−137 ± 4)ps) and FUT 2 (ΔTMP,0 = (−377 ± 6)ps). The error bars are estimated from the
convolution curves considering their slopes as well as reproducibility.

In order to isolate the sole dispersive contribution of the corresponding FUT sample, the refer-
ence trace (red) in Fig. 4.5a is subtracted from the corresponding measurement trace of FUT1
as well as FUT2. The result is the absolute change δTMP,0(λ) induced in TMP,0 by the FUT.
This is illustrated for both fiber samples in Fig. 4.5b. Either trace is also corrected by an
offset value (δTMP,0 at λL = 1072 nm) considering the different fiber lengths. Accordingly, the
dispersive contribution for both measurements can be analyzed in the same time scale. The
curves, depicting the isolated dispersive response of the fiber samples, show a nearly linear be-
havior linked to the comparably small measurement bandwidth. Due to the longer length, the
effect of FUT2 is significantly larger. It features a larger slope inducing a shift in TMP,0 by
ΔTMP,0 = (−377 ± 6)ps. The negative sign considers the declining evolution. In comparison,
FUT1 causes a drift by ΔTMP,0 = (−137 ± 4)ps. The errorbars are estimated from the convolu-
tion curves by evaluating reproducibility and slope. The error in TMP,0 for the samples in Fig.
4.5a is about ±1 ps (matching the sampling density) for the red and blue trace, and ±2 ps for the
green trace. The larger absolute error in the measurement of FUT2 is connected to a reducing
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sensitivity of the pulse shape variations for longer cavities. This is highlighted in Fig. 4.6a
depicting the convolution peak (ÎC) traces for a specific λL at different resonator lengths versus
the normalized change of the modulation period on the x-axis. Longer resonator lengths (i.e.
larger TMP,0) seem to level off the pulse asymmetry effects with detuning in TMP . Thus, while
longer fibers are expected to reduce the relative measurement errors due to a stronger absolute
dispersion impact of the FUT, this effect is partly counterbalanced by a reduced accuracy in
the recorded TMP,0. Enlarging the fiber lengths of the FUT does not improve the measurement
accuracy in the same magnitude.
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Fig. 4.6: Graph a) shows the sensitivity of the employed convolution peak criterion on the normalized
detuning magnitude in TMP for different resonator lengths of the PM TCFL. The traces indicate a
reducing slope of the normalized convolution peak curve for larger mean TMP,0 (i.e.: longer resonators).
Plot b) shows the measured dispersion parameter Dλ for different spectral resolutions (resol.) applying
the TCFL. The simulation results based on COMSOL Multiphysics® (including an error analysis with
the specified tolerances of the Nufern PM980-XP and the corresponding MFD at 1000 nm) as well as the
dispersion values measured for FUT1 with an alternative experimental method [47] (recorded Dλ points
as well as fitted dispersion curve) are attached as references. Considering the limited resolution of the
TCFL analysis, the graph confirms excellent agreement between both experimental measurements and
some offset to the plain simulation model.

Data evaluation
With the measured values in ΔTMP,0 directly correlating with the dispersive response of the
FUT, the mean dispersion of the samples can be calculated based on the experimental data
obtained with the TCFL. Solving equation(4.1) for Dλ gives the relation

Dλ ≈ ΔTMP,0
L · δλL

(4.3)

to compute the effective fiber dispersion for FUT1 and FUT2 over the tuning range δλL via a lin-
ear approximation. Prior to the measurement, the length L of the fibers is precisely determined
with a spooling machine. The double pass arrangement in the middle branch is considered by
doubling the measured lengths. The results of the experiments are summarized in table 4.1.

While FUT1 features a slightly smaller dispersion (Dλ,exp. = (−36.3 ± 1.2) ps
nm·km) compared

to FUT2 (Dλ,exp. = (−37.5 ± 0.7) ps
nm·km), both values roughly agree within their combined

measurement accuracy. FUT2 features a smaller relative error of ±1.9% due to the longer
fiber length. Recalling the simulated value Dλ,theor. = (34.09 ± 1.75) ps

nm·km for the Nufern
PM980-XP fiber, the experimental results indicate larger absolute dispersion values compared to
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Parameter FUT1 FUT2
L 2 · (37.54 ± 0.10)m 2 · (100.02 ± 0.10)m

δλL (50.27 ± 0.04)nm (50.27 ± 0.04)nm
ΔTMP,0 (−137 ± 4)ps (−377 ± 6)ps
Dλ,exp. (−36.3 ± 1.2) ps

nm·km (−37.5 ± 0.7) ps
nm·km

relative error in Dλ,exp. 3.3% 1.9%
Dλ,exp. (alternative method [47]) (−36.4 ± 0.3) ps

nm·km (−37.0 ± 0.3) ps
nm·km

Table 4.1: Experimental results of dispersion measurements including a comparison to an alternative
method [47]. For the latter, error bars are estimated from the standard deviation of a polynomial fit (3rd
order) to the obtained Dλ values. As presented in subsection 4.1.3, the numerically simulation resulted
in a value of Dλ,theor. = (34.09 ± 1.75) ps

nm·km .

the numerically modeled plain step-index fiber. With a deviation of about 10% and an overall
error bar of 7% between both values, FUT2 shows a systematic deviation in the dispersion
parameter compared to simulations. In principle, this may be caused by an oversimplified
numerical model, deviating fiber specifications or a systematic error in the dispersion analysis
with the TCFL. To investigate the origin and validate the measurement with the TCFL, further
investigations are discussed in the following.

An example dispersion measurement for the Nufern PM980-XP fiber is given in literature [8].
Analyzing the dispersion for a mode-locked fiber ring laser, a GVD parameter of β2 = 24ps2

km

is provided at λ = 1030 nm (without mentioning measurement errors). For comparison to
the simulations in subsection 4.1.3, β2 is extracted from the numerical data at the respective
wavelength by applying equation(2.16) and equation(2.17) giving β2 = 22.96ps2

km . Hence, the
experimental value in literature also indicates to a larger absolute dispersion of the tested fiber
matching to the experimental observation with the TCFL. The deviation between literature and
the simulations in subsection 4.1.3 amounts to about 4%.

Still, to verify the measurement results with the TCFL and potentially confirm the small devia-
tion between FUT1 and FUT2, an alternative measurement method has been implemented and
applied to both fiber samples. The concept is based on spectral interferometry with a broad-
band supercontinuum source. The method has been set up based on reference [47] presenting
an interferometric setup with a signal arm with the FUT, and a reference arm with a matching
optical path distance. Compared to [47], the concept is extended by a polarizer in the path of the
light source and a PM fiber coupler as beam splitter for characterizing polarization dependent
components such as the Nufern PM980-XP. The measurement of the interference trace between
signal and reference path is conducted with an OSA. As with the TCFL, the interferometer is
calibrated with a reference measurement prior to the investigation with the FUT samples.

Short samples of FUT1 as well as FUT2 (lengths of about 40 cm) have been analyzed with
this dispersion measurement concept. The results for the effective dispersion parameter Dλ,exp.

extracted for the tuning range of the TCFL are attached to table 4.1. The error bars are
estimated by the standard deviation of a polynomial fit to the obtained measurement data
not considering any systematic distortions. The obtained values in Dλ,exp. match well to the
measurement results obtained with the TCFL. For both, FUT1 and FUT2, they agree within the
corresponding error bars confirming the larger absolute dispersion compared to the numerical
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results. The deviation between both experimental methods for FUT1 is about 0.3% and for
FUT2 1.3%. Accordingly, the proposed dispersion analysis with the TCFL is verified.

The different experimental dispersion values between FUT1 and FUT2 observed with the TCFL
as well as the reference method [47] is connected to different fiber batches sold by Nufern. The
supplier provided data sheets to the fiber samples revealing different MFDs of 7.1 μm for FUT1
and 6.6 μm for FUT2 (measured at λ = 980 nm). The smaller MFD of FUT2 may explain
the slightly larger absolute dispersion parameter as experimentally indicated. This is supported
by the simulated green dispersion traces included in Fig. 4.6b. All three traces are labeled
by the corresponding MFD at λ = 1000 nm extracted from the modal analysis. A smaller
MFD of about 500 μm may cause an absolute increase in Dλ of about 5% fitting qualitatively
to the deviation between FUT1 and FUT2. Therefore, the difference in Dλ,exp. between both
samples may exhibit a physical origin. More extensive conclusions cannot be drawn based on
the obtained measurement accuracies.

With the dispersion measurement in the TCFL confirmed over the full tuning range, the spectral
resolvability is investigated based on the provided emission wavelengths in the PM TCFL with
FBG array C. While so far, the overall shift ΔTMP,0 has been evaluated over the full tuning
range, this value can be also analyzed for intermediate steps in λL enabling spectrally resolved
dispersion characteristics. The results of this analysis are plotted in Fig. 4.6b for FUT1. FUT2
featured similar characteristics. The graph shows dispersion traces obtained with the TCFL for
three different spectral resolutions. While the red cross highlights the overall Dλ,exp. as provided
in table 4.1 (measurement bandwidth: 50 nm), the orange trace is analyzed for a spectral step
size of 25 nm and the purple trace for a step size of 10 nm. For the corresponding analysis,
ΔTMP,0 has been evaluated incrementally over the tuning range for the given step size. As
an example, the purple trace is obtained by assessing ΔTMP,0 for λL locked to the FBG 1, 3,
5, 7, 9 and 11, respectively. The adapted spectral step size is considered via δλL calculating
spectrally resolved values for Dλ by equation(4.3). Since the absolute errors in ΔTMP,0 do not
scale, the relative inaccuracies increase for higher spectral resolutions as proven in the legend of
Fig. 4.6b with the noted error values. For comparison, Fig. 4.6b also includes the simulation
results for the Nufern PM980-XP fiber (including error traces considering specification tolerances,
see subsection 4.1.3) as well as the dispersion curve measured for FUT1 based on the method
in [47]. The discrepancy between those two curves proves either shortcomings in the numerical
fiber model or deviating parameters of the drawn fiber.

Analyzing the traces of the TCFL in Fig. 4.6b, they match to the black trace measured with the
alternative method within the corresponding error bars. However, especially the purple trace
obtained for a spectral step size of 10 nm shows significant fluctuations, not following the shape of
typical dispersion curves. These deviations to the black trace are caused by the comparably poor
resolution in Dλ for such a small spectral step size because the dispersion impact in the TCFL is
rather weak over 10 nm increments, transferring to the measurement sensitivity. While scaling
the FUT length improves the sensitivity, the degrading slopes in the normalized convolution
curve as discussed for Fig. 4.6a may prohibit significantly enhanced resolutions. Accordingly,
the dispersion measurement with the TCFL cannot provide spectrally resolved dispersion curves
as obtained by competing measurement approaches. The measurement accuracy in Dλ suffers
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strongly from small spectral analysis ranges. Nevertheless, the orange curve indicates that the
slope of dispersion curves may be obtained over extended spectral ranges.

In conclusion, the experiments proved the applicability of the TCFL to a direct temporal dis-
persion measurement by evaluating the emitted pulse shapes. With this concept measuring the
overall resonator round-trip dispersion, the dispersive properties can be quantified for fiber-optic
components as well as specific fiber samples.

Limitations and applicability of dispersion measurements with the TCFL
In any case, the elements under test need to satisfy a few conditions to be suitable for this
dispersion measurement approach. Most notably, they need to feature reasonable transmission.
The basis of the measurement with the TCFL is to establish laser oscillations in any case.
Adding lossy components, such as specific microstructured fibers with high propagation losses,
could prohibit to even generate any laser pulses. This criterion is also connected to proper
coupling losses, which are usually ensured with decent spliceability of the additional component.
Due to overall round-trip losses in the realized TCFL exceeding 20 dB, the element under test
should feature losses of less than 10 dB. In a loss-optimized cavity layout, additional losses of up
to 25 dB could be bearable. Also partly connected to the losses, the FUT needs to be available
with reasonable length. Due to the direct temporal measurement with limited accuracy (in the
experiment: ≥ 1 ps), the minimum detectable length is in the range of a few meters. This limit
is derived from an example. Assuming a FUT with Dλ = 40ps(nm · km)−1, a tuning range
of δλL = 50 nm and an effective delay due to the dispersive distortion of ΔTMP,0 ≥ 10 ps for
a profound measurement, the minimum length for the FUT is about 5 m. Compared to the
previously mentioned pulse delay technique [26] working with hundreds of meters of FUT, this
is a significantly shorter length of fiber to draw conclusions about the dispersive character with a
direct measurement. Including the fiber in the middle branch of the TCFL (e.g. at the position
of delay fiber 1, see Fig. 3.3) doubles the sensitivity.

Satisfying these conditions, the element can be characterized within certain conceptual limita-
tions regarding the accessible parameter regimes. The dispersion analysis is spectrally limited
to the restricted gain regions of laser active materials, such as rare-earth doped fibers. Thus,
octave spanning dispersion curves cannot be obtained with the TCFL approach. This is con-
trary to methods relying on spectral interferometry working with broadband supercontinuum
sources [115]. Additionally, the spectral domain is sampled discretely with the TCFL. Together
with the limited sensitivity as shown in the experiment, high spectral resolutions and rapidly
evolving dispersion features are not detectable.

On the other side, this concept utilizes a simple measurement of pulse shape features to directly
retrieve the dispersion parameter for a component. Compared to other techniques evaluating
temporal delays over hundreds of meters of fibers [25], it features a higher sensitivity. The
pulse formation process within the TCFL enhances the dispersive effect. Absolute measurement
accuracies in the picosecond scale are demonstrated in the experiment without using high-
end electronics. The analysis with the TCFL enables the evaluation of resonator round-trip
dispersions. For spliceable components, it provides quick and easy access to determine the
overall dispersion regime without any additional alignment of a measurement. Furthermore,
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when working with PM components, the dispersion in the different axes is also swiftly addressable
by splicing it to the operating polarization axis of the TCFL.

In conclusion, the TCFL may not outperform common dispersion analysis concepts in terms of
measurement accuracy, bandwidth or applicability. But it provides a simple and neat tool for
specific measurement scenarios. If a suitable laser resonator is available, multiple components
may be quickly investigated for their coarse dispersion characteristics, e.g. in quality man-
agement categorizing their performance. Even solely analyzing the temporal delays (without
retrieving Dλ) enables quick conclusions to be drawn about the dispersion regimes. Addition-
ally, with the measurement concept relying on laser operations, the dispersion magnitude of
active fibers can be evaluated within their gain region that is commonly absorbing for passive
methods. Due to the spectral operation windows, this approach could be of particularly interest
for general applications related to fiber lasers.

4.2 Tunable multi-wavelength emission

This part is devoted to a unique operation mode enabled by the TCFL featuring independently
tunable multi-wavelength emission of inherently synchronized pulses from a single fiber oscillator.
The basis is provided by the constant pulse repetition rate over the tuning range in the theta
cavity layout as well as the flexibly programmable optical gating scheme.

In the following, this regime is introduced featuring a modified optical gating function. The
experimental demonstration focuses mainly on the investigation of discretely tunable dual-
wavelength (2-λ) emission. Besides the discussion of further design challenges for the TCFL,
an extensive study of pulse synchronicity is conducted with a modified time-delay spectrometer.
This tool enables an enhancement in the pulse overlap between both emission wavelengths to
address new application fields, such as nonlinear frequency mixing. Furthermore, scaling the
number of emission wavelengths beyond a 2-λ operation is discussed. Parts of the methodology
and the results are published in references [141,145].

4.2.1 Motivation

Multi-wavelength lasers have been reported with diverse filtering techniques including free-space
coupled diffraction gratings [42], interferometric transmission filters based, e.g., on an all-fiber
Mach-Zehnder configuration [22], superstructured FBGs [157] and cascaded FBG reflectors [61,
90]. In [90], Li et al. employ a similar ring cavity design as presented in this work, however,
they rely on polarization-controlled tuning to switch between single-wavelength emission and
fixed dual-wavelength emission.

Most research efforts have been directed towards tunable 2-λ sources facing a broad application
range that covers, e.g., spectroscopic measurements [50], atmospheric sensing [123] and nonlin-
ear biomedical applications [55] including coherent anti-Stokes Raman (CARS) scattering mi-
croscopy [54]. Furthermore, applying tunable 2-λ lasers to pump nonlinear frequency conversion
processes, flexibly tunable sources may open up other spectral ranges that are difficult to access
with standard gain media. Addressing diverse applications in spectroscopy, dual-wavelength
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lasers are used to realize tunable THz [73,130,156] and mid-Infrared (MIR) [51,64,134] sources.
Hence, tunable dual-wavelength sources are reported with diverse approaches including the
superposition of two laser oscillators [51] or configurations with a free-space-coupled optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) [49, 156], all-fiber OPO [55], polarization multiplexing combined
with birefringent filters [126,128], and two FBGs with a variable attenuator [95,152].

4.2.2 Concept of multi-wavelength emission

The foundation for tunable multi-wavelength emission in the TCFL is provided by the theta-ring
resonator layout that features a steady PRR for each wavelength λL = λF BG,i. Additionally,
the optical gating approach can be adapted to drive multiple pulse paths referring to different
emission wavelengths.
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Fig. 4.7: Operation scheme of tunable multi-wavelength emission on the example of two emission wave-
lengths λL1 and λL2. Dual-wavelength mode is triggered by optical gating with three transmission
windows promoting two response times from the FBG array for low round-trip losses. Whereas the am-
plitudes are controlled by A1 to A3, the wavelengths are independently tuned via τ1−3 and τ2−3. Graph
1 to graph 3 sketch spectral pulse formation over one round trip.

As depicted in Fig. 3.1, tunable single-wavelength (1-λ) emission is triggered via two transmis-
sion windows at the modulator. Promoting a single response time Tfilter(λF BG,i) via τ1−2, they
isolate a single grating response determining λL. In contrast, Fig. 4.7 illustrates the operation
principle of multi-wavelength emission on the example of dual-wavelength (2-λ) generation in
the theta-ring oscillator. The idea is to add an additional third transmission window to the
optical gating signal at the modulator. Accordingly, presetting the time of flight in the filter
structure, two response times Tfilter1(λF BG,i) and Tfilter2(λF BG,j) can be favored by low round-
trip losses providing the basis to lock laser oscillations to two wavelengths λL1 = λF BG,i and
λL2 = λF BG,j . In an illustrative picture, the first transmission gate at the modulator injects
the pre-filtered spectrum to the FBG array with all the filter lines depicted in graph 2. Each
grating reflects the corresponding wavelength returning the ensemble back to the modulator. As
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discussed previously, the distributed feedback introduces specific delays Tfilter(λF BG,i) so that
each wavelength pulse arrives at a different time at the modulator. In order to promote two
wavelengths for lasing, the modulator needs to switch transmission gate 2 and 3 according to
the corresponding filter response times Tfilter1 and Tfilter2 to transmit the pulses to the lower
loop as highlighted in graph 3 of Fig. 4.7. Exemplarily, λF BG,i−1 and λF BG,i+1 are sketched
as emission wavelengths. Again, laser oscillations build up over multiple round trips with the
modulation period TMP = TRT

m (m ∈ N).

In this framework, the two pulses at λF BG,i and λF BG,j would propagate with a fixed delay
|Tfilter2(λF BG,j) − Tfilter1(λF BG,i)| in the lower loop of the theta-ring resonator. This delay is
compensated during the first filter interaction in the succeeding round trip synchronizing both
wavelengths in the upper loop. However, without any loss of generality, the OC is exemplarily
included in the lower loop as set up in Fig. 4.7. Thus, the inverse operation regime with
the two wavelengths running synchronized in the lower loop and delayed in the upper loop is
preferred for the study of this mode. Accordingly, the optical gating signal in Fig. 4.7 evolves
as follows: the first transmission window gates the wavelength pulse λL2 = λF BG,i+1 to the
FBG array, the second transmission window gates λL1 = λF BG,i−1 and the third transmission
window gates the joint filter response that overlaps in time after the interaction with the FBG
array. The electrical gating parameters τ1−3 and τ2−3 operate as spectral tuning parameters.
They preset the corresponding filter response times Tfilter1 = τ2−3 and Tfilter2 = τ1−3 selecting
λL1 and λL2, respectively. Because τ1−3 and τ2−3 are adjusted individually, λL1 and λL2 can be
tuned independently from each other indicating a unique spectral flexibility of the TCFL. With
the constant PRTT for each wavelength λF BG,i, the multi-wavelength emission is inherently
synchronized. In order to balance the effective spectral gain in the cavity at λL1 and λL2, the
amplitudes A1, A2 and A3 of the optical gating signal can be adjusted electrically to apply
individual losses to each wavelength. Even with the dominant homogeneous line broadening in
active fibers, this enables matched amplitudes for each wavelength pair over the tuning range.

Following up on the introduced tuning idea, the optical gating scheme shows a unique scalability
to even more emission wavelengths. In principle, extending the gating signal to p + 1 (p ∈ N,
p ≤ N) transmission windows could promote the filter response times of p feedback wavelengths
λF BG,i of the FBG array for p spectral lasing lines. They feature individually adjustable ampli-
tudes (by the amplitudes of the optical gating signal) and synchronized pulsed emission at the
OC. The practical number of emission wavelengths is merely limited by technological challenges,
such as gain competition effects in the active fiber.

Summarizing, the theta-ring resonator together with the programmable optical gating scheme
provides a unique flexibility to unambiguously operate the system in tunable 1-λ or indepen-
dently tunable multi-wavelength emission of synchronized pules. Based on the same resonator
setup, the different modes are conveniently triggered by electrically changing the optical gat-
ing signal. Whereas the timing of the gating windows determines the emission wavelengths,
their electrical amplitudes balance the spectral intensity of the corresponding emission line even
considering the spectral gain characteristics of the active medium.
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As an example. the 2-λ mode is driven by applying three transmission windows with specific
delays. They independently select two emission wavelengths λL1 and λL2 that can propagate
with low round-trip losses to form a 2-λ laser emission.

In general, the dual-wavelength mode could be also triggered by four transmission windows
at the modulator - one pair for each emission wavelength. As a benefit, the adjustable delay
between the pairs of optical gates could even enable two tunable laser lines emitted with precisely
adjustable time delay giving even more freedom to tailor the emission of the laser. This specific
mode, however, is not considered in the experimental study.

4.2.3 Tunable dual-wavelength emission

The experimental study is based on the setups presented in section 3.2 utilizing the modified
optical gating scheme with three transmission windows.

4.2.3.1 Proof of concept

The demonstration of the proof of principle is conducted with the non-PM TCFL employing
FBG array B as filter. The modified optical gating signal comprising three optical gates with
variable timings (τ1−3 & τ2−3), normalized amplitudes (A1, A2 & A3), GWs (τGW 1, τGW 2 &
τGW 3) and the modulation period TMP is remote-controlled by a LabVIEW driven software
applying the corresponding optical gating waveform to the AOM. Fig. 4.8 shows two exemplary
settings with the generic optical gating signals in the top graph and the corresponding emission
spectra in the graph at the bottom. The time scale of the gating signals is referenced to the
third gate (A3) as trigger mark that is supposed to collect the joint filter response at λL1 and
λL2 propagating synchronized to OC1 in the lower branch.
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Fig. 4.8: The graph at the top plots two generic optical gating functions applied to the AOM to trigger
2-λ emission. The corresponding emission spectrum at OC1 of the TCFL is illustrated in the graph
at the bottom showing two different wavelength pairs emitted at OC1 with balanced amplitudes. Two
inset bubbles highlight the mild onset of four-wave mixing (FWM) sidebands at the cyan trace indicating
synchronized oscillation of both wavelengths. A scan over multiple wavelength pairs is visualized in a
video attached to the multimedia appendix (file name: Dual-Wavelength-Tuning-over-25nm.mp4).
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The emission spectrum belonging to gating parameter set (a) (gray trace) features two sharp laser
lines at λL1 ≈ 1059.5 nm and λL2 ≈ 1075 nm. These wavelengths correspond to FBG 1 matching
the filter response time selected by τ2−3, and FBG 7 corresponding to τ1−3. Confirming spectral
tunability, a second set (b) of gating parameters triggers another wavelength pair depicted by
the cyan trace. Matching to the adjusted τ1−3 and τ2−3, the laser operates with the feedback
of FBG 2 (λL1 ≈ 1062 nm) and FBG 4 (λL2 ≈ 1067 nm). In both measurements, the emission
spectra resemble the characteristic properties of 1-λ operation as discussed in section 3.3. This
particularly includes an excellent spectral signal contrast (here: ≈ 40 dB) and narrow linewidths
(ΔλL < 150 pm for each line). Thus, Fig. 4.8 depicts a principle demonstration of 2-λ emission
that is tunable by changing the gating parameters.

As highlighted by two inset bubbles in the spectrum, the cyan trace indicates the onset of
four-wave mixing (FWM) between λL1 and λL2 creating two weak side band peaks. They arise
in a nearly phase-matched regime due to the proximity of both emission wavelengths. Energy
conservation (Δω = 0, [15]) determines the wavelengths λSB1 and λSB2 of both side bands.
Considering the three photon mixing process at the radial frequencies ωSB1 = (2 · ωL1 − ωL2)
and ωSB2 = (2 · ωL2 − ωL1) together with the relation in equation(2.8), the side bands are
calculated to

1
λSB1

=
( 2

λL1
− 1

λL2

)
and

1
λSB2

=
( 2

λL2
− 1

λL1

)
. (4.4)

In agreement to the measurement in Fig. 4.8, the computed values are λSB1 = 1057.20 nm and
λSB2 = 1072.00 nm (λL1 = 1062.09 nm and λL2 = 1067.02 nm). The occurrence of this nonlinear
χ(3)-effect (see equation(2.3)) already shows evidence for the pulses of both wavelengths (λL1

and λL2) to oscillate somehow simultaneously in the resonator. This will be further investigated
in subsection 4.2.4.

As desired in 2-λ operation, the emission lines in both spectra of Fig. 4.8 feature well balanced
spectral amplitudes (absolute difference: 0.16 dB for the parameter set a and 0.06 dB for param-
eter set b). The precision depends on the fine-tuning efforts in adjusting the gating amplitudes,
i.e. A1 in the given example. For both parameter sets, balanced emission lines are achieved by
applying additional losses at gate 1 (A1 < 1). This gate triggers the injection of λL2 into the
filter section controlling the larger emission wavelength in both spectra. Looking at the ASE
background as indication for the spectral gain, both traces in Fig. 4.8 are supposed to feature
slightly stronger gain at λL2. Thus, this spectral component needs some additional attenuation,
e.g. by selective optical gating, for balanced amplitudes between λL1 and λL2. Whereas gate
A3 concerns both wavelengths equally and gate A2 only triggers λL1, gate amplitude A1 is low-
ered affecting only λL2. It is important to highlight that the electrical gating amplitudes A1 to
A3 do not correspond linearly to the effective optical transmission amplitude due to nonlinear
relations between gating voltage, RF signal strength and corresponding AOM transmission. If
those values are calibrated beforehand, differences in the effective spectral gain of a laser may
be investigated.
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4.2.3.2 Balancing the spectral amplitudes

The sensitivity in matching the spectral amplitudes of λL1 and λL2 regarding the gating param-
eter amplitudes is exemplarily depicted in Fig. 4.9 for another wavelength pair comprising FBG
1 and FBG 4. The graph shows the spectral amplitude of λL1 (dark blue trace) and λL2 (dark
green traces) over a fine scan of A1 from A1 = 0.5 to A1 = 1.0 (maximum). The scan covers the
transition zone between 1-λ operation at λL1 (because the selective loss at gate 1 exceeds the laser
threshold at λL2) to 2-λ operation at both emission wavelengths and further on to 1-λ operation
at λL2 winning the gain competition against the other emission line without sufficient loss at
gate 1. This behavior demonstrates the broadband saturation of the gain curve due to the dom-
inantly homogeneous line broadening in the active fiber. As indicated in the inset zooming into
the 2-λ transition zone, the amplitudes of both emission lines are balanced at A1 ≈ 0.725. The
measurement indicates precise adjustment to be required up to the third digit in A1 highlighting
the demanded accuracy in this parameter. Nevertheless, the transition zone shows a gradual
change ranging from A1 = 0.66 to A1 = 0.8 (10 dB levels). The scan of A1 is visualized in a video
in the multimedia appendix (file name: Dual-Wavelength-scan-balance-Amplitude.mp4).
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Fig. 4.9: The graph shows the spectral amplitudes of emission wavelength λL1 (FBG 1) and λL2 (FBG
4) depending on the gating signal amplitude A1 balancing the peaks. Trace one and two are jointly
measured with A1 scanned from 0.5 to 1. The amplitudes of λL1 and λL2 are matched for A1 ≈ 0.725.
Traces three and four are scanned in the reverse direction after a break of 1 hour showing some hysteresis.
The corresponding measurement is visualized in a video following the style in Fig. 4.8 (file name in
multimedia appendix: Dual-Wavelength-scan-balance-Amplitude.mp4).

The reproducibility of these gating settings is investigated with a second measurement conducted
1 hour later. In contrast to before, A1 is scanned in the reverse direction starting from 0.9 down
to 0.58. It is plotted by the lighter colored traces compared to before, respectively. The scan
direction in A1 is highlighted by arrows with matching colors. The measurement reveals that
the spectral amplitudes do not quite match the detailed behavior of before showing a small
drift particularly on the light green trace. Balanced emission lines of λL1 and λL2 are achieved
at A1 ≈ 0.705 (see inset of Fig. 4.9). This shift might arise from environmental influences
(the lab is not air-conditioned) impacting, e.g., the effective spectral gain or the RF driver
efficiency, or potentially reveal a mild hysteresis regarding the scan direction. In any case, for a
fully automated operation of the TCFL in tunable 2-λ emission, the output can be monitored
steadily with a feedback loop and an iterative correction of the gating amplitudes to ensure
balanced emission of λL1 and λL2.
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4.2.3.3 Optical gating regimes in 2-λ operation

The design criteria for the TCFL as discussed in subsection 3.3.1 for 1-λ operation remain valid
in the 2-λ regime. This particularly includes the condition in equation(3.7), prohibiting optical
gating with the inverse gating times τ ′

1−2. Adding up to the aforementioned criteria, the 2-λ
regime works with an additional gating window that potentially permits further undesired pulse
paths resulting in parasitic emission wavelengths and delayed pulses. Corresponding gating
regimes are sketched in Fig. 4.10 based on labeling the function of each transmission window
at the modulator. The pulse injection at the corresponding wavelength into the filter section
is labeled as ’In’ whereas the out coupling of the filter response towards circulator 2 is marked
as ’Out’. The respective gating times, determining the emission wavelengths, are noted for each
regime.
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Fig. 4.10: The graphs label main optical gating regimes of the TCFL triggering 2-λ emission. Whereas
each graph sketches the same gating signal comprising three gates (see green circles for gate numbering),
their respective functionality differs selecting different pulse paths. Their role in the corresponding regime
is labeled by ’In’ for injecting the pulse of the corresponding wavelength into the filter section and ’Out’
for coupling out the filter response to pass the pulse on towards the lower cavity loop.

The experimental study of the TCFL focuses on the synchronous 2-λ regime as desired operation
mode enabling simultaneous pulse emission of λL1 and λL2 at OC1. The corresponding gate
functionality is sketched in Fig. 4.10a as outlined in subsection 4.2.2. Gate 1 and gate 2 inject
(’In’) the respective wavelength λL2 and λL1 to the FBG array. The third gate couples out
(’Out’) the joint response for synchronous 2-λ emission at OC1. The associated gating times
τ1−3 and τ2−3 control both wavelengths. In the asynchronous 2-λ gating regime (b), gate 1
injects both emission wavelengths, propagating synchronized in the upper resonator branch.
Gate 2 and gate 3 pick the corresponding response for an asynchronous 2-λ emission at OC1.
The pulse of λL2 would be delayed by (τ1−3 − τ1−2) compared to λL1 at OC1. The parasitic 1-λ
regime (c) arises from the regime in (b) by not assigning any functionality to gate 3. The laser
solely runs over gate 1 and 2. In both unwanted regimes (b and c), one emission wavelength is
determined by τ1−2 differing from the target spectral lines as adjusted by τ1−3 and τ2−3. Gain
competition favors the operating regime.

The occurrence of those regimes is shown in Fig. 4.11. The graphs relate measured emission
spectra (plot a-c) to the applied gating signals (plot d-f) and the temporal emission traces over
one period TMP at OC1 and OC2 (plot g-i). The time scale of plots g-i is referenced to the
gating signals (plot d-f) in order to correlate the emitted pulses to their defining gates. Each
pulse component is labeled in matching colors with its generating gating time. Working with
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the same parameters τ1−3 and τ2−3, the gate amplitudes are varied to scan through the different
gating regimes depicted by the columns.
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Fig. 4.11: The figure provides an overview over the emission characteristics in the different gating
regimes in 2-λ mode. The graphs show the emission spectrum (top row, a-c), the corresponding electrical
gating signal applied to the AOM (middle row, d-f) and the temporal emission trace (bottom row, graph
g-i) at OC1 (green trace) and OC2 (brown trace) of the non-PM TCFL (FBG array B). The timing of
the gates (τ1−3 = 258 ns and τ1−3 = 60 ns) targets 2-λ emission at FBG 1 and FBG 9. The time scale
in graph g-i relates to the timing of the gate in graph d-f. The different columns represent the different
gating regimes triggered by varying the transmission amplitudes of gate 1 and 2. Whereas graph a,d
and g correspond to the desired synchronous 2-λ regime at OC1, graphs c,f and i show the parasitic 1-λ
regime emitting at FBG 7. Graph b,e and f represent an intermediate mixed regime.

The left column (plot a,d,g) corresponds to the synchronous 2-λ regime. The emission wave-
lengths are determined by τ1−3 and τ2−3 locking λL2 and λL1 to FBG 9 (1080 nm) and FBG 1
(1060 nm). In the time domain (g), the emission features a single pulse for both wavelengths
emitted at OC1 (green trace), relating to the position of gate 3, and delayed spectral pulse
components at OC2 (brown trace) in the upper cavity branch. The delay results from the dis-
tributed filter feedback matching the separation between gate 1 and gate 2. The central column
(plot b,e,h) shows a mix of the synchronous and asynchronous 2-λ regime (Fig. 4.10 a and b)
occurring at a time. As labeled in graph b), the spectrum shows three balanced emission lines
with each gate timing determining one emission wavelength. FBG 7 (1075 nm) arises as parasitic
peak triggered via τ1−2. In the time domain (plot h), this results in an additional pulse at OC1
delayed to the initial pulse matching the position of gate 2 (exiting gate for this wavelength).
In the upper cavity branch (OC2), this new wavelength component occurs synchronized with
λL2 triggered by τ1−3. Here, the pulse connected to τ2−3 (FBG 1) occurs delayed by the gate
separation (second brown peak). Accordingly, whereas in the lower branch, FBG 1 (triggered
by τ2−3) and FBG 9 (triggered by τ1−3) operate synchronized, in the upper branch, it is FBG
7 (triggered by τ1−2) and FBG 9.

The right column of Fig. 4.11 shows the parasitic 1-λ regime with solely τ1−2 defining the
emission wavelength of the laser (FBG 7). The other two spectral lines occur strongly suppressed
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(−30 dB level). The temporal traces in plot i, showing a single pulse at each OC port, confirm
that gate 3 has no functionality in this regime (compare to Fig. 4.10c).

Because the ambiguity in the optical gating signal (see Fig. 4.10) may prohibit to exploit the
full tuning bandwidth in the 2-λ regime, two solutions are implemented to enforce synchronous
2-λ emission at OC1:

1. The resonator design can be adapted in the middle branch of the TCFL. For the target
gating times τ1−3 and τ2−3, the layout is required to ensure no suitable filter response time
at τ1−2. For an equidistant grating spacing Δz throughout the discrete filter, this would
be ensured by satisfying the condition

z0 =
(

j − 1
2

)
· Δz (j ∈ N) (4.5)

with z0 depicting the distance between modulator and the beginning of the filter section
(equivalent to the time τ1−2,min). In this case, τ1−3 aiming for the time of flight of grating p

is generally determined by τ1−3 ∝
[(

j − 1
2

)
· Δz + (p − 1) · Δz

]
and τ2−3 targeting grating

q with τ2−3 ∝
[(

j − 1
2

)
· Δz + (q − 1) · Δz

]
(p, q ∈ N, p > q). Accordingly, FBG response

times with respect to the modulator are proportional to half-integer multiples of the FBG
separation Δz. Calculating τ1−2 = τ1−3 − τ2−3 as the parasitic gating time, it results to
τ2−3 ∝ (p − q)Δz, i.e. a multiple integer of the Δz. Hence, for each tuning pair of τ1−3

& τ2−3, τ1−2 does not correspond to a time of flight in the filter section, prohibiting any
wavelength to be triggered by this parameter. Thus, both parasitic regimes in Fig. 4.10b)
and c) are suppressed. In the experimental study, z0 was adjusted to the criterion in
equation(4.5) by adding a short piece of fiber labeled as delay fiber 2 in Fig. 3.3. However,
due to the finite rise times of the modulator, this criterion requires the delay between
neighboring FBGs (equivalent to Δz) to be sufficiently larger than to the rise time tR of
the modulator to achieve full discrimination. This was not the case in the experimental
study. Thus, a second solution was additionally applied.

2. As pictured in Fig. 4.10, both undesired regimes (b and c) trigger the parasitic wavelength
component with gate 1 and gate 2 (i.e. τ1−2). To suppress this component, additional
losses may be symmetrically applied to these gates. Accordingly, signals triggering with
τ1−2 suffer on twice the loss than the desired signals in the synchronous 2-λ regime that exit
the filter section at gate 3, which is still at maximum transmission. Hence, the selective
losses at gate 1 and gate 2 add additional discrimination between the gating regimes.

The strategy of point 2 has also been utilized to scan through the different gating regimes as
mentioned in Fig. 4.11. For this example, the transition between parasitic 1-λ operation (λL at
FBG 7 - 1075 nm) to synchronous 2-λ emission at OC1 (λL1 at FBG 1 - 1060 nm, λL2 at FBG
9 - 1080 nm) is investigated more extensively in Fig. 4.12.

Graph a) shows an exemplary gating signal with losses applied to gate 1 and gate 2, as well
as the respective emission spectrum comprising all three spectral lines. The spectral ampli-
tudes are controlled by adapting A1 and A2. While their ratio (A1:A2) balances the spectral
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Fig. 4.12: Graph a) shows a generic electrical gating signal (graph at the top) triggering dual-wavelength
emission at FBG 1 and FBG 9 as well as a parasitic emission line rising at the position of FBG 7 as
pictured in the spectrum at the bottom. Graph b) plots the behavior of the corresponding spectral
amplitudes depending on the mean gating amplitude of A1 and A2, highlighting the transition to the
parasitic 1-λ regime. The transition is also visualized in a video in the multimedia appendix (file name:
Dual-Wavelength-Regimes-Transition.mp4).

amplitudes at λL1 and λL2, their absolute values quantified by the mean optical gating am-
plitude A1+A2

2 discriminate the gating regimes. Thus, by modifying A1 and A2 symmetrically
(A1:A2 ≈ constant), the suppression of the parasitic 1-λ emission is controlled. This is pic-
tured in graph b) plotting the spectral amplitudes of the three emission lines for changing mean
gating amplitudes (A1:A2 is somehow maintained). This parameter scan is also highlighted
in a video in the multimedia appendix plotting the spectra along the transition (file name:
Dual-Wavelength-Regimes-Transition.mp4). Fig. 4.12b proves the 1-λ regime (λL3) to be
dominant in case of minor losses at A1 and A2 (A1+A2

2 approaching 1). Increasing the losses
symmetrically at both gates (A1+A2

2 is decreasing), the amplitudes at the target emission wave-
lengths λL1 and λL2 rise up while λL3 reduces. The gradual transition reaches synchronous 2-λ
operation at OC1 for mean optical gating amplitudes < 0.7 without another parasitic emission
line. The increased losses at the modulator have negligible impact on the spectral amplitudes
dropping by about 3 dB due to two emission wavelengths. Thus, the discrimination of the op-
tical gating regimes is verified for a modified gating signal with symmetric losses at gate 1 and
gate 2.

4.2.3.4 Realized tuning functionality

By applying both discussed strategies to enforce synchronous 2-λ operation at OC1, the full
potential in the tuning bandwidth of the implemented FBG array has been exploited. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 4.13 by two tuning spectrograms showing a scan through the different
wavelength pairs of the non-PM TCFL with FBG array B (graph a) and the PM TCFL with
FBG array C (graph b). Due to multidimensional tuning parameters to control the wavelengths
λL1 and λL2 (via τ1−3 & τ2−3) and their respective amplitudes (via A1 & A2), the x-axis depicts
numbered sets of applied gating parameters. Following the style of Fig. 4.8, both scans through
the tuning range are also animated in videos attached to the multimedia appendix (file names:
Dual-Wavelength-Tuning-over-25nm.mp4 & Dual-Wavelength-Tuning-over-50nm-linear.avi).
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Fig. 4.13: The graphs show the dual-wavelength tuning spectrograms scanning 2-λ emission for the
non-PM TCFL with FBG array B (graph a) and the PM TCFL with FBG array C (graph b). For each
wavelength pair, a tailored set of gating parameters (τ1−3, τ2−3, A1, A2 and A3) is applied. A maximum
tuning range of 50 nm is achieved [142].

In both graphs in Fig. 4.13, the wavelength pairs are scanned gradually starting from λL1 being
operated at FBG 1 and λL2 is scanned from FBG 2 to FBG 11. Then, λL1 is successively locked
to increasing grating numbers and λL2 steps through the residual FBGs, respectively, to cover
the full tuning range. The theoretical number of 2-λ combinations in λL1 & λL2 is computed by a
binomial coefficient. In principle, for K simultaneous emission wavelengths of the laser operated
over an ensemble of N discrete filter wavelengths λF BG,i, the number of potential combinations
C of emission wavelengths is defined by

C =
(

N

K

)
. (4.6)

Accordingly, with an FBG array of N = 11 gratings (FBG array B and FBG array C), C = 55
wavelength pairs can be addressed. Notably, with a minor increase of response wavelengths
in the filter layout (N), the number of 2-λ combinations can be scaled significantly. With a
non-equidistant spectral spacing in the FBG array, this becomes powerful when applying, e.g.,
difference frequency generation as an application, tuning through C different beat frequencies
in a new spectral domain, e.g. THz range.

In both tuning spectrograms of Fig. 4.13, all 55 dual-wavelength combinations are successfully
demonstrated, covering the full tuning range of 25 nm (non-PM TCFL in graph a) and 50 nm

(PM TCFL in graph b). By addressing each wavelength pair offered by the discrete filter design,
the tuning concept uniquely features an independent tunability of both, λL1 and λL2, based on
the programmable optical gating scheme. The number and tuning bandwidth of the wavelength
pairs is limited by the employed FBG array. Due to the efficient spectral filtering of the tuning
concept, the experiment confirms 2-λ operation with high ASE contrast and narrow linewidths
over the full tuning range as discussed before. The corresponding output powers are matching
the levels presented for 1-λ operation (subsection 3.3.2).
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4.2.3.5 Pulse properties

As noted for tunable 1-λ operation in the TCFL (see discussion of Fig. 3.7), each response
wavelength of the FBG array features an extended operation window in its triggering gating time
(τ1−2). This phenomenon has also been observed in 2-λ operation. Steady emission wavelengths
in λL1 and λL2 with balanced amplitudes are achieved along decent operation windows in τ1−3

and τ2−3, tolerating modification of a few nanoseconds with negligible impact on the emission
spectra. However, this ambiguity in the gating times correlates with substantial variations in
the temporal pulse shapes. This is depicted in Fig. 4.14.
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Fig. 4.14: The graph at the bottom shows the emitted pulse shape of the TCFL for two sets of gating
parameters resulting in the same 2-λ emission spectrum (not in picture). The top graph illustrates the
corresponding optical gating functions. Whereas the initial set of gating parameters generates a split-up
pulse (blue trace) linked to the respective emission wavelength, the green trace represents a modified set
of gating parameters resulting in a united pulse envelope for both wavelengths λL1 and λL2.

The top graph shows two gating traces featuring different timings τ1−3 (tuned by 10 ns) and
τ2−3 (tuned by 1 ns). Both signals result in essentially the same 2-λ emission spectra. However,
as plotted in the graph at the bottom, the emitted pulse shapes show significant variations. The
initial gating setting (blue traces) caused the pulse to have two split-up sub-pulses potentially
belonging to the two respective emission wavelengths λL1 and λL2. In contrast, the second gating
setting (green traces) ensured a somehow uniform pulse shape. Detailed conclusions about the
distribution of λL1 and λL2 within the pulse cannot be drawn from plain spectral or temporal
measurements with an OSA or an OSCI. Hence, more elaborate analysis techniques are required.

4.2.4 Analysis of pulse synchronicity

For applications relying on the direct interaction of both tunable emission wavelengths (e.g.
in nonlinear frequency mixing), the corresponding pulse components are crucially required to
show proper overlap, i.e. a simultaneous emission. While the TCFL in the chosen 2-λ gating
regime inherently features synchronized spectral output at OC1, the observed behavior in Fig.
4.14 reveals some dynamics in the pulse shapes depending on the precise gating settings. These
characteristics need to be correlated with the temporal distribution of both emission wavelengths.
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A joint investigation of the spectral and temporal dynamics is required to link both domains
and optimize the gating settings enabling maximized pulse overlap between λL1 and λL2.

Following that purpose, a modified time-delay spectrometer (TDS) is developed and applied to
characterize the non-PM TCFL in 2-λ operation. With this tool, pulse spectrograms can be
retrieved providing the foundation to investigate and optimize spectral pulse dynamics. Addi-
tionally, while an OSA records averaged emission spectra by scanning the frequency domain, the
TDS enables the measurement of a single pulse spectrum. Thus, steady laser oscillations can be
verified for both wavelengths λL1 and λL2 confirming a truly 2-λ operation in each round trip.

4.2.4.1 Time-delay spectrometer (TDS)

A TDS facilitates the simultaneous spectral and temporal characterization of pulsed light sources
based on a plain temporal measurement with an OSCI followed by a numerical analysis to retrieve
a pulse spectrogram. The concept of the TDS is presented in detail in reference [145].
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Fig. 4.15: The setup of the fiber-integrated Time-Delay spectrometer (TDS) is depicted in part a). The
output signal of the TCFL working in 2-λ mode is spliced to the TDS. The measurement is triggered by
the AWG working as master clock of the TCFL. Data acquisition is remote-controlled via a LabVIEW
program and the recorded traces are post-processed with a MATLAB program reconstructing the pulse
spectrogram. A DTG array with 61 DTGs covering a spectral range of 6 nm with a resolution of 100 pm
is employed as spectral probe. The corresponding reflectivity spectrum is depicted in graph b).

Fig. 4.15a) shows the experimental setup of the developed fiber-integrated TDS utilized for
analyzing tunable 2-λ operation. The signal of the TCFL is divided by a 3dB coupler to a
reference arm and a spectral probe arm. The reference arm facilitates the measurement of
the initial pulse shape based on a photodiode (bandwidth: 5 GHz) connected to an OSCI
(Tektronix DPO70604, bandwidth: 6 GHz). On the other side, a draw tower grating (DTG)
array operates as spectral probe on the incoming laser pulses. It incorporates N FBGs featuring
a fine spectral sampling in the feedback wavelengths λDi and a respective spatial separation
Δz. Similar to diffraction gratings in industrial spectrometers encrypting the spectrum in a
spatially dependent signal, the distributed feedback of the DTG array translates the spectral
content to a characteristic time-dependent trace. Each grating in the DTG array slices out
a particular spectral component λDi of the injected pulse reflecting it with its characteristic
temporal behavior towards the signal arm. Due to the spatial separation Δz between adjacent
gratings, the spectral components are returned with a corresponding delay τslot (see inset along
the signal arm sketching an exemplary trace). This enables unraveling the spectral content as
well as the temporal dynamics of each component λDi in the initial pulse. The temporal trace is
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recorded with the OSCI triggered by the AWG as master clock driving the TCFL. This concept
enables the analysis of single laser pulses. While a LabVIEW program is developed to control
the measurement, post-processing data is done based on a MATLAB program.

The spectral probe is an FBG array inscribed inline with the fiber drawing process. This DTG
array comprises N = 61 gratings. For a maximized spectral resolution of the spectral probe,
it is designed with a minimum spectral spacing of 100 pm between adjacent FBGs limited by
the resolution of the inscription technology and the linewidth of a grating (ΔλF BG ≈ 50 pm).
The corresponding feedback bandwidth is 6 nm restricting the measurement range of the TDS
from about 1061 nm to 1067 nm. The measured reflectivity spectrum is depicted in Fig. 4.15b.
Due to three spectrally overlapping feedback lines, it features only 58 separated response peaks.
They exhibit a reflectivity of about 30%. This value drops towards longer wavelengths caused
by the propagation losses through the filter structure. This measurement is used to calibrate the
spectral filter response allocating the feedback wavelength and corresponding effective reflectivity
of each grating, i.e. the spectral probe channels. The equidistant spatial separation of the
gratings is 2 m setting the delay between adjacent spectral components in the response signal.
Prior to the application of the TDS to the TCFL, the temporal response of this DTG array has
been characterized with a pulsed broadband laser diode. Based on the continuity between the
spectral channels of the TDS, the characteristic delay between adjacent gratings, resulting from
Δz, is determined to τslot = 19.62 ns.

4.2.4.2 Measurement constraints of the TDS

The TDS does not fulfill the demands of a universal high-resolution spectrometer. However, the
measurement concept of the TDS is specialized to characterize dynamics of pulsed light sources
within strict parameter limitations in the spectral and temporal domain.

Most importantly, the emission spectrum of the light source must be within the restricted
measurement range of the spectral probe. To adapt the non-PM TCFL for the investigation
with the TDS employing the discussed DTG array, a special FBG array is inscribed exclusively
for this study of 2-λ operation. For having a selection of three different 2-λ pairs, FBG array
D comprises three gratings within the measurement range of the TDS while still showing no
spectral overlap with each other (compare to discussion in subsection 3.3.1). This is pictured in
Fig. 4.16 showing the emission spectrum of the TCFL locked to the first grating of FBG array
D (1-λ operation). While the peak wavelength is λL = 1064.43 nm, two small drops in the ASE
background reveal the spectral location of the other gratings. In order to relate them to the
response spectrum of the DTG array, the calibrated feedback wavelengths of the spectral probe
are plotted by the green trace versus the corresponding grating number. The trace proves that
the DTG array covers all three emission lines provided by FBG array D. Based on the good
spectral overlap, DTG 14 with a feedback wavelength in the proximity of λL (TCFL locked to
FBG 1) is utilized to calibrate the temporal measurement scale of the TDS later on.

Another important criterion on the light source under investigation is the linewidth that needs
to be at least as broad as the sampling resolution provided by the spectral probe of the TDS.
With a lasing linewidth of ΔλL ≈ 150 pm, the sampling of the DTG array ensures at least one
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Fig. 4.16: The graph depicts the emission spectrum (blue trace) of the TCFL operated at grating 1 of
FBG array D, i.e. λL = 1064.43 nm. Small dips in the ASE background level reveal the spectral location
of FBG 2 and FBG 3 of FBG array D. The green trace relates the characterized feedback wavelengths of
the DTG array as spectral probe of the TDS to the corresponding grating number in the filter, i.e. its
position and specific delay.

probe grating per emission line as also proven in Fig. 4.16. Thus, sampling issues with emission
lines potentially just transmitting through the spectral probe are avoided.

Based on the length of the DTG array incorporating delay lines for N = 61 spectral components,
a minimum repetition rate of the pulse light source is required to avoid ghost signals within the
measurement trace. In order to ensure the interaction of a single pulse at a time in the spectral
probe, the separation of succeeding pulses (set by the repetition rate) needs to be larger than the
maximum delay acquired between DTG 1 and DTG N. For the employed DTG array, this delay
results to N · τslot = 61 · 19.62 ns = 1196.82 ns. The TCFL operating with FBG array D works
with a modulation period of about TMP ≈ 963 ns and thus does not fulfill this criterion. While
the laser resonator could be simply enlarged by additional delay fiber to match the requirement,
the measured tuning bandwidth of the TCFL, which does not cover the full feedback bandwidth
of the DTG array, provides another solution. Due to the spectral purity with an excellent signal
contrast of the TCFL and clean operation restricted to the feedback wavelengths of FBG array
D, many gratings of the DTG array show no overlap with the laser emission. Without any
impact on the TDS signal, the spectral range of the DTG array can be virtually clipped by
numerically excluding the feedback of the outer DTGs from the analysis. This is illustrated by
the red dashed lines in Fig. 4.16 restricting the DTG channels of the green trace. With only
52 gratings considered for data evaluation, ghost artifacts from succeeding pulses of the source
under investigation are avoided.

Another constraint in the time domain results from the spatial separation between adjacent
DTGs (Δz = 2 m). To clearly discriminate the temporal response from adjacent spectral
measurement channels of the spectral probe, the full pulse duration must be shorter than the
temporal delay τslot. Comparing the characteristic delay between the measurement channels
τslot = 19.62 ns of the DTG array to, e.g., the pulses measured in Fig. 4.14, the blue trace with
separated spectral pulse components (worst case scenario) measures about 18 ns and satisfies
this condition. Based on the measurement concepts, CW background signals are disregarded
anyways. On the other side, the pulse shape must be still resolvable by the oscilloscope to draw
conclusions about the temporal behavior. With the employed 6 GHz OSCI and 5 GHz photo
diode (see Fig. 4.15a), pulse dynamic down to a few hundred picoseconds can be resolved.
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Conducting all the investigations regarding pulse synchronicity with the non-PM TCFL and
the tailored FBG array D, the laser system fits to the measurement constraints of the TDS
employing the discussed DTG array.

4.2.4.3 Data evaluation

The analysis with the TDS requires some steps of post-processing to retrieve a pulse spectrogram
from the plain temporal trace. This procedure is briefly outlined in the following.
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Fig. 4.17: Graph a) shows the averaged TDS raw signal measured for an exemplary setting of the
TCFL operating in 2-λ mode at FBG 1 and FBG 2. The virtual slot borders for each evaluated DTG
channel (slot duration calibrated to τslot = 19.62ns correlating to Δz = 2 m) are included by red lines
highlighting the TDS measurement range. Based on post-processing the TDS raw trace, part b) shows
the reconstructed pulse spectrogram relating the spectral and temporal pulse properties. The graph at
the bottom and on the right-hand side represent the extracted pulse shape and spectrum, respectively.
Additionally, both graphs comprise the corresponding reference signals to verify the measurement.

Fig. 4.17 highlights an exemplary TDS measurement of 2-λ emission at FBG 1 and FBG 2.
Graph a) shows the recorded TDS signal (blue trace, channel 1 at OSCI, averaged over 5000
pulses). The trace shows three zones of pulse bursts. While the first two zones (at a time delay
of around 200 ns and 600 ns) arise from the spectral components of λL1 (determined by FBG 1)
and λL2 (determined by FBG 2), respectively, the third zone (at a time delay of around 1200 ns)
is a duplicate of the first one originating from the succeeding pulse delayed by TMP . Hence, the
analysis focuses on the first two pulse bursts. After an offset correction and an interpolation
for an enhanced temporal sampling density, the first step is to correlate the time delay to the
corresponding DTG measurement channel Di. As noted for Fig. 4.16, the reference is set to DTG
14. The red lines in Fig. 4.17a highlight the calibrated response windows (channel duration τslot)
for each probe grating capturing the behavior of the corresponding spectral component λDi. The
signal in each channel is corrected by the effective DTG reflectivity as measured in Fig. 4.15b
and assigned to the respective λDi. The data of all the measurement channels are rearranged
in a matrix and normalized in logarithmic scale. The resulting pulse spectrogram is pictured by
a smoothed intensity plot in Fig. 4.17b. The y-axis highlights the spectral domain (based on
the ensemble of λDi) whereas the x-axis corresponds to the time domain covering the duration
of τslot. The pulse spectrogram unveils the two spectral emission lines at λL1 ≈ 1062.4 nm and
λL2 ≈ 1064.2 nm to occur with a delay of a few nanoseconds to each other.

To validate the measurement, the isolated spectral and temporal emission properties of the
measured pulse can be extracted from the TDS signal, respectively. For the spectrum, each
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measurement channel in the pulse spectrogram is integrated along the lines giving its overall
spectral amplitude. The graph on the right side of Fig. 4.17b features the retrieved spectrum
(blue trace) as well as the reference spectrum measured with an OSA. Considering the worse
dynamic range and resolution of the TDS measurement, the traces resemble each other very well.
The two emission lines at λL1 and λL2 match each other in amplitude and position. Furthermore,
even a side band at around 1066 nm is measured arising from FWM from the main emission
lines. Confirming its origin, the pulse spectrogram shows the FWM side band as dark red peak
in the overlapping zone of both wavelengths.

The reference in the time domain is retrieved by integrating along the columns of the pulse
spectrogram. The reconstructed trace is plotted in the graph at the bottom (blue trace) and
compared to the normalized reference trace measured with channel 2 of the TDS. The two signals
almost match each other featuring the same pulse duration as well as the characteristic features,
such as the small peak in the center. In order to analyze the temporal behavior of each emission
line selectively, the time domain may also be integrated just along the respective channel of λL1

and λL2 as marked by the white dashed lines in the pulse spectrogram. The resulting pulse
shapes are plotted in the graph at the bottom as red and orange traces highlighting the weak
temporal overlap between both lines in this particular example.

Based on the superb agreement of the TDS measurement with the reference traces in time and
spectral domain, the measurement concept and the outlined evaluation procedure is verified. The
retrieved pulse spectrogram provides new insights into the temporal behavior of both emission
lines λL1 and λL2. Whereas the plain temporal measurement with an OSCI only records the
green reference trace showing a uniform and symmetric pulse with a small disturbing peak in
the center, only the analysis with the TDS reveals that both wavelengths are delayed to each
other. The peak in the center of the overall pulse shape arises from the small overlap zone
between both wavelengths. In order to quantify the overlap for further analyses, a normalized
overlap factor is computed integrating over the extracted pulse shapes of λL1 (PulseL1(t), red
trace) and λL2 (PulseL2(t), orange trace). It is defined as

Pulse Overlapp =

(
τslot∫
0

PulseL1(t) · PulseL2(t)dt

)2

τslot∫
0

(PulseL1(t))2dt ·
τslot∫
0

(PulseL2(t))2dt

. (4.7)

For the chosen example in Fig. 4.17, the factor measures 1.2 %, proving the weak overlap.

4.2.4.4 Measurement and optimization of pulse synchronicity

Now, the introduced TDS is applied to the optimization of the 2-λ TCFL output properties.
By modifying τ1−3 and τ2−3 within the operation range of the corresponding target wavelengths
λL1 and λL2, the difference [τ1−3 − τ2−3] is varied correlating experimentally with the relative
pulse positions of both wavelengths. This approach is investigated to shift the pulses of λL1

and λL2 aiming for a maximized overlap. For 2-λ operation locked again to FBG 1 and FBG
2, the relative difference [τ1−3 − τ2−3] is bidirectionally scanned in steps of 1 ns to investigate
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the impact on the spectral distribution of the both wavelengths within the pulse. While the
full scan from 38 ns to 61 ns is attached to the multimedia appendix by a video (file name:
Dual-Wavelength-scannedDelay.mp4), Fig. 4.18 pictures two intermediate steps in the zone of
maximized overlap. For each setting in τ1−3 and τ2−3 throughout the scan, the gating amplitude
A1 is fine-tuned to ensure balanced spectral amplitudes at λL1 and λL2.
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Fig. 4.18: The graphs show two measured pulse spectrograms (averaged acquisition) for the wavelength
pair of FBG 1 & FBG 2 (non-PM TCFL, FBG array D). The measurements of part a) and part b)
refer to two scan steps in the respective pulse delay, investigating their temporal overlap for different
gating settings. The whole scan is visualized in a video attached to the multimedia appendix (file name:
Dual-Wavelength-scannedDelay.mp4).

Graph a) is recorded for a relative delay τ1−3 − τ2−3 = 51 ns and represents the best pulse
overlap factor achieved in this scan measuring 51%. This is confirmed by the significant FWM
side band at 1066 nm observed in the pulse spectrogram as well as the extracted spectrum.
While the enhanced pulse overlap is a significant improvement to the setting in Fig. 4.17b,
the respective pulse shapes of λL1 (red trace) and λL2 (orange trace) reveal some disturbing
dynamics still degrading the pulse overlap. When the TCFL is run with the same gating times,
but in 1-λ mode on either of the two wavelengths (adjusted by setting either A1 or A2 to zero),
the pulse positions overlap in time. When activating 2-λ operation (A1 and A2 are adapted),
the behavior in Fig. 4.18a is observed showing the pulse of λL1 (red trace) to be split up in two
parts when the pulse at λL2 peaks. Those pulse dynamics might be driven by sophisticated gain
competition effects between both spectral components. This behavior was also confirmed for
single-pulse acquisition of the TDS without any averaging. For applications relying on nonlinear
interactions, such as nonlinear frequency mixing, the efficiency would be significantly degraded
by such a behavior since the pulse amplitudes of both wavelengths are clearly mismatched in
time.

In the zone of [τ1−3−τ2−3] enabling proper pulse overlap, minor changes in the gating parameters
may have strong impact as shown in Fig. 4.18b for the next scan step at τ1−3 − τ2−3 = 52 ns.
The overlap drops to about 8% and the split-up pulse at λL1 from graph a) transferred to a
single pulse with a slowly rising edge in graph b). The FWM side band as indirect indicator for
the pulse overlap dropped by about 3 dB.

Fig. 4.19a presents the computed pulse overlap (logarithmic scale) along the mentioned scan of
the delay between the gating times [τ1−3 − τ2−3]. It shows a monotonic increase towards the
presented maximum (see Fig. 4.18a) followed by a steady decay. The asymmetric shape and
the varying slopes may be connected to the observed pulse dynamics in the overlapping zone.
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Fig. 4.19: Graph a) depicts the evaluation of the pulse overlap in 2-λ mode at FBG 1 and FBG 2
depending on the relative delay between the gating times. The point of maximum overlap corresponds
to the measurement in Fig. 4.18a. Graph b) depicts pulse shapes in 1-λ emission of the TCFL at FBG
1 and FBG 3 depending on TMP . The traces at TMP = 963.08 corresponds to the regime of asymmetric
pulses showing matched pulse shapes over the tuning range.

The peak maximum is well defined indicating an ideal overlap within τ1−3 − τ2−3 = (51 ± 1)ns.
However, even with a finer sampled scan range in [τ1−3 − τ2−3], significantly enhanced pulse
overlaps have not been achieved due to the observed pulse dynamics with split-up components
in the time domain. While gain competition effects, potentially causing the split up, require
more research efforts to fully understand them, a strategy has been developed to circumvent
this effect and maximize the pulse overlap.

This strategy can be motivated by the recorded pulse shapes in Fig. 4.19b. The graph plots four
pulse shapes in 1-λ emission. The non-PM TCFL is either operating at FBG 1 (beginning of
tuning range) or FBG 3 (end of tuning range). For both wavelengths, the corresponding pulse
is recorded with two different modulation periods TMP highlighting the impact on their shape
as investigated in subsection 4.1.2. The default modulation periods TMP,0 generating symmetric
parabola-like pulses are listed for all three emission wavelengths in the yellowish box. For the
initial investigations presented in Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18, TMP = 963.16 ns has been chosen in
the central area of the different TMP,0 over the tuning range, supposedly enabling an optimized
match with the exact PRTT in the cavity and highest signal contrast (see Fig. 3.18). However,
in this range of TMP , the pulse shape quickly varies over the tuning range as pictured by the
two reddish traces in Fig. 4.19b. While the pulse at FBG 3 shows a nearly parabola-like shape
with weak steepening on the leading edge, the pulse at FBG 1 shows a steep trailing edge.
Thus, matching the pulses and their behavior for a maximized overlap in 2-λ operation could
be disturbed by the different pulse formation regimes. In contrast, mild detuning of TMP to
TMP = 963.08 ns, while still enabling excellent signal contrast, ensures the pulses to operate in
the same formation regime with respect to TMP,0 throughout the tuning range. Accordingly,
the respective blueish traces show matching pulse shapes with significant steepening on the
trailing edge and similar pulse duration. Both pulses at FBG 1 and FBG 3 resemble each other
indicating steady conditions in their properties throughout the tuning range. In prospect, they
may also show identical behavior in 2-λ operation enabling maximized pulse overlaps.

This is investigated in Fig. 4.20. The gating settings are optimized for 2-λ operation working
at the mildly detuned TMP = 963.08 ns. While graph a) targets the same wavelength pair as
discussed in the previous figures, i.e. FBG 1 and FBG 2, graph b) exemplarily pictures the
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Fig. 4.20: The graphs show two measured pulse spectrograms (averaged acquisition) for the wavelength
pairs of FBG 1 & FBG 2 (part a) as well as FBG 1 & FBG 3 (part b). The measurements are recorded
with optical gating parameters optimized for maximized pulse overlap in 2-λ operation.

optimization of pulse overlap at another set operating λL1 and λL2 at FBG 1 and FBG 3. The
residual set of FBG 2 and FBG 3 has achieved similar results. In all three 2-λ combinations,
the discussed settings enable pulse overlap factors approaching 100%. As indicated in the pulse
spectrogram and confirmed by the temporal traces in graph a) and b), the pulses in either
wavelength show similar shape with coinciding amplitudes and strengths confirming the good
match in balanced 2-λ operation. Accordingly, in graph a), a comparably strong FWM side band
rises in the overlapping zone of λL1 and λL2 resulting in a peaking FWM strength of −20 dB in
the emission spectrum.

4.2.4.5 Single-pulse analysis

In principle, the measurements with the TDS discussed in Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.20 have also
been performed with a single-pulse acquisition at the OSCI showing fundamentally the same
characteristics. To highlight the simultaneous emission at two wavelengths λL1 and λL2 with
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Fig. 4.21: The figure shows a pulse spectrogram of the TCFL in 2-λ mode operating at the wavelength
pair of FBG 1 & FBG 2. It is recorded for a single laser pulse (no averaging) with the TCFL operating
at the same gating settings as in Fig. 4.20a confirming steady dual-wavelength emission in each round
trip.

overlapping pulses, Fig. 4.21 features the single-pulse analysis for the gating settings tested in
Fig. 4.20a. In this sample acquisition mode, the measurement noise is significantly stronger.
This degrades the dynamic range in the measurement as well as induces a spiky character to the
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temporal traces. Hence, more extensive data analysis is not applicable. Nevertheless, the graph
confirms both emission wavelengths to be emitted simultaneously showing a good overlap. A
small amplitude mismatch of about 1.2 dB is measured which could be connected to the discrete
spectral sampling of the DTG array. Still, this measurement confirms 2-λ operation even down
to single-pulses level verifying this emission mode to be no artifact of an averaged spectral data
acquisition with an OSA.

4.2.4.6 Summary

In summary, both measurements in Fig. 4.20 as well as the single-pulse analysis in Fig. 4.21
demonstrated an excellent pulse overlap in this unique 2-λ operation mode. The approach in
fine tuning τ1−3 and τ2−3 in order to match the relative pulse positions, as well as weakly
detuning TMP from TMP,0 throughout the tuning range to operate in the same pulse formation
regime proves successful in maximizing the pulse overlap. However, more research is required
to model this behavior. Still, based on a prior calibration of the temporal gating settings,
reliable 2-λ emission can be ensured throughout the tuning range. With these results, tunable
2-λ operation in the TCFL provides huge potential to address demanding applications based
on nonlinear frequency mixing with a single fiber-integrated laser system potentially setting the
benchmark in robustness and cost. On the other side, the study which has been discussed in
Fig. 4.18 indicates that by changing the gating delay [τ1−3 − τ2−3], the relative pulse delay
between the emission of both wavelengths λL1 and λL2 can be variably tuned. Due to the
flexibility in remote-controlling the electrical gating signal, this mode could be interesting in
pump-probe applications with one wavelength pumping a process and the other one probing
the result with variable delays. However, to confirm this idea, more investigations of this mode
would be required.

4.2.5 Scaling of multi-wavelength emission

As conceptually noted in subsection 4.2.2, the flexibility in the optical gating approach enables
the number of tunable emission wavelengths to be scaled even beyond the 2-λ regime. With
[p + 1] (p ∈ N, p ≤ N) transmission windows applied at the AOM, p response times of the filter
section could be promoted for lasing enabling potentially p emission wavelengths. As in the 2-λ
mode, the spectral amplitudes could be conveniently balanced by the amplitudes of the optical
gates.

Based on a simultaneous and tunable triple-wavelength (3-λ) emission, the prospect of this
concept is experimentally investigated. Fig. 4.22 depicts two graphs. The top graph features
generic gating signals applying 4 transmission windows with specific timings, respectively. The
order of the gates is labeled for the blue trace. As joint transition gate of the p = 3 target
wavelengths (λL1, λL2 and λL3), the time axis is referenced to gate 4 returning the synchronized
filter feedback towards the lower cavity branch. In the graph at the bottom, the measured
emission spectra are depicted corresponding to the gating signals. For demonstrating tunability
in the 3-λ mode, three different parameter sets in the gating signal are investigated. They
are recorded at OC1 of the PM TCFL employing FBG array C. The blue trace depicts the
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Fig. 4.22: The plots depict the measured emission spectra in tunable triple-wavelength emission (graph
at the bottom) as well as the corresponding generic optical gating functions (top graph). The three
exemplary triplets cover a tuning bandwidth of 40 nm.

first wavelength triplet emitting at λL1 = 1082 nm, λL2 = 1067 nm and λL3 = 1057 nm. It
features the typical emission properties of FBG array tuned lasers with narrow linewidths and
high signal contrast (> 40 dB). The red trace pictures an example with another wavelength
triplet (λL1 = 1077 nm, λL2 = 1062 nm and λL3 = 1052 nm) and equal emission characteristics.
While in both cases, the spectral amplitudes of the emission lines are balanced by lowering
two gating amplitudes, respectively, providing enough freedom, the gating signal of the yellow
trace applies losses to gate 1, gate 2 and gate 3 in order to suppress parasitic emission lines
in asynchronous regimes. This is synonymous to the behavior discussed for the optical gating
regimes in 2-λ operation (see subsection 4.2.3). The rising losses cause a slightly elevated ASE
background of the yellow emission spectrum. Still, another wavelength triplet is demonstrated
with wavelengths ranging over 40 nm (λL1 = 1087 nm, λL2 = 1072 nm and λL3 = 1047 nm).
The onset of a parasitic asynchronous emission line at OC1 is indicated by the small peak at
1077 nm (arising from gate 1 and gate 3). Further triplets could be demonstrated by applying
different gating parameter sets. Applying equation(4.6), 165 dissimilar triplets would be feasible
with FBG array C.

With the measurements in Fig. 4.22, discretely tunable 3-λ emission over a tuning range of
40 nm is successfully demonstrated. Accordingly, an identical experimental laser setup of the
TCFL enables tunable single-wavelength as well as independently tunable dual-wavelength and
triple-wavelength emission simply by adapting the electrical driving signal. Potentially, even
more simultaneous emission wavelengths may be realized. An experimental demonstration for
p > 3 wavelengths was technologically prohibited by the employed AOM due to a duty cycle in
the gating signal exceeding the specified limit of the modulator.

More emission wavelengths (p > 3) are connected to a rising number of transmission windows
([p + 1]) at the AOM. This potentially opens up even further parasitic pulse paths degrading
the tuning characteristics. However, precautions in the resonator design, as discussed for 1-λ
and 2-λ mode, may ensure proper operation on p (p ≤ N) emission lines providing the basis
for scaling tunable multi-wavelength operation. A generalized criterion for the laser layout is
required to suppress parasitic pulse regimes independent of p.
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For an universal condition, the laser is assumed to enforce solely the normal gating regime
(TMP > 2 ·τ1−2,N , compare to equation(3.7)). This enables inverse gating times (i.e. τ ′

1−2) to be
disregarded. In particular, the first transmission window of each cycle works as injecting gate
to the filter section. On the other side, enforcing the synchronous multi-wavelength (p emission
lines) gating regime at OC1 means that the [p + 1]th gate as last transmission window in each
cycle jointly collects the complete filter response to continue the round trip. Any other gate,
transmitting a response signal from the filter, would operate in a parasitic regime. Accordingly,
within the corresponding ensemble of gating times τi−[p+1], each intermediate delay τi−j (i, j ∈ N)
for i < j < [p + 1] must be prohibited to match another response time in the FBG array. This
is enforced by, e.g., ensuring the minimum gating delay τp−[p+1] in the desired synchronous
regime at OC1 to always exceed the maximum gating delay τ1−p in a parasitic regime, i.e.
τp−[p+1] > τ1−p. Equivalently, within the tuning range of p emission wavelengths, only gating
delays τi−[p+1] (i ≤ p) provide spectrally filtered feedback from the FBG array. Transferring this
to the single-wavelength regime targeting a direct design condition for the cavity, the minimum
response time from the filter section (with respect to the modulator) is required to exceed the
time of flight difference between first and last grating, i.e. τ1−2,1 > (τ1−2,N −τ1−2,1). Rearranging
this relation, the resonator layout must meet the requirement

τ1−2,1 >
1
2

· τ1−2,N . (4.8)

This can be fulfilled by additional delay fiber in between the modulator and FBG 1 or a com-
parably short FBG array.

Without any direct application scenario of more than two emission wavelengths, this condition
has not been verified experimentally. Still, it should enable tunable multi-wavelength emission to
be scaled to p emission lines (p ≤ N) operating solely in the synchronous gating regime at OC1
without any parasitic laser peaks. Importantly, any detrimental resonance effects as discussed
for pulse echos in subsubsection 3.3.1.2 are not considered yet by this condition.



5 Conclusion and outlook

Dispersion tuning based on chirped FBG structures combines unique advantages that open up a
wide field of applications for tunable fiber lasers in several branches. The key element is depicted
by the spectral filter providing unique spectral freedom to exhaust the broad gain regions of
rare-earth doped fibers. While continuously-chirped FBGs enable continuous tuning ranges,
discretely chirped FBG arrays as employed in this work enable tailored tuning characteristics.
This particularly comprises record bandwidths, but also features adapted spectral resolutions as
well as specific emission lines customized to an application. On the other side, adding up to the
typical advantages of single-mode fiber lasers exhibiting especially an excellent beam quality,
the monolithic filter design provides the basis for fiber-integrated layouts. Accordingly, robust
and compact solutions can be established working with high stability, user-friendly operations as
well as low-maintenance requirements which reduces cost and pushes the relevance for industrial
applications. The potential of this approach for pulsed systems has already been demonstrated
by commercial solutions employing a sigma-ring cavity layout [149].

In this thesis, a new tuning method has been developed that combines these advantages with
a new cavity layout. The theta-ring resonator induces two filter interactions per cavity round
trip with counter-propagating passes that balance the characteristic spectral delays induced by
the distributed filter feedback. Accordingly, a constant pulse repetition rate (PRR) throughout
the tuning range is achieved solving a bottleneck of the previous approach in the sigma-ring
resonator. While this is important for applications relying on synchronized processes such as
clocked detectors or an interaction with another pulsed laser in nonlinear frequency mixing, a
steady PRR with a fixed duty cycle also ensures consistent pulse properties which has been
a limitation of sigma-ring resonators employing long FBG arrays [139]. As a consequence,
tunable theta-ring lasers with FBG arrays may exhibit huge potential to address a wider range
of applications, such as in life sciences, spectroscopy, medical technology and industry.

Within the framework of this thesis, three main contributions have been addressed: while the
main challenge was to realize spectral tuning by optical gating in the theta-ring resonator and to
investigate its characteristics, the second part of the thesis discusses advanced operation concepts
to highlight the flexibility in the new tuning approach towards tailored emission properties
and new applications. Accordingly, a new method has been established to measure the fiber
dispersion parameter for a sample. Furthermore, a novel operation regime is analyzed uniquely
enabling synchronized and independently tunable multi-wavelength emission from a single laser
oscillator.

After establishing spectral tuning in the theta-ring resonator, the tuning concept has been in-
vestigated extensively in a PM as well as a non-PM layout regarding design criteria to optimize
operations. The experiments revealed spectral overlapping FBGs to sensitively degrade the
emission properties by detrimental losses in the filter section. In order to avoid internal Fabry-
Pérot sub-resonators and to cleanly lock the laser on a single filter element, isolated spectral
filter lines are required in the discrete FBG array, ultimately limiting the potential tuning reso-
lution by the grating linewidths. Furthermore, the branched layout of the theta-ring resonator
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is prone to parasitic pulse paths inducing e.g. undesired emission wavelengths. Solutions have
been established balancing resonator dimensions by additional delay fiber to operate the laser
in the desired pulse regime and avoid any ambiguity in the optical gating signal. In an opti-
mized resonator layout, the tunable theta cavity fiber laser (TCFL) features excellent emission
properties with the spectral tuning behavior perfectly following the characteristics of the FBG
array. A narrow linewidth (< 150 pm) as well as high spectral signal contrast with ASE sup-
pression reaching values beyond 45 dB have been demonstrated for the discrete tuning method
with steady pulse properties throughout the tuning range. Providing even some flexibility to
modify the temporal emission properties, the pulse duration itself can be tuned in a small
range of around 10 ns by electrically changing the optical gating window durations. With fast
pulse formation times of < 5 μs, the TCFL would also qualify for applications requiring high
sweep speeds beyond 10 kHz. A considerable tuning range of 50 nm has been established in the
Ytterbium band approaching the modeled limit of about 65 nm for the given resonator. The im-
plemented bandwidth was solely restricted by the FBG array with a different design potentially
exhausting the full potential. As an additional feature, the output coupler position within the
resonator offers design freedom to tailor the laser signal. While an output coupler in the upper
cavity branch (OC2) features almost ASE free signals with excellent spectral signal contrast,
high output powers above 100 mW are feasible from the oscillator at an output coupler in the
lower cavity branch (OC1). This simplifies further power scaling by additional power amplifiers.
Overall, considering the design criteria, the TCFL showed excellent emission characteristics with
remarkable freedom to match diverse demands on the laser.

As discussed in the first part of chapter 4, the TCFL has been utilized to introduce a new
method for the dispersion analysis of fiber samples. Minor pulse shape variations have been
traced back on small mismatches of the applied modulation period to the precise pulse round-
trip time in the cavity, varying along the tuning range due to dispersion. Reversing this effect,
an automated measurement procedure has been developed evaluating the pulse symmetry along
the tuning range with a self-convolution criterion to analyze the net cavity dispersion. Applying
this procedure to the plain TCFL (reference) as well as an extended cavity with a fiber under
test, its dispersion properties can be retrieved within the operation window. As an example,
the mean dispersion parameter has been measured for two fiber samples of Nufern PM980-XP.
While simulations showed a deviation of about 10% to the measurement with the TCFL, which
is probably caused by an oversimplified numerical model and deviating fiber specifications, a
reference value has been obtained by an alternative method employing spectral interferometry.
With a respective deviation of 0.3% and 1.3% in the experimental results of the two samples
between both methods, the analysis with the TCFL has been verified. This concept features an
outstanding sensitivity in the range of 1 ps employing only standard electronics. With a simple
and direct temporal measurement of the cavity dispersion in a small spectral range, the TCFL
may provide a promising tool to analyze the dispersion parameter in specific scenarios such as
quality management demanding quick assessment. Still, conventional methods based on spectral
interferometry may not be challenged for extensive dispersion measurements enabling spectrally
resolved curves over broad bandwidths and highest sensitivities (i.e. shorter lengths of the fiber
under test).
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In the last part, spectral tuning in the TCFL has been extended towards an independently tun-
able multi-wavelength emission. The basis for this operation mode is provided by the theta-ring
resonator layout with constant pulse round-trip times for all wavelengths ensuring synchronized
output. Hence, an adapted optical gating signal, switching three or more transmission windows,
enables multi-wavelength emission from a single oscillator. This mode has been implemented
and investigated based on dual-wavelength and triple-wavelength emission with a tuning band-
width of up to 50 nm. In dual-wavelength operation, all discrete wavelength pairs provided by
the FBG array design have been demonstrated verifying independent tunability. The optical
gating parameters conveniently select the emission wavelengths as well as balance their spectral
amplitudes. Due to gain competition detuning the peak values over time, an industrial applica-
tion of this mode may demand a feedback loop and iterative control of the gating parameters for
compensation. Simultaneous emission of two emission wavelengths in each round trip has been
verified with a fiber-integrated time-delay spectrometer that has been established for further an-
alyzing this operation regime. The pulse overlap has been investigated and optimized with this
tool reaching 99% with fine-tuned gating parameters. With confirmed simultaneous emission,
the dual-wavelength mode in the TCFL together with the customizability of the tuning range
qualifies as novel pump source for nonlinear process. Based on frequency mixing, other spectral
ranges (e.g. the Terahertz domain) may be addressed by fiber laser technology, which are hard
to access with common gain media. This exhibits huge potential for tailored light sources in
spectroscopy.

Compared to other multi-wavelength approaches, this concept operates with a programmable
tuning mechanism in a single oscillator. Thus, the emission is inherently synchronized and
the detailed pulse overlap can be fine-tuned by the gating parameters. Additionally, driven by
the optical gating signal, it features a unique scalability. While the number of simultaneously
oscillating laser lines can be extended by electrically applying more transmission windows, the
overall ensemble of potential emission wavelengths is increased by incorporating more gratings
into the FBG array.

Within the framework of this thesis, a new tuning mechanism has been established that provides
unique advantages to extend the application field of fiber lasers. Further research may be
connected to a numerical analysis of the pulse formation in the cavity. This could provide
deeper insights in some of the observed effects, such as the pulse dynamics in dual-wavelength
operation or the pulse shape variations utilized for the dispersion analysis. Furthermore, this
tuning concept may be fused with a new mode-locking approach in fiber lasers demonstrated
recently [45, 96]. The scheme based on a Mamyshev-oscillator attracts recent attention in fiber
lasers enabling high power levels. The discrete structure of the FBG array in the TCFL correlates
with the basic mode-locking principle of detuned spectral filter interactions inducing nonlinear
spectral broadening by pulse shortening for maintaining a laser resonator [75]. Fusing the mode-
locking mechanism with tunable operation could provide a powerful platform for tunable fiber
lasers.

Additionally, an application of the TCFL is already planned to highlight its prospects. As
suggested previously, the dual-wavelength mode may be utilized for developing light sources in
new spectral ranges. An international research project (name: TERATUNE) is ongoing applying
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a Thulium-doped TCFL in dual-wavelength mode and a subsequent fiber amplifier chain to
pump nonlinear frequency generation towards the Terahertz domain [146]. With a tunable beat
frequency in dual-wavelength operation, this would transfer to a fiber laser-pumped and tunable
Terahertz source.
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A Zusammenfassung

Abstimmbarer Faserlaser basierend auf Faser-Bragg-Gitter Arrays sowie einem
Theta-Ring-Resonator

Um das große Potential von Faserlasern für die Erschließung neuer Anwendungsgebiete auszurei-
zen, sind neue Betriebs- und Abstimmkonzepte notwendig, die einerseits die breiten spektralen
Arbeitsfenster von Laserfasern für Bereiche in den Lebenswissenschaften erschließen. Um die viel-
fältigen Vorteile faserbasierter Netzwerke zu erhalten, werden andererseits monolithische Designs
bevorzugt, die in vielen Anwendungsgebieten der Telekommunikation und Materialbearbeitung
bereits die Referenz bilden.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde ein faserintegriertes Abstimmkonzept für die Emissionswel-
lenlänge von gepulsten Faserlasern entwickelt. Die Basis bilden Faser-Bragg-Gitter (FBG) als
schmalbandige Spiegel, die in den Kern einer Faser eingeschrieben werden. Durch eine Aneinan-
derreihung von vielen einzelnen dieser Filterelemente mit individuell gestaltbaren Antwortwel-
lenlängen erhält man einen FBG Array als vielseitig anpassbare spektrale Filterstruktur, die die
Grundlage des diskreten Abstimmkonzeptes bildet. Durch ein neuartiges Resonatorlayout - den
sogenannten Theta-Ring-Resonator - erreicht man trotz der räumlich verteilten Filterantworten
eine konstante Pulsumlaufzeit für jede Emissionswellenlänge im Laser. Damit ergibt sich eine
für ein breites Anwendungsspektrum notwendige Konstanz in der Pulsschussrate. Das Einstellen
und Verstellen der Emissionswellenlänge geschieht auf der Basis vom ’Optical Gating’ Konzept.
Hierfür werden mit einem optischen Modulator elektronisch kurze Zeitfenster mit hoher Trans-
mission geschalten, die die Pulslaufzeiten im Filter steuern und damit die Laseremission gezielt
mit dem Feedback eines oder mehrerer FBG im Filter verknüpfen. Die jeweilige Antwortwel-
lenlänge gibt die Emissionslinie des Lasers vor. Dieser Ansatz ermöglicht gepulste Faserlaser im
faserintegrierten Layout mit breiten spektralen Arbeitsbereichen, die individuell auf Anwendun-
gen zugeschnitten werden können.

Im Rahmen der Arbeit wurde dieses Abstimmkonzept des Theta-Faserlasers erstmals experimen-
tell demonstriert. Das System arbeitet mit hervorragenden Emissionseigenschaften. Das bein-
haltet insbesondere eine schmale Linienbreite (< 150 pm) vorgegeben durch die Antwortbreite
der FBG sowie einen hohen spektralen Signalkontrast von teils über 45 dB. Die Unterdrückung
von etwaigen parasitären Emissionswellenlängen über den kompletten Arbeitsbereich des Lasers
bestätigt eine effiziente Ankopplung der Laseremission an die spektrale Filterantwort. Zur Ver-
meidung von ungewollten Pulsregimen im verzweigten Resonatoraufbau wurden fundamentale
Designkriterien für den Laser herausgearbeitet, sodass die volle spektrale Bandbreite zur Ver-
fügung steht. Im Ytterbium-Band wurde eine Bandbreite von 50 nm realisiert, die durch das
Arbeitsfenster vom eingesetzten FBG Array limitiert ist.

Um das große Anwendungspotential des Theta-Faserlasers über das reine Abstimmen einer
Emissionswellenlänge hinaus darzustellen, wurden beispielhaft zwei weitere Betriebskonzepte
entwickelt und vorgestellt, die die Flexibilität des Konzeptes offenbaren. Im ersten Beispiel wur-
den Abhängigkeiten der Pulsform von der eingestellten Pulsschussrate analysiert und mittels
Simulationen auf die Faserdispersion im Resonator zurückgeführt. Dieser Effekt erlaubt im Um-
kehrschluss die Messung der Faserdispersion über den Betriebsbereich des abstimmbaren Lasers.
Diese direkte zeitliche Messmethode konnte anhand einer Bespielmessung vom Dispersionspa-
rameter für zwei Testfasern verifiziert werden. Die Messergebnisse stimmen innerhalb von 1.3%
mit einer ebenfalls implementierten Referenzmethode überein.

Ein zweites Beispiel für ein weiterführendes Betriebskonzept des Theta-Faserlasers ist durch
einen abstimmbargen Mehrwellenlängenmodus gegeben. Durch ein angepasstes Ansteuersignal
für den optischen Modulator kann der Laserresonator gleichzeitig auf den Antwortlinien mehre-



rer FBG anschwingen. Mit der konstanten Pulsschussrate im Theta-Ring-Resonator ergibt sich
erstmals eine synchronisierte Emission von Pulsen mit unabhängig einstellbaren Emissionswel-
lenlängen. Dieser Modus wurde experimentell anhand von einem Zweiwellenlängenbetrieb mit
einer Abstimmbandbreite von 50 nm verteilt über 55 Wellenlängenpaare tiefgehend untersucht.
Für die Analyse des Pulsüberlapps der beiden Emissionswellenlängen wurde ein Laufzeitspek-
trometer entwickelt. Mit optimierten Ansteuerparametern konnte ein Pulsüberlapp von 99% im
Zweiwellenlängenbetrieb demonstriert werden. Basierend auf nichtlinearer Frequenzkonversion
bietet dieser Betriebsmodus damit vielfältige Anwendungsmöglichkeiten für die Erschließung
neuer Spektralbereiche (z.B. mittleres Infrarot oder Terahertz) mit faserintegrierten Pumpquel-
len.

Das in dieser Arbeit entwickelte Abstimmkonzept im Theta-Faserlaser bietet ein großes Po-
tential und neue spektrale Freiheiten um faserintegrierte Laserquellen für klassische Anwen-
dungsgebiete, wie z.B. der Materialbearbeitung von Kunststoffen, sowie neue Bereiche in den
Lebenswissenschaften zu erschließen. Neben den maßgeschneiderten Abstimmbereichen, exzel-
lenten spektralen Emissionseigenschaften und großen Tuningbandbreiten ermöglicht es basierend
auf dem elektrischen Abstimmmechanismus einen fernsteuerbaren und programmierbaren Be-
trieb ohne mechanisch verstellbare Komponenten. Zusammen mit dem faserintegrierten Layout
ist eine hohe Nutzerfreundlichkeit und Stabilität gewährleistet. Zusätzliche Flexibilität resultiert
aus elektronisch verstellbaren Parametern wie der Pulsdauer im Nanosekundenbereich oder der
Anzahl an Emissionswellenlänge.



B FBG array designs

FBG Array A

Parameter Design value
Spectral operation range (1060 − 1069) nm
Number of gratings N 10
Spectral separation 1 nm (equidistant)
Spatial spacing Δz 3 m
FWHM of FBGs ≈ 500 pm
Fiber model Thorlabs 1060XP
Reflectivity R R > 99 %
Aim Maximum reflectivity for low IL, demonstrate tunablility

FBG Array B

Parameter Design value
Spectral operation range (1060 − 1085) nm
Number of gratings N 11
Spectral separation 2.5 nm (equidistant)
Spatial spacing Δz 2.5 m
FWHM of FBGs ≈ 150 pm
Fiber model Thorlabs 1060XP (non-PM), Hydrogen loaded
Reflectivity R R ≈ 95 − 98 %
Aim spectrally isolated FBG peaks, extended tuning range

FBG Array C

Parameter Design value
Spectral operation range (1047 − 1097) nm
Number of gratings N 11
Spectral separation 5 nm (equidistant)
Spatial spacing Δz 1.3 m
FWHM of FBGs ≈ 150 pm
Fiber model Nufern PM980-XP (PM)
Reflectivity R R ≈ 90 − 95 %
Aim PM design, more extended tuning range, smaller FBG separation

due to faster AOM



FBG Array D

Parameter Design value
Spectral operation range (1062.3 − 1065.7) nm
Number of gratings N 3
Spectral separation 1.7 nm (equidistant)
Spatial spacing Δz 5 m
FWHM of FBGs ≈ (150 − 200) pm
Fiber model Thorlabs 1060XP (non-PM)
Reflectivity R R ≈ 95 %
Aim 2-λ mode, tuning range adapted for TDS measurement, large spa-

tial FBG separation for more freedom in optical gating parameters

DTG Array

Parameter Design value
Spectral operation range (1061 − 1067) nm
Number of gratings N 61
Spectral separation 100pm nm (equidistant)
Spatial spacing Δz 2 m
FWHM of FBGs ≈ 50 pm
Fiber model IPHT 194MA0 (4.6/125 μm, non-PM) - draw tower inscription
Reflectivity R R < 40 %
Aim TDS measurement of TCFL in 2 − λ mode, analysis of pulse dy-

namics



C Acronyms and symbols

List of acronyms

Acronym Meaning
1-λ, 2-λ, 3-λ single-wavelength, dual-wavelength, triple-wavelength
ASE amplified spontaneous emission
AWG arbitrary waveform generator
a.u. arbitrary units
CH channel, e.g. of oscilloscope
CW continuous wave - steady operation
dB decibel
DTG draw tower grating
e.g. exempli gratia (for example)
Er Erbium
FUT fiber under test
FWHM full width at half maximum
FWM four-wave mixing
GVD group velocity dispersion
GW gate width (electrical width of transmission window)
i.e. id est (in other words)
IL insertion losses
IR infrared (spectral region - ∼ 780 nm < λ <∼ 1 mm)
LD laser diode
MOPA master oscillator power amplifier
MP modulation period - gate signal period of AOM = TMP

NA numerical aperture, also referred to as core-NA
OC output coupler of laser cavity
OSA optical spectrum analyzer
OSCI oscilloscope
PM polarization maintaining
ppm parts per million
PRR pulse repetition rate fP RR

PRTT pulse round-trip time TRT

PSC pump signal combiner
RE rare earth
TCFL theta cavity fiber laser
TDS time-delay spectrometer
SM single-mode (guiding of only a single transversal modes)
Tm Thulium
Yb Ytterbium
YDF Ytterbium-doped fiber
UV ultraviolet



List of symbols

Symbol Description
z coordinate along fiber axis
t time
�r position vector
L length of fiber
Leff effective length of (active) fiber
λ wavelength of the light in vacuum
t time
n refractive index
i, j, p, q integer: i, j, p, q ∈ N

c0 speed of light in vacuum
c speed of light in medium
ω radial frequency
k0 = 2π

λ = ω
c0

vacuum wave number k0
β propagation constant for a specific mode in the fiber
β(j) propagation constant of mode j in the fiber
ρ radial coordinate in cylindrical coordinate system
ϕ azimuthal coordinate in cylindrical coordinate system
rcore radius of fiber core
ncore refractive index of fiber core
rclad radius of fiber cladding
nclad refractive index of fiber cladding
nclad2 refractive index of second fiber cladding (double-clad geometry)
Acore cross-section area of fiber core Acore = πr2

core

Aclad cross-section area of fiber cladding (including the core) Aclad = πr2
clad

neff effective refractive mode index (guided modes: nclad < neff < ncore)
NA numerical aperture NA =

√
n2

core − n2
clad, also referred to as core-NA

V = rcorek0NA normalized frequency
MFD mode field diameter
Aeff effective mode field area Aeff = π/4 · MFD2

Γ normalized overlap integral factor of fundamental mode and doped core re-
gion

vph phase velocity
vgr group velocity
ngr,eff effective group index of a mode in a fiber
τgr group propagation time along fiber length L
Dλ dispersion parameter
Dλ,theor. & Dλ,exp. simulated and experimental dispersion parameter
β2 = d2β

dω2 group velocity dispersion parameter
E electric field vector
Ẽ electric field vector in frequency domain
P polarization vector
μ0 vacuum permeability
ε0 vacuum permittivity
χ(i) ith order susceptibility tensor for dielectric medium
LF BG length of FBG
ΛF BG grating period of an FBG
λF BG reflection wavelength of an FBG



ΔλF BG feedback bandwidth of an FBG (FWHM)
ΔλF BG,0 feedback bandwidth of an FBG (separation of zeros)
Δz equidistant distance between neighboring FBGs in a FBG array
z0 distance of Modulator and the beginning of the filter section in the TCFL
tR rise time (10% level to 90% level)
m diffraction order (m ∈ Z) or modulation order (m ∈ N)
R peak reflectivity of FBG
Ni population density in energetic level i
N1 population density in energetic level 1 - ground state
N2 population density in energetic level 2 - excited state
Ntotal total dopant density
ni normalized or relative population density in energetic level i
n1 normalized or relative population density in energetic level 1 - ground state
n2 normalized or relative population density in energetic level 2 - excited state
P power of laser signal
g(λ) spectral gain coefficient
G(λ) spectral gain factor (Neper scale)
GdB(λ) spectral gain factor (decibel scale)
σe(λ) spectral emission cross section
σa(λ) spectral absorption cross section
TRT pulse round-trip time in resonator
TMP modulation period
TMP,0 default modulation period matching the precise PRTT in the TCFL, featur-

ing symmetric parabola-like pulse shapes and highest spectral signal contrast
ΔTMP deviations in TMP from its default value, i.e. (TMP − TMP,0)
ΔTMP,0 shift of TMP,0 over the tuning range of the TCFL
δTMP,0 shift of TMP,0 between two cavity designs or measurements at corresponding

λL

fP RR pulse repetition rate = T −1
MP

τGW electrical gate width of the optical gating signal
τGW i ithelectrical gate width of the optical gating signal
τGW,opt opening duration of optical gate
τi−j temporal delay between gate i and gate j of the optical gating signal (i, j ∈ N)
τ1−2 temporal delay between gate 1 and gate 2 of the optical gating signal
τ1−2,i temporal delay between gate 1 and gate 2 of the optical gating signal to

address FBG i
τ1−2,max maximum temporal delay between gate 1 and gate 2 with respect to the filter

matches τ1−2,N using an FBG array
τ1−2,min minimum temporal delay between gate 1 and gate 2 with respect to the filter,

matches τ1−2,1 using an FBG array
τpulse pulse duration (FWHM)
Tfilter filter response time with respect to the modulator in the TCFL
Ai electrical amplitude of gate window i of the optical gating signal
λL peak emission wavelength of laser
λLi peak emission wavelength of the ith emission line of the laser
ΔλL linewidth (FWHM) of laser emission line
δλL tuning bandwidth of laser
λSB1, λSB2 wavelength of FWM side bands
IC normalized self-convolution of a pulse profile
ÎC peak of normalized self-convolution trace of a pulse



D Files in the multimedia appendix

1. Single-Wavelength-Tuning.mp4 (see Fig. 3.11)

2. Single-Wavelength-TuningOC1&OC2.avi (see Fig. 3.14)

3. Dual-Wavelength-Tuning-over-25nm.mp4 (see Fig. 4.8 as well as Fig. 4.13)

4. Dual-Wavelength-scan-balance-Amplitude.mp4 (see Fig. 4.9)

5. Dual-Wavelength-Regimes-Transition.mp4 (see Fig. 4.12 as well as Fig. 4.11)

6. Dual-Wavelength-Tuning-over-50nm-linear.avi (see Fig. 4.13)

7. Dual-Wavelength-scannedDelay.mp4 (see Fig. 4.18 as well as Fig. 4.19a)
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